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nneewwssnews
Bates Receives SFI Certifi cation 

Bates Container, North Richland Hills, Texas, is now SFI Certifi ed 

and will continue to support and initiate environmentally responsible 

practices in its company and industry. 
HCWSA Celebrates Plant of the 

Year Award for Its Bear Creek 
Wastewater Treatment Facility

If spring is the season of new births, the Henry County Water & 

Sewerage Authority (HCWSA) of McDonough, Georgia celebrated 

appropriately by delivering the state’s Plant of the Year for its Bear 

Creek Water Reclamation Facility operations, as awarded by the 

Georgia Association of Water Professionals (GAWP) during its 

recent Spring Conference and Expo in Columbus.
Mid-Continent Instruments Adds 

Services, Changes NameMid-Continent Instruments of Wichita, Kansas has offi  cially 

changed its name to Mid-Continent Instruments and Avionics. 

Th e new corporate identifi cation better describes the company’s 

capabilities and underscores its commitment to provide its extensive 

customer base of general aviation repair facilities with a full range 

of services supporting avionics systems, instruments, and power 

solutions. Mid-Continent has steadily increased its capacity and 

involvement in the repair and overhaul of avionics products in 

recent months. Th is includes weather radars, navigational and 

communications systems, and similar products.“Our name refl ects who we are and what we do,” said Todd Winter, 

president and CEO of Mid-Continent Instruments and Avionics. “We’ve 

served as a supplier of instruments and technical support to a lot of 

general aviation service facilities over the years. Th ey have learned they 

can rely on us for top-quality products and highly responsive repair and 

overhaul service. In recent months, we have been increasing our avionics 

repair and overhaul capabilities and have received very positive feedback 

from our customers. At the same time, the eff ects of the economic 

downturn have forced some customers to curtail their repair and 

technical bench services or cut back staff . We have been asked to fi ll this 

void by off ering the same type of reliable support on avionics systems 

that we provide for instrumentation. When it comes to conveying our 

commitment to these customers and the expansion of our services, we 

felt that the best way to do it was to put it right in our name.” 
Park View Care Center (Elim Care) 

is Ranked HighU.S. News and World Report ranks Park View Care Center in 

Buff alo, Minnesota as one of the best nursing homes in that state. 

Park View received very high overall ratings from the federal 

government’s Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services. Each 

facility in this ranking was rated in health inspections, nurse staffi  ng, 

and medical care as well as underlying elements. Elim Care is proud to 

serve its residents and community by a commitment to compassion, 

excellence, and innovation in its care of seniors.

Six Users Apply for the GPUG
®

 
Academy Professional Certifi cation 

in Accounts Payable (PCAP)
Th e GPUG Academy Professional Certifi cation in Accounts 

PayableTM (PCAPTM) enables those Members of the Microsoft 

Dynamics GP community working with the Microsoft Dynamics 

GP Accounts Payable module to expand their skills and attest to 

their deep knowledge of the Accounts Payable process. Th e PCAP 

program provides:
 » Ongoing professional and personal development for the specifi c 
role of an Accounts Payable specialist » A holistic approach that encompasses not only competence 
with the software, but also expertise with supporting business 
processes and practices » A balanced set of classes around people, processes, and 
technology training

 » A mixture of instructional formats to fi t each professional’s 
situation

 » An industry-recognized designationUnlike many other professional certifi cations, the focus of the 

PCAP is to equip the Accounts Payable professional with quality 

instruction covering a range of relevant topics. While the Program 

is intended to expand Users’ competency and effi  cacy related to 

Microsoft Dynamics GP, supporting tools and technologies, and 

process effi  ciencies, participants have the option of taking the exam 

at any point should they feel they have the required knowledge and/or 

experience. Th e PCAP program is fl exible to fi t schedules, aff ordable 

to fi t budgets, and adaptable to fi t specifi c roles and responsibilities. 
Th e latest applicants include: » Amy Ochsner, Accounts Payable Coordinator, Viracor-IBT 

Laboratories, Inc.
 » Calvina Clay, Accounts Payable Clerk, Storm Industries, Inc.
 » Kristen Tennant, Accountant/Auditor, WEL Companies, Inc.
 » Maria Barton, Accounting Representative, AMERIND Risk 
Management Corporation » Maureen Shewchuk, Accounts Payable, Horizon North 
Logistics, Inc.

 » Norman Sabblut, Controller, Aerial Bouquets » Valerie Valdo, Accounting Representative, AMERIND Risk 
Management CorporationTh ank you to all for submitting your PCAP applications!

Share Your Big News with the GPUG 

Community
If you have newsworthy events or happenings in your organization 

that you want to see published in a future issue of the GPUG 

Magazine, please submit them to Bob Buresh at bob@gpug.com 

for consideration.   Th e news can be related to Microsoft Dynamics 

GP, GPUG, awards, accreditations, or recognition for you, your 

teammates, or organization – the same type of information you 

might include in your company newsletter or on the news section of 

your website. Let the community know what’s happening!  

Community News

Walk in Each Other’s Shoes
A great asset of GPUG Regional Chapter meetings is that you meet 

others who walk in your shoes, peers who thrive because of their use 
of Microsoft Dynamics GP day in and day out. It’s wonderful and 
rewarding to build upon these peer relationships.Who would have thought fi ve years ago that the Regional Chapter 
community would continue to grow so fast? We witness fi rst-hand 
Users investing in resources to learn more about their ERP investment 
and to learn how to fi ne-tune Microsoft Dynamics GP to work faster 
and easier. With less staff , technology has become crucial within 
process improvements. What better way to improve: fi nd others who 
may have found that secret sauce, those that have been there and tried 
that. You can catapult over their learning curve and gain ground faster. 
Th at is why the Regional Chapter community continues to grow. So far 
in 2012 alone, volunteers have created the following chapters:

 » Arizona
 » Central Pennsylvania
 » Central Virginia
 » Eastern Virginia
 » Mid-Atlantic
 » Nashville

To top that off , we just came off  a very successful quarter 2 roll-
out on learning more about Microsoft Management Reporter 2012. 
GPUG’s Regional Chapter meeting was a part of Microsoft’s eff orts 
by encouraging Users to move from Microsoft FRx. Yes, the reality is 
now here: Microsoft FRx is going away, and with Microsoft Dynamics 
GP 2013 around the corner, you can’t aff ord to be left without a good 
report writer replacement. Th at’s one of the reasons why 13 chapters 
have had recent meetings to include this important topic.

What else has happened in 2012? Some chapters always have some 
fun along the way. Th e Indy/Kentucky chapter is one of the best 
examples of “fun learning”.  In May they held their meeting at Oliver 
Winery in Bloomington, Indiana.  Th ey did start off  the afternoon 
with learning about reporting options. But in the end, they sampled 

the local wine – of course they said they had a really good time at the 
meeting! How about mixing fun with learning at your next meeting?

So, what is around the corner? GPUG has rolled out a new “Q3 
meeting in a box” which includes: » GPUG Member Showcase; a User outlines what and how they 

use Microsoft Dynamics GP. » Main presentation called “How SSRS Can be Used to Create 
Financial Reports for GP”. » SmartList Roundtable Discussion. Roundtable discussions are 
excellent in sharing best practices. Th is quarter the topic is 
SmartLists. It’s fun to hear and learn from others about this valuable 
tool and to pick up a tip or two on how to take it to the next step.

GPUG is encouraging chapters to leverage the materials and 
messages on these timely and important topics. Now it’s up to the 
leaders to execute or create their own plan of what is needed in the 
local marketplace.

Th e fi nal Q4 plan will feature the upcoming Microsoft Dynamics 
GP 2013 rollout along with important year-end process reviews.  

We hope this helps you understand the value of local Regional 
Chapters. GPUG is here to assist; please go to GPUG.com>Member 
Resources>Regional Chapters and see where we have groups 
today. If we don’t have one listed for your area, simply reach out to 
RegionalChapter@GPUG.com, and we’ll help get one started!

Th e shoes are there – simply try them on and enjoy the walk of 
knowledge! 

GPUG

Regional Chapter News

 » Ontario/Toronto
 » Pennsylvania
 » Pittsburgh
 » Portland

» South Florida
 » Virginia
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Benefi ts of a Regional Chapter                      
 » Foremost, networking is invaluable for Users to know others in their area who walk in their shoes; you form 

a network of helping and understanding relationships.   » Increasing User satisfaction of Microsoft Dynamics GP; by learning more, you’ll improve your processes.

 » Optimizing the value of your Microsoft Dynamics investment to individuals and companies relying on 

Microsoft Dynamics GP to run their business in order to maximize their effi ciency and success. 

 » Increasing User readiness for upgrades and additional services.
 » Learning about companion products that help your specifi c needs.
 » Advocacy; you will have a closer relationship with Microsoft by having the opportunity to provide product 

development input and updates for the product roadmap.
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Clearing the 
REPORTING CLUTTER

T
he Microsoft Dynamics GP reporting space continues 
to get more complicated, so I thought that I would try 
to untangle some of the reporting knots. In recent 
years many vendors, including Microsoft, have tried 
to align their existing tools with whatever reporting 

term was in fashion. That is how Microsoft FRx got positioned as a 
business intelligence (BI) tool a few years ago. While Microsoft FRx 
might meet some technical definition of BI, it’s certainly not the first 
tool that comes to mind. The end result of this marketing spin was a 
muddled message for Microsoft Dynamics GP Users.

 Microsoft is now positioning Management Reporter as a corporate 
performance management (CPM) tool, and folks are left wondering 
how CPM is different from BI. Let’s look at what all these terms mean.

 

Reporting

Reporting is a broad term. A generic definition would generally in-
clude business intelligence and corporate performance management. 
In this context though, reporting is typically thought of as row and 
column reports. Usually these are prebuilt with limited options for 
Users. The built-in Microsoft Dynamics GP reports or SQL Server 
Reporting Services (SSRS) reports are great examples. SmartLists 
generally fall into this category as well. They are more flexible than 
traditional reports but provide the same type of data as traditional 
reporting solutions in a similar format. 

Business IntelligenceAn average User would commonly associate business intelligence 
with two things: dashboards, including key performance indicators 
(KPIs), and ad hoc analysis allowing broader discovery. My defini-
tion of business intelligence is any “information provided to support 
decision making.” For example, a report might show positive net in-
come and maybe even compare it to budget. The same information 
presented as a KPI might show net income related to budget with a 
red arrow showing a declining trend and a yellow caution indicator 
based on the ability to still meet budget. In other words, we’re mak-
ing money, but not nearly as much as expected. Now we have some 
context to dig into the trend and start making decisions.

 Dashboards and KPIs are interesting because they tend to provide 
a fixed set of data, like reports, but they add context to the data like 
the previous example. A key performance indicator is a metric that 
is important to a specific business. Multiple KPIs are often grouped 
into a dashboard to provide a centralized location to view all key met-
rics. Unlike a car dashboard, which generally the shows the same core 
set of data regardless of the car you are driving, business dashboards 
can be different from firm to firm. Often it takes longer to define a 
KPI than to actually build it.  Drilling into the context of a KPI is where ad hoc BI tools come 

into play. Often these tools are tied to analysis services and delivered 
in the form of an analysis cube. Cubing the data allows pivot table 
style analysis on high volumes of data, making it easy to tackle “what 
if ” questions. In our example, we would use ad hoc tools to drill back 
into accounts and determine why net income was deteriorating, al-
lowing management to reverse the trend by adjusting operations. 
Microsoft offers Analysis Cubes for Excel as an out-of-the-box BI so-
lution for Microsoft Dynamics GP.  Other great third-party ad hoc BI 
solutions are available, including offerings from Jet Reports, TARGIT, 
and BIO Analytics Corporation.  

Corporate Performance Management

Ad hoc BI tools provide incredible flexibility, and traditional re-
porting tools provide great structure. However, there is a need for 
something in between these tools. Companies need to be able to pro-
duce consistent financial reports. Balance sheets and income state-
ments require the structure of traditional reports and the formatting 
power of business intelligence tools. This is where corporate perfor-
mance management options shine. CPM is designed to deliver finan-
cial and managerial reporting combined with the formatting power 
of BI tools.

 But CPM isn’t just about reporting. Traditionally CPM includes 
budgeting, planning, and forecasting in addition to reporting. For 
Microsoft, this means a full CPM solution requires both Microsoft 
Forecaster and Management Reporter combined with Microsoft Dy-
namics GP. For those looking to move beyond Microsoft’s separate 
CPM components, deFacto Global and BI360 offer completely inte-
grated budgeting, planning, forecasting, and reporting CPM solu-
tions. 

 

The Challenge
SSRS, traditionally a reporting tool, can be used to build a pretty 

nice dashboard. BI tools like Analysis Cubes for Excel can be used 
to create financial statements, though formatting them to be board-
ready can be challenging. CPM solutions like deFacto bridge the gap 
in both directions. Because solutions like deFacto are based on an 
analysis cube, they can provide both ad hoc analysis and traditional 
reporting in addition to consistent and reproducible financial state-
ments. 

 The Microsoft Dynamics GP space is awash in reporting, BI, and 
CPM options. This gives Users of a wide range of basic to advanced 
choices. Cutting through the clutter to find the right solution can still 
be something of challenge. The type of data and the presentation for-
mat will often lead firms to the appropriate types of reports. For small 
needs, many of the tools can dip into other areas of expertise. Choos-
ing the best tool often depends on the level of complexity and volume 
that companies require. 

GPUG

by Mark Polino, I.B.I.S., Inc. | illustration Seth Rexilius
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The hottest topic with Microsoft Dynamics® GP Users these days is reporting! With 

Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013 coming, FRx will not be integrated. You need to make a 

clear decision on your next move as you upgrade.

GPUG® is about connecting, sharing, and helping you learn more about your Microsoft 

Dynamics GP investment. We do this in many formats. GPUG can help you better understand 

what reporting options you have as well as how we are reinforcing Microsoft’s direction on 

reporting.

This issue of GPUG Magazine concentrates on reporting – our articles, advertising, Tech 

Tips, almost everything will help you make a decision on this important topic. You’ll read 

interviews from Users, Partners, and Microsoft on what and how they can help in making 

reporting requirements smoother. Keep this issue handy and share with others to help you 

understand what options you have and how you can move ahead today, even before the 

upgrade. There’s no reason to wait!

GPUG Regional Chapters provide an awesome opportunity for learning and networking 

in your local area. In Q2, 17 of the 22 meetings presented Management Reporter 2012. Our 

regional chapter (RC) meetings happened to be Microsoft’s on-the-street education for the 

new version. Now comes Q3, and we have materials for RC leaders on SQL Server Reporting 

Services (SSRS) and on a SmartList Roundtables – more reporting options. Check with your 

local chapter and plan on attending our upcoming meetings to hear options and stories of 

local experiences.  

GPUG Virtual Learning is still important and enables you to learn something new about 

Microsoft Dynamics GP each week. On the reporting side, we hold webinars, of course, but 

we also have a very active BI & Reporting Special Interest Group. Each month we dig into best 

practices, options, and valuable discussions with fellow Members. The BI & Reporting SIG is 

monthly and available for Premium Members. Check it out!

GPUG Summit is around the corner. With this year’s exciting lineup, we’ll have more 

than150 concurrent sessions along with great general sessions on what is coming in Microsoft 

Dynamics GP 2013. Review the insert in the magazine to better understand why you need to 

come to Seattle. On the reporting side, we have more than 40 sessions related to reporting and 

business intelligence. That’s worth the trip itself! 

I hope you enjoy this issue of the GPUG Magazine. “Report” back to Programs@GPUG.com 

on what impressed you the most in this edition. Moving forward, what information would you 

like from us as related to your reporting decisions and beyond?

Thank you to all who make GPUG what it is and for the opportunity it presents. Let’s 

continue to connect, learn, and share to grow the GPUG community…one Member, one 

resolved challenge at a time!

Regards,

Kim Peterson

GPUG Director
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Reporting, Reporting,

and Reporting!

Kim Peterson
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Imagine that virtually all of your business processes are 
automated so your business rules are always consistently 
enforced.  
Imagine your system having the ability to notify you of 
business transactions across your organization that you 
really need to know about.  
Now, imagine doing this by leveraging technologies and 
systems you already own. 

Get more out of your existing Microsoft Dynamics®

system it  noti  cations an  or  o s tai ore  to 
your existing business processes.  

 as ma e or  o  irtua y anytime an  
any ere a rea ity for Microsoft Dynamics®. t or s 
seam ess y it in an  across your existing Microsoft 
Dynamics® system without changing the way the 
organi ation oes business.  is  exib e an  easy to 
use an  great y impro es organi ationa  performance.

Integrity Data is proud to offer U-LINC™ – the latest, 
most omprehensi e and  e i le or  o  solution 
designed for use ithin i rosoft Dynami s  

Visit u inc.com or contact Integrity Data
for more information.  (888) 786-6162
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AAA Washington  

ABQ Health Partners  

ADO Products LLC  

American Academy of Otolaryngology - Head and 
Neck Surgery Foundation, Inc  

American College of Obstetricians & Gynecologists  

AMOCO Federal Credit Union  

Arkansas Blue Cross and Blue Shield  

Ascentium Capital LLC  

ATRAC Solutions  

BancVue Ltd  

Carolina Urology Partners  

Central California Faculty Medical Group  

Children’s Miracle Network Hospitals  

Comet Industries  

Community Associations Institute

ConServe  

Control Solutions, Inc  

CorePointe Group  

Diagnostic Imaging Centers, PA  

Doris Duke Management Foundation  

Enghouse Interactive  

This quarter we’d like to feature one of our new GPUG® Members, sharing a little about who they are and what they do. Welcome to 
Rick Lester of Steel Dynamics, Inc.!

Steel Dynamics, Inc. (SDI) is the nation’s fifth largest producer of carbon steel products and is based in Fort Wayne, Indiana. 

With net sales of $8 billion in 2011, SDI is one of the largest steel producers and one of the largest metals recyclers in the United 

States, based on a current estimated annual steelmaking capability of 6.4 million tons and actual recycling volumes. The company 

employs about 6,500 people at its steel mills, metals-recycling yards, and facilities for iron production and steel finishing, coating, 

and fabrication. SDI is in the process of moving all of its sites (including five steel mills, six steel processing facilities, two iron 

production facilities, more than 70 metals recycling locations, and six steel fabrication plants) to Microsoft Dynamics GP. 

Rick Lester serves as accounting supervisor at Steel Dynamics Roanoke Bar Division. He’s been using Microsoft Dynamics GP since 

2009. He says it was Convergence that sold him on a GPUG Premium membership. “Talking to peers helps find solutions faster. 

We had one report that typically took hours to run. With the help of a fellow User we met at Convergence, the report now takes 

seconds,” says Rick. He notes that he’s also looking forward to GPUG classes and the tips and tricks he’ll learn. 

Welcome to GPUG, Rick and SDI! Welcome also to the new Members who have invested in GPUG Premium membership and Partner 
membership this year! At press time, the group’s grand total of Member organizations is 3,519. Each new Member adds value not only 
to their own organization, but also to the entire GPUG community as they share their knowledge and experiences. Please note that 
these organizations have given GPUG permission to share their name publicly. 

Engineered Equipment Inc  

Fabricated Metals, LLC  

GCT Semiconductor Inc.  

Gerson Lehrman Group Inc.  

Global Aviation Holdings  

Habilitative Services, Inc.  

Housley Communication  

Jamestown BPU  

Kevin J Mort Distributors  

Kodiak Wireline Services Ltd  

Lasell College  

Life Incorporated  

Louis Dreyfus Commodities  

MakeMusic Inc.  

Margaret A Cargill Foundation  

Maxwood Furniture  

Midwest Transplant Network  

Nevada Restaurant Services Inc. DBA 
Dotty’s  

Orthopaedic Associates of Michigan  

Professional Directional Ltd.  

Research and Development Corporation  

Again, thank you for your contributions, and welcome to GPUG! If you, too, want to explore the benefits of GPUG  
Premium membership and take advantage of membership opportunities, simply visit www.GPUG.com > Join GPUG. Our Premium 
Members are the lifeblood of our organization and enable us to continue to provide valuable networking, educational events, and 
solution-specific programming. GPUG

Premium Members Added Last Quarter

Computer Pundits Corporation  

Esker  

Premium Partner Members Added Last Quarter

Ridgeline Energy Services USA Inc.  

Santa Ana Watershed project Authority  

Schafer Systems Inc  

Seattle Goodwill  

Shippers Warehouse  

Southern Manatee Fire & Rescue District  

Southwest Georgia Ethanol, LLC  

Steel Dynamics Inc Roanoke Bar Division  

Sunrise Safety Services, Inc.  

Texas Hospital Association  

The Judge Group  

Transystems  

UNITED SOLUTIONS INC.  

Univation Technologies, LLC  

Verde Valley Guidance Clinic, Inc.  

WASH Multifamily Laundry Systems, LLC  

Wesco Valve and Manufacturing Co.  

Willamette Dental Management Corporation  

Wingstop Restaurants Inc  

 WM CARROLL LLC  

Sierra Workforce Solutions  

Springthrough  

TrueCommerce EDI Solutions
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news
Bates Receives SFI Certification 

Bates Container, North Richland Hills, Texas, is now SFI Certified 

and will continue to support and initiate environmentally responsible 

practices in its company and industry. 

HCWSA Celebrates Plant of the 

Year Award for Its Bear Creek 

Wastewater Treatment Facility

If spring is the season of new births, the Henry County Water & 

Sewerage Authority (HCWSA) of McDonough, Georgia celebrated 

appropriately by delivering the state’s Plant of the Year for its Bear 

Creek Water Reclamation Facility operations, as awarded by the 

Georgia Association of Water Professionals (GAWP) during its 

recent Spring Conference and Expo in Columbus.

 

Mid-Continent Instruments Adds 

Services, Changes Name

Mid-Continent Instruments of Wichita, Kansas has officially 

changed its name to Mid-Continent Instruments and Avionics. 

The new corporate identification better describes the company’s 

capabilities and underscores its commitment to provide its extensive 

customer base of general aviation repair facilities with a full range 

of services supporting avionics systems, instruments, and power 

solutions. Mid-Continent has steadily increased its capacity and 

involvement in the repair and overhaul of avionics products in 

recent months. This includes weather radars, navigational and 

communications systems, and similar products.

“Our name reflects who we are and what we do,” said Todd Winter, 

president and CEO of Mid-Continent Instruments and Avionics. “We’ve 

served as a supplier of instruments and technical support to a lot of 

general aviation service facilities over the years. They have learned they 

can rely on us for top-quality products and highly responsive repair and 

overhaul service. In recent months, we have been increasing our avionics 

repair and overhaul capabilities and have received very positive feedback 

from our customers. At the same time, the effects of the economic 

downturn have forced some customers to curtail their repair and 

technical bench services or cut back staff. We have been asked to fill this 

void by offering the same type of reliable support on avionics systems 

that we provide for instrumentation. When it comes to conveying our 

commitment to these customers and the expansion of our services, we 

felt that the best way to do it was to put it right in our name.” 

Park View Care Center (Elim Care)  

is Ranked High

U.S. News and World Report ranks Park View Care Center in 

Buffalo, Minnesota as one of the best nursing homes in that state. 

Park View received very high overall ratings from the federal 

government’s Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services. Each 

facility in this ranking was rated in health inspections, nurse staffing, 

and medical care as well as underlying elements. Elim Care is proud to 

serve its residents and community by a commitment to compassion, 

excellence, and innovation in its care of seniors.

Six Users Apply for the GPUG
®
 

Academy Professional Certification 

in Accounts Payable (PCAP)

The GPUG Academy Professional Certification in Accounts 

PayableTM (PCAPTM) enables those Members of the Microsoft 

Dynamics GP community working with the Microsoft Dynamics 

GP Accounts Payable module to expand their skills and attest to 

their deep knowledge of the Accounts Payable process. The PCAP 

program provides:

 » Ongoing professional and personal development for the specific 

role of an Accounts Payable specialist

 » A holistic approach that encompasses not only competence 

with the software, but also expertise with supporting business 

processes and practices

 » A balanced set of classes around people, processes, and 

technology training

 » A mixture of instructional formats to fit each professional’s 

situation

 » An industry-recognized designation

Unlike many other professional certifications, the focus of the 

PCAP is to equip the Accounts Payable professional with quality 

instruction covering a range of relevant topics. While the Program 

is intended to expand Users’ competency and efficacy related to 

Microsoft Dynamics GP, supporting tools and technologies, and 

process efficiencies, participants have the option of taking the exam 

at any point should they feel they have the required knowledge and/or 

experience. The PCAP program is flexible to fit schedules, affordable 

to fit budgets, and adaptable to fit specific roles and responsibilities. 

The latest applicants include:

 » Amy Ochsner, Accounts Payable Coordinator, Viracor-IBT 

Laboratories, Inc.

 » Calvina Clay, Accounts Payable Clerk, Storm Industries, Inc.

 » Kristen Tennant, Accountant/Auditor, WEL Companies, Inc.

 » Maria Barton, Accounting Representative, AMERIND Risk 

Management Corporation

 » Maureen Shewchuk, Accounts Payable, Horizon North 

Logistics, Inc.

 » Norman Sabblut, Controller, Aerial Bouquets

 » Valerie Valdo, Accounting Representative, AMERIND Risk 

Management Corporation

Thank you to all for submitting your PCAP applications!

Share Your Big News with the GPUG 

Community

If you have newsworthy events or happenings in your organization 

that you want to see published in a future issue of the GPUG 

Magazine, please submit them to Bob Buresh at bob@gpug.com 

for consideration.   The news can be related to Microsoft Dynamics 

GP, GPUG, awards, accreditations, or recognition for you, your 

teammates, or organization – the same type of information you 

might include in your company newsletter or on the news section of 

your website. Let the community know what’s happening!  

Community News
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Walk in Each Other’s Shoes

A great asset of GPUG Regional Chapter meetings is that you meet 

others who walk in your shoes, peers who thrive because of their use 

of Microsoft Dynamics GP day in and day out. It’s wonderful and 

rewarding to build upon these peer relationships.

Who would have thought five years ago that the Regional Chapter 

community would continue to grow so fast? We witness first-hand 

Users investing in resources to learn more about their ERP investment 

and to learn how to fine-tune Microsoft Dynamics GP to work faster 

and easier. With less staff, technology has become crucial within 

process improvements. What better way to improve: find others who 

may have found that secret sauce, those that have been there and tried 

that. You can catapult over their learning curve and gain ground faster. 

That is why the Regional Chapter community continues to grow. So far 

in 2012 alone, volunteers have created the following chapters:

 » Arizona

 » Central Pennsylvania

 » Central Virginia

 » Eastern Virginia

 » Mid-Atlantic

 » Nashville

To top that off, we just came off a very successful quarter 2 roll-

out on learning more about Microsoft Management Reporter 2012. 

GPUG’s Regional Chapter meeting was a part of Microsoft’s efforts 

by encouraging Users to move from Microsoft FRx. Yes, the reality is 

now here: Microsoft FRx is going away, and with Microsoft Dynamics 

GP 2013 around the corner, you can’t afford to be left without a good 

report writer replacement. That’s one of the reasons why 17 chapters 

have had recent meetings to include this important topic.

What else has happened in 2012? Some chapters always have some 

fun along the way. The Indy/Kentucky chapter is one of the best 

examples of “fun learning”.  In May they held their meeting at Oliver 

Winery in Bloomington, Indiana.  They did start off the afternoon 

with learning about reporting options. But in the end, they sampled 

the local wine – of course they said they had a really good time at the 

meeting! How about mixing fun with learning at your next meeting?

So, what is around the corner? GPUG has rolled out a new “Q3 

meeting in a box” which includes:

 » GPUG Member Showcase; a User outlines what and how they 

use Microsoft Dynamics GP.

 » Main presentation called “How SSRS Can be Used to Create 

Financial Reports for GP”.

 » SmartList Roundtable Discussion. Roundtable discussions are 

excellent in sharing best practices. This quarter the topic is 

SmartLists. It’s fun to hear and learn from others about this valuable 

tool and to pick up a tip or two on how to take it to the next step.

GPUG is encouraging chapters to leverage the materials and 

messages on these timely and important topics. Now it’s up to the 

leaders to execute or create their own plan of what is needed in the 

local marketplace.

The final Q4 plan will feature the upcoming Microsoft Dynamics 

GP 2013 rollout along with important year-end process reviews.  

We hope this helps you understand the value of local Regional 

Chapters. GPUG is here to assist; please go to GPUG.com>Member 

Resources>Regional Chapters and see where we have groups 

today. If we don’t have one listed for your area, simply reach out to 

RegionalChapter@GPUG.com, and we’ll help get one started!

The shoes are there – simply try them on and enjoy the walk of 

knowledge! GPUG

Regional Chapter News

 » Ontario/Toronto

 » Pennsylvania

 » Pittsburgh

 » Portland

 » South Florida

 » Virginia
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Benefits of a Regional Chapter                      

 » Foremost, networking is invaluable for Users to know others in their area who walk in their shoes; you form 

a network of helping and understanding relationships.  

 » Increasing User satisfaction of Microsoft Dynamics GP; by learning more, you’ll improve your processes.

 » Optimizing the value of your Microsoft Dynamics investment to individuals and companies relying on 

Microsoft Dynamics GP to run their business in order to maximize their efficiency and success. 

 » Increasing User readiness for upgrades and additional services.

 » Learning about companion products that help your specific needs.

 » Advocacy; you will have a closer relationship with Microsoft by having the opportunity to provide product 

development input and updates for the product roadmap.
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boardMEET THE

In step with this issue’s reporting theme, we asked our GPUG
®
 board 

members to report back on their favorite reporting tools. What’s your 

favorite reporting tool? Tell us at Kim@GPUG.com.

What is your favorite reporting tool to use with 

Microsoft Dynamics GP?  

The first favorite reporting tool is Microsoft FRx 

to print my financial statements. The only other 

one I am using is Crystal Reports.   I am going to 

take the SSRS class at Summit.  The reason I am 

using these two is because I have had CPE classes 

on these products. 

Drew Rosen
Carolina Services of Fayettevile, Inc.

What is your favorite reporting tool to use with 

Microsoft Dynamics GP?  

We don’t have a “favorite” tool for reporting in 

Microsoft Dynamics GP.   Depending on the 

reporting requirements and how the information is 

requested, viewed, and disseminated, we determine 

the best reporting solution.  That is, not all tools are 

appropriate for all business applications.

» SmartList (and SmartList Builder) is the tool 

of choice when we want something simple that 

is used frequently by the requestor and the requestor works inside 

Microsoft Dynamics GP  as part of his/her regular job.

» SSRS is the tool of choice when we need a robust solution that may need to 

pull data from both the Microsoft Dynamics GP database and other related 

databases.  It is also the choice we make if the User of the report doesn’t have 

access to Microsoft Dynamics GP.

» Microsoft FRx (soon to be Management Reporter) is the tool of choice for 

financial reports where the data source is only the GL.

Jim Noblitt 
MorphoTrust USA

What is your favorite reporting tool to use with 

Microsoft Dynamics GP?  

While I try not to use just one, at present I would 

have to say Microsoft Excel.  It allows me to give a 

person accustomed to seeing many columns and 

rows what they want to see, or someone else that just 

wants pivot tables what they want, and yet for those 

that only want to see a pretty graph or bar chart or 

other little pretty things, I can show them just what 

they want. All these different ways of displaying 

information is achievable within the framework of an application that 

everyone already has via Microsoft Office.  It is flexible and almost everyone already 

has it, and those few that do not can get a free viewer. Most everyone understands 

it. I find it best to keep data in SQL Server so I can have an automatically refreshable 

connection to SQL Server from Excel, so the report becomes dynamic rather than a 

static report that has to been re-run at some interval. 

John Lowther
Sta-home Health & Hospice, Inc.

What is your favorite reporting tool to use with 

Microsoft Dynamics GP?  

We use Microsoft SQL Reporting tools a lot. They’re 

free, great to use for scheduling, they integrate with 

many databases (including Microsoft Dynamics 

GP), and, as web-based reporting tools, they’re easy 

to use for the entire company.

Eugene Kogan 
US Fund for UNICEF

What is your favorite reporting tool to use with 

Microsoft Dynamics GP?  

Excelsior College is currently using Microsoft 

FRx after struggling with Microsoft Access for a 

number of years. Both are/were complemented 

by Report Writer and SmartList, of course. We are 

now investigating the migration to Management 

Reporter while recently deploying SSRS and Excel 

Reports as options.

Tom Weaver
Excelsior College

What is your favorite reporting tool to use with 

Microsoft Dynamics GP?  

My favorite reporting tool is SmartList.  I am able 

to build quick, complex, on-demand reports, 

and thanks to the SmartList Builder tool, I can 

combine fields from different sub-ledgers into one 

report. Then with one click of a button, I can export 

my data directly to Excel. This tool is widely used 

in our analysis of financial statements as we can 

quickly compare data from one period to the next.

Traci Shaw 
Interactive Intelligence
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What is your favorite reporting tool to use with 

Microsoft Dynamics GP? 

My favorite reporting tool to use with Microsoft 

Dynamics GP is SmartList Builder. SmartList 

Builder gives me the ability to access data and 

run reports without needing to be a SQL Server 

reporting guru. In addition, a lot of my day-to-

day work involves payroll and HR. The existing 

payroll and HR reports in Microsoft Dynamics GP 

are limited, so having the ability to create my own 

reports helps tremendously.

Landon Russell
The Money Box

What is your favorite reporting tool to use with 

Microsoft Dynamics GP?  

We use SRSS for our enterprise business intelligence 

reporting. SRSS is a more standard reporting tool 

and we can find talent that knows the platform 

independent of them knowing Microsoft Dynamics 

GP, enabling us to continue to leverage that set of 

tools and expertise.

Michael Smith
Intelident Solutions

What is your favorite reporting tool to use with Microsoft Dynamics GP?  

SmartList/SmartList Builder is hard to beat, but running a strong second would be the Business Alerts.  They are extremely easy to set up and use. 

SmartList helps me gather the information I need quickly, and Business Alerts keep me up to date on the things happening in Microsoft Dynamics 

GP.

Mike McDowell

CONVERGENCE 2013
March 18-21, 2013
New Orleans, LA

Watch our event website for updates:   
www.microsoft.com/dynamics/convergence/neworleans13

Mark your calendar for the Microsoft Dynamics premier event of the year!
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T
hree years ago, Michelle Kocher 

went to training course on 

Microsoft Dynamics GP that 

was held in Illinois because 

it was close to her office in 

suburban Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Today, she’s 

widely considered the go-to person at Delta 

Medical Systems for almost all aspects of the 

solution, but especially for the feature known 

as SmartList, and she’s a tireless advocate for 

the field services module within Microsoft 

Dynamics GP. She’s spoken and presented at 

Convergence and at the annual GPUG Summit. 

And, along with another Delta employee, she’s 

signed up to lead the relatively new Wisconsin 

Regional Chapter of GPUG. 

While the speed and totality with which 

she’s delved into the solution and its 

potential might seem rapid to some, it’s 

simply her style. Kocher’s title at Delta is 

internal operations manager; her job, on 

the other hand, entails responsibility for the 

operations side of the business, including IT, 

Microsoft Dynamics GP, customer service, 

the call center, marketing, and the quality 

management system. 

She appears to be the all-or-nothing 

type, and her wholehearted embrace of 

all things Microsoft Dynamics GP is no 

exception. Delta sells and services medical 

imaging equipment to hospitals, clinics, and 

outpatient imaging centers throughout the 

upper Midwest, and within six months of 

joining the company, Kocher was a member 

of the team that chose and then implemented 

Microsoft Dynamics GP. 

“I just ended up mastering it,” she says, 

explaining that Delta uses Microsoft 

Dynamics GP for all accounting and field 

service functions as well as purchasing, 

sales, and inventory. It’s the field services 

functionality that sealed the deal, however, 

and it’s where Kocher’s passion is closest to the 

surface. “In our previous system, field services 

didn’t integrate well with other functions,” she 

says. “There were a lot of disconnects. Now we 

have everything together, so we can analyze 

our business properly. Not just financials but 

service as well.” 

Since she’s a firm believer in the value 

of sharing technical know-how, Kocher’s 

presentations have ranged from demos 

to more intimate roundtable discussions. 

Topics include various aspects and uses of 

business intelligence (BI) and how to use 

SmartList Builder, a tool that helps create 

custom reports for SmartList, a process 

she’s learned by creating more than 100 of 

her own.  At this year’s GPUG Summit in 

Seattle, she’ll lead an interactive session on 

SmartList Builder for field services. “For 

GPUG, I am always willing to help with 

field services topics because there aren’t a 

lot of Customers willing to do it,” she says. 

“The field services module can be added on 

to create a lot of new functionality that’s 

important to a field service company.” 

Equally important, she says, is 

participating in User group activities. Many 

of her reasons are not uncommon. There 

are opportunities to interact with people 

from Microsoft who not only understand 

the solution on a deep level, but are also in 

a position to make sure feedback reaches 

the right people. And there are networking 

opportunities, of course, and a means for 

getting to know a core group of other Users 

to avoid feeling completely overwhelmed by 

a large event such as Convergence. But there 

are technical learning opportunities that 

she’s not sure would be as easily accessible 

elsewhere. “The Academy Trainings are 

great,” she says. “They’re deep dives, four- 

and eight-hour trainings on specific topics. 

I had very little knowledge of SQL reporting 

until I attended the training, but since then 

I’ve created new reports to help my company 

analyze its business better. And it was taught 

by a Microsoft expert who I’ve been able to 

contact with follow-up questions.”

It’s that kind of insight that she hopes the 

quarterly meetings of the Regional Chapter 

will deliver. The meetings, which are usually 

attended by more than 30 people, have covered 

various trainings and sessions carried over from 

Convergence. For future meetings, Kocher is 

planning deeper dives in SQL reporting, BI, 

and, of course, SmartList.  GPUG

showcaseU S E R  M E M B E R
Delta 

Medical 

Systems, 

Inc.

COMPANY
Delta Medical Systems, Inc.

HEADQUARTERS
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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Michelle Kocher
 

EMAIL 
Mkocher@deltamed.net

 
WEBSITE 

www.deltamedicalsystems.com 
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Mastering  

Microsoft Dynamics GP
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Congratulations to our Spring 2012 

contest winner, Teresa Fertitta of 

Novasom, Inc.! Teresa found the logo 

on page 24 of the Spring 2012 issue 

of GPUG® Magazine. Let’s play again. 

Hidden somewhere between the 

covers of this magazine is our 

GPUG logo.    

Can you find it? 

While our GPUG logo shows 

up throughout the magazine, 

the GPUG logo appears hidden in 

only one place. 

  
When you’ve found it, send an email to 
Logocontest@GPUG.com with 

an explanation of where and on what 

page it’s at. We’ll choose a winner at 

random and will highlight him/her 
in the next issue of the magazine.

contest

Are they working? Checking Facebook? This group from this past fall’s GPUG® Summit is definitely up to 
something. What would you name this photo? Simply email your submission to captioncontest@GPUG.
com; all submissions will be printed in the magazine’s next issue.

name that photo

GPUG

jumble
answers

CHECK
BUILDER
COMPANY

DEXTERITY
INVENTORY

BATCH RECOVERY

24    GPUG Magazine

Are they working? C
something. What 
com; all submissio

jumble
answers

good luck!

C O N T E S T
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T
he Microsoft Dynamics GP reporting space continues 

to get more complicated, so I thought that I would try 

to untangle some of the reporting knots. In recent 

years many vendors, including Microsoft, have tried 

to align their existing tools with whatever reporting 

term was in fashion. That is how Microsoft FRx got positioned as a 

business intelligence (BI) tool a few years ago. While Microsoft FRx 

might meet some technical definition of BI, it’s certainly not the first 

tool that comes to mind. The end result of this marketing spin was a 

muddled message for Microsoft Dynamics GP Users.

 Microsoft is now positioning Management Reporter as a corporate 

performance management (CPM) tool, and folks are left wondering 

how CPM is different from BI. Let’s look at what all these terms mean.

 

Reporting

Reporting is a broad term. A generic definition would generally in-

clude business intelligence and corporate performance management. 

In this context though, reporting is typically thought of as row and 

column reports. Usually these are prebuilt with limited options for 

Users. The built-in Microsoft Dynamics GP reports or SQL Server 

Reporting Services (SSRS) reports are great examples. SmartLists 

generally fall into this category as well. They are more flexible than 

traditional reports but provide the same type of data as traditional 

reporting solutions in a similar format.

 

Business Intelligence

An average User would commonly associate business intelligence 

with two things: dashboards, including key performance indicators 

(KPIs), and ad hoc analysis allowing broader discovery. My defini-

tion of business intelligence is any “information provided to support 

decision making.” For example, a report might show positive net in-

come and maybe even compare it to budget. The same information 

presented as a KPI might show net income related to budget with a 

red arrow showing a declining trend and a yellow caution indicator 

based on the ability to still meet budget. In other words, we’re mak-

ing money, but not nearly as much as expected. Now we have some 

context to dig into the trend and start making decisions.

 Dashboards and KPIs are interesting because they tend to provide 

a fixed set of data, like reports, but they add context to the data like 

the previous example. A key performance indicator is a metric that 

is important to a specific business. Multiple KPIs are often grouped 

into a dashboard to provide a centralized location to view all key met-

rics. Unlike a car dashboard, which generally the shows the same core 

set of data regardless of the car you are driving, business dashboards 

can be different from firm to firm. Often it takes longer to define a 

KPI than to actually build it. 

 Drilling into the context of a KPI is where ad hoc BI tools come 

into play. Often these tools are tied to analysis services and delivered 

in the form of an analysis cube. Cubing the data allows pivot table 

style analysis on high volumes of data, making it easy to tackle “what 

if ” questions. In our example, we would use ad hoc tools to drill back 

into accounts and determine why net income was deteriorating, al-

lowing management to reverse the trend by adjusting operations. 

Microsoft offers Analysis Cubes for Excel as an out-of-the-box BI so-

lution for Microsoft Dynamics GP.  Other great third-party ad hoc BI 

solutions are available, including offerings from Jet Reports, TARGIT, 

and BIO Analytics Corporation. 

 

Corporate Performance Management

Ad hoc BI tools provide incredible flexibility, and traditional re-

porting tools provide great structure. However, there is a need for 

something in between these tools. Companies need to be able to pro-

duce consistent financial reports. Balance sheets and income state-

ments require the structure of traditional reports and the formatting 

power of business intelligence tools. This is where corporate perfor-

mance management options shine. CPM is designed to deliver finan-

cial and managerial reporting combined with the formatting power 

of BI tools.

 But CPM isn’t just about reporting. Traditionally CPM includes 

budgeting, planning, and forecasting in addition to reporting. For 

Microsoft, this means a full CPM solution requires both Microsoft 

Forecaster and Management Reporter combined with Microsoft Dy-

namics GP. For those looking to move beyond Microsoft’s separate 

CPM components, deFacto Global and BI360 offer completely inte-

grated budgeting, planning, forecasting, and reporting CPM solu-

tions. 

 

The Challenge

SSRS, traditionally a reporting tool, can be used to build a pretty 

nice dashboard. BI tools like Analysis Cubes for Excel can be used 

to create financial statements, though formatting them to be board-

ready can be challenging. CPM solutions like deFacto bridge the gap 

in both directions. Because solutions like deFacto are based on an 

analysis cube, they can provide both ad hoc analysis and traditional 

reporting in addition to consistent and reproducible financial state-

ments. 

 The Microsoft Dynamics GP space is awash in reporting, BI, and 

CPM options. This gives Users of a wide range of basic to advanced 

choices. Cutting through the clutter to find the right solution can still 

be something of challenge. The type of data and the presentation for-

mat will often lead firms to the appropriate types of reports. For small 

needs, many of the tools can dip into other areas of expertise. Choos-

ing the best tool often depends on the level of complexity and volume 

that companies require. GPUG

by Mark Polino, I.B.I.S., Inc. | illustration Seth Rexilius

Mark Polino is a Microsoft MVP for Microsoft Dynamics GP, a certified 

public accountant, and a Microsoft Certified IT Professional – Dynamics. 

He is the author of the premier Microsoft Dynamics GP related blog, 

DynamicAccounting.net, and the creator and presenter of the successful 

series “Getting More Out of Microsoft Dynamics GP: 50 Tips in 50 

minutes.” Mark has worked with Microsoft Dynamics GP for more than 10 

years and is a principal consultant with I.B.I.S., Inc.
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actionM E M B E R  I N

W
hen it comes 

to getting 

the most 

out of the 

technology 

on behalf of her organization and the clients it serves, Cindi Todd 

believes so strongly in sharing experiences that she launched a new 

group for just that purpose. Todd is controller of the Susquehanna 

Association for the Blind and Vision Impaired, or SABVI, which relies 

on Microsoft Dynamics GP to manage areas critical to the Pennsylvania-

based organization’s ability to serve the more than 2,000 individuals 

who rely on it each year. What culminated in the launch of her local 

chapter began two years ago when she joined the national GPUG® 

group. “The people in GPUG love to share information, and when 

you’re working with an ERP system that’s so complex, it’s important to 

connect with others who have encountered the same issues,” she says. 

The central mission of SABVI is to help people who are blind or vision 

impaired achieve the level of independence that’s best for them. This is 

accomplished with education, rehabilitation services and programs, and 

employment opportunities. SABVI employees manufacture products 

such as pads and chin straps for military helmets; the organization also 

employs people whose job is to close out government contracts. 

In fact, the revenues generated from employment contribute 90 

percent of the cost of services offered by SABVI – most of which 

are offered free of charge – including such as home-based 

assistance and a preschool attended by students both with 

and without vision issues. Managing production costs, along 

with the range of services, presents the challenge of diversity 

within the infrastructure. “The key to GP is its complete 

integration,” says Todd, who uses the system for inventory, AP, 

AR, fixed assets and, in recent months, the module for MRP 

(manufacturing/materials resource planning), which she plans 

to use for total costing in the future. “We get everything into 

the system and then get everything out with various reporting 

tools, including Microsoft FRx.”

Todd says Microsoft Dynamics GP allows everyone to see important 

information in a more complete and timely manner, liberating 

employees from spreadsheets where inventory and other critical 

information once resided and was sometimes current but often 

was not. It integrates nicely with other software, such as Microsoft 

Forecaster, which not only saves time in terms of data entry, but also 

alerts people quickly when adjustments are necessary. The system also 

helps with data mining. “We used to send one organization a copy of 

each invoice, and then they manually entered it into a spreadsheet,” she 

says. “The data was right there, and all I needed to do was send it to 

them in a report and they can import it once.”

Getting the maximum value from the technology is central to her 

experience with GPUG. “While it might be a bit overwhelming, it 

is so incredibly helpful,” she says, recalling her trip to the group’s 

summit in Las Vegas. “There’s so much to GP that you don’t know 

what you don’t know until you hear about it.” 

Based on that experience, Todd says she’s wanted to help get a group 

together closer to home for more than a year now. And, with one 

meeting behind her, Todd feels optimistic about the group’s future and 

its ability to not only learn from the experiences of other Members, but 

also to influence enhancements made to Microsoft Dynamics GP in 

the future by speaking to Microsoft in a unified voice. The first meeting 

of the South Central Pennsylvania Regional Chapter took place at 

SABVI’s office and was attended by about 25 people. Based on input 

at the new chapter’s initial meeting, the topic for its second gathering 

will be SmartList Builder within Microsoft Dynamics GP, which will 

be discussed and demonstrated. “We want to stay as informal as 

possible while still doing some training but also being sure to have time  

for networking and discussing issues,” says Todd. “We’re still getting 

our legs.”  GPUG

Using Data to  
Fulfill a Mission
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T T&
TIPS & TRICKS

The Microsoft Dynamics Human Resources module provides more 

than 100 fields between the Employee User Defined Fields and the 

Extra Fields available for use. The Extra Fields buttons are under a 

variety of cards, including: Applicant, Employee, Company, Divisions, 

Department, Position, and the User Defined Fields are under Human 

Resources>Employee or Applicant. Each can be customized to your 

company’s individual needs, with options including at least five of 

each of the following: Alpha/Numeric/String, Time, Dates, Currency, 

Check Boxes, and Numeric/Integer with a maximum character limit 

of 30. It is important to remember that the Extra Fields are global, so 

they will work the same across all databases.

The Extra Fields are more standardized and will have the same look 

and feel between cards. The User Defined Fields seem to be more 

of a catch-all, with you creating only a window for the Applicant or 

Employee, and the only fields that will display are the ones you create.

Of course the hardest part in setting up these fields is deciding 

what information you want to capture and how you want to use it.  

To get started, ask yourself the following questions:

 » Do I need to enter the data more than once? How many boxes 

would this tie up? Would this be the right place to capture this 

information?

 » Is this a yes or no question? Use a Check Box. 

 » Is the information just dates? 

 » How do I want the information to flow?

 » Where do I want to be able to access this information? On which 

card or area would I most likely look for it?

The next step is to create field labels. To do this, go to 

Tools>Setup>Human Resources>Extra Fields or Employee User De-

fined. From here you will need to decide which windows you will 

want the information attached to, and start creating your field labels. 

Each window sets up a little differently, but the underlying premise 

is the same.

The Employee User Defined Fields has two pages of labeling op-

tions while the Extra Fields has only one. Once you have the labels 

created in the Employee User Defined fields, you can click on the 

“Window Layout” button to see how things will look.

Once the labels have been created, they are ready to use; just go 

to the card you chose to attach your labels to and start entering 

information. The Extra Fields are accessed through the extra field 

button on the respective cards, and the User Defined Fields will be 

found under Human Resources either under Applicant or Employee 

User Defined.

You are also able to run reports on these fields either individually 

or globally. The individual reports can be generated by using the re-

port button in the Extra Fields, or for the User Defined Fields, by 

using the report setup button.

If you want to run more inclusive reports, you can build them with 

SmartList or Excel Builders.  

As always, if you need more information, I encourage you to access 

your online manuals or reach out to the GPUG® community. 

April Bauer serves as CIO at Cooperating Community Programs.

Extra Fields and Employee User  
Defined Fields in Human Resources
What Are They and How Do I Use Them?
by April Bauer
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SmartList  
Export Solutions:
An Underutilized Feature
by Howard Swerdloff

SmartList is a commonly used feature of Microsoft Dynamics GP. 

Many Users use it to view data with various search criteria. One thing 

I’ve noticed is the data usually ends up exported to Microsoft Excel.

SmartList does a nice job of formatting fields and column widths 

when exporting the data to Excel, but there are some things missing: 

totals, headings, calculations, and many other Excel features. That 

is where the User comes in. Rows are added to the beginning of the 

worksheet. A report heading is added. Column heading fonts and 

formats are changed. Totals are added to the end of the worksheet. The 

User notices something wrong or missing, and the process repeats itself.

This is where Export Solutions and Excel macros enter the 

equation, providing time savings and better data integrity (and 

less data manipulation). Excel macros are used to automate the 

manual tasks performed on the SmartList data. The first step is to 

use SmartList as normal to export the data to Excel. Go to View on 

the Excel menu bar and select Macros > Record Macro. Be sure to 

choose “Use Relative References”. A dialog box will come up asking 

for a macro name and where you want to store the macro. Assign a 

meaningful name that will tell you what the macro does. Choose to 

store the macro in a “New Workbook”.  Anything you do after clicking 

“Ok” will be recorded in the macro.

The key to getting the Export Solution to work is not to use any 

absolute addresses in the macro. That is, use key combinations like Ctrl-

Home to get to the beginning of a worksheet. Insert rows, add headings, 

and format column titles. Be sure not to use single arrow keys to move 

around as the macro will record how many times you press the arrow. 

This may be okay when working with column data as the number of 

columns should not change. Absolute addressing will cause totals and 

other formatting changes to show up in the wrong place the next time 

you query the data since the row count will likely be different. 

Be creative with the use of macros. Choose an entire range and 

add a pivot table or a chart. Add VLookups to other data sources. 

Look around at what you do on a daily, weekly, and monthly basis 

and automate through the use of macros. Save the Excel workbook 

with the macro(s) as a macro-enabled Excel workbook. Tip: Store the 

macro file in a network share so others can use it as well.

So, now that I’ve introduced the concept of Microsoft Dynamics 

GP SmartList Export Solutions and rambled on about Excel macros, 

what does one have to do with the other? The last choice on the 

SmartList menu is “Export Solutions”

Export Solutions allows data to be sent to either Microsoft Excel or 

Microsoft Word and be manipulated by a macro automatically. I have 

focused on Excel because it is used more commonly, but everything I 

have said about Excel Macros also applies to Word Macros.

Select Export Solutions from the SmartList menu. Assign a 

meaningful name. This will show up on either the Excel or Word icon 

within your SmartList, depending on which application you are using. 

Following the name, you will be able to browse to your macro file. This 

is the document you saved earlier when creating the macro(s). There 

are two fields for macro names. The first is a preparation macro that will 

run before data is exported. The second is a completion macro that runs 

after data is exported. These names must match the name stored in your 

file. Keep in mind that running a preparation macro to format or set up 

headings does not work since the data export will overwrite what the 

macro sets up. A simple example of where to use preparation macros 

would be opening files that you are going to use as a link to the new 

data. The completion macro is the one to run for formatting type tasks 

as well as adding additional information (totals, VLookups, charts, etc.). 

Choose to set the macro for yourself or system-wide access. In 

order to share your macro with others, set it visible to everyone. 

Choose either Excel or Word as the application, depending on what 

you used to record the macro.

The final step is to check all the SmartLists you want to access this 

macro. This gives you the ability to reuse macros (assuming the data 

supports it), rather than having to create a macro for every SmartList. 

Save the Export Solution. You can also assign multiple Export 

Solutions to the same SmartList if you want different styles of reports 

or different things to happen.

You will need to reopen the SmartList to have access to the Export 

Solution (refresh the SmartList). When you do this, you will see a 

small dropdown arrow on the Excel or Word icon. Clicking on that 

dropdown shows a list of all available Export Solutions.

Select the solution you want to use and watch the data manipulation 

you used to do happen with no User intervention. GPUG

Howard Swerdloff is the Microsoft Dynamics Liaison at Global Tower 

Partners. He picked up this and other tips while spending 23 years as a 

Microsoft (Great Plains) Partner. He has presented at Convergence and 

GPUG Summit as well as conducting many webinars and training sessions. 

He is a Microsoft Certified Professional on Microsoft Dynamics GP and 

also has the Microsoft Certified Small Business Specialist designation. 

Howard heads up the GPUG Upgrade Special Interest Group.
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PUG® sat down with Char Gust, group program 

manager for corporate performance management, 

April Olson, program manager, and Jeff Hensel, 

product unit manager to get the latest on their work on 

Management Reporter (MR), including User feedback 

after the last release, the switch from FRx, and the path to the cloud. 

GPUG: Char, you’ve been working with MR for the past two years. 

We’re now a solid quarter into the newest release. What have you 

heard from Users?

Char Gust (CG): We’ve received really good feedback and I’m very 

impressed with the product’s adoption. People were using it right 

out of the gate and are finding value with it. One of the most talked 

about features is the comments feature in the viewer, which was 

a suggestion that came from GPUG. It’s a great example of taking 

Customer feedback and making features that people love. 

GPUG: Are you finding that a lot of the early adopters are brand 

new Microsoft Dynamics GP Users? 

CG: There’s a mix 

of new Users and 

existing Customers 

using MR. I feel that 

early on it was the 

early adopters and 

new Users, and now 

we’re finding a strong 

FRx migration from 

existing Customers 

who were waiting for 

the right time to make 

the move.

GPUG: How long will FRx be supported?

CG: Mainstream support ends in October of this year (2012), and we 

have extended support offerings through 2017. 

Jeff Hensel (JH): Since that mainstream support is coming to 

a conclusion soon, we recommend you talk with a Partner and 

create a plan to make the move to MR. FRx will not be supported 

in Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013, so you won’t be able to upgrade 

without transitioning to MR.

GPUG: What are the main benefits a User will experience from 

transitioning from FRx to MR?

April Olson (AO): MR allows for greater flexibility for designing 

reports and performing analysis easily. I was talking with a Partner 

that spent about 50 hours creating a report in FRx and she’s thinking 

that she could reduce that amount of time by 75 percent if she was 

creating the same report in MR. 

MR also added so many features such as the ability to drill back to 

Microsoft Dynamics GP for actual and budget information, charts, and 

comment on conversations so it’s not really a comparison to FRx anymore. 

It’s just a much more innovative and useful product for our Customers. 

JH: There are also benefits from an IT perspective, as MR supports 

64-bit environments. That’s the standard today, but when you’re 

talking about something as aged as FRx, 32-bit is still part of the 

conversation. In a nutshell, MR offers enhanced security, more 

advanced architecture, and greater scalability. 

GPUG: What’s MR been like from a support perspective? Are you 

receiving many calls from Users?

CG: We work really closely with our support team, and are tapped 

into what’s going on. Initially we saw a learning curve for our Partners 

with the technology changes. This isn’t where we want support or our 

TM
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Partners spending their time, but now more 

and more calls are coming in for actual 

usage questions instead of implementation 

troubles. 

JH: We tried to make the install and 

deployment of MR significantly easier, 

trying to simplify things like configuration. 

It’s an important area of investment for 

us, and we hope that Users experience an 

easier start.

GPUG: When’s the next release 

scheduled?

CG: Following the releases we just had in 

April and July, we’re planning another for 

October 2012.

JH: We’re planning to have a regular cadence 

of rollouts, every three to six months, and 

we’re committed to a regular cadence of 

delivering sustained engineering – bug 

fixes – and new functionality during those 

releases. The goal is for us to not just do 

things more frequently, but set ourselves 

and our Customers up for success. 

GPUG: What’s the best way for a User to 

provide feedback for a future release of 

MR?

JH: We do use the feedback we receive 

through the Connect site (https://connect.

microsoft.com/dynamicssuggestions/

feedback) and from Partner and Customer 

interactions to rate the priority of future 

enhancements, so I recommend they start 

there.  

GPUG: Will MR have a cloud offering in 

the near future?

JH: We continue to assess a standalone 

cloud solution for MR, but we are working 

with the Microsoft Dynamics GP team to 

support their cloud initiatives. 

CG: Although we haven’t gone to the cloud, 

we have taken small steps such as creating 

the ability for Users to publish a report to 

a SharePoint® site and open that report in 

an XPS viewer or Excel without having the 

MR client loaded. 

GPUG: What’s the best place for the 

latest and greatest MR news? 

T A K E  C O N T R O L  O F 
Y O U R  I N V O I C E S

Dynamic Payables’ SharePoint-based AP Invoice Automation solution 
provides instant access to invoices and approvals by anyone, from 
anywhere, promoting the visibility and efficiencies critical in today’s 
fast paced world. Dynamic Payables seamlessly integrates with  
Microsoft Dynamics® GP to take advantage of your current investment 
and help you overthrow the paper beast and regain control of your 
business.

877.677.5280  /  Sales@5280Solutions.com  /  5280SharePoint.com

V I S I T  B O O T H  2 1 3  AT  T H E  2 0 1 2  G P U G  S U M M I T 

W I T H   D Y N A M I C  P A Y A B L E S 
A P  I N V O I C E  A U T O M AT I O N 

CG: Our team has a blog at http://blogs.msdn.com/b/dynamicscpm that is updated at least once 

a week with tips and tricks, training opportunities, and links to other resources. We also have 

about 20 videos out there that illustrate the benefits of MR, and I recommend that Users check 

them out. 

We’re also glad to host sessions about MR at GPUG Summit and Convergence, as well  

as the presentation opportunities we’ve had at various Regional Chapter meetings.  

Those collaborative efforts have helped to get the word out, and we’ve enjoyed the User 

interaction. GPUG
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B
usiness intelligence (BI) just makes sense. Take the 

data you have accumulated over the years in Microsoft 

Dynamics GP and put it to work for you. But in order 

to grow a strong BI practice, you need to have a strong 

knowledge base.

The Microsoft Dynamics GP and GPUG® communities are 

fortunate to have a wealth of reporting experts within User and Partner 

organizations. We reached out to Derek Krebs of MSG Group, Bob 

McAdam of Tribridge, John Lowther of Sta-home Health & Hospice, 

Inc., and Chris Dew of eOne Integrated Business Solutions to talk 

about the reporting and education habits these experts have and how 

you can make these habits your own.  

Derek Krebs has more than 14 years’ experience with BI working 

first for Microsoft on the Microsoft FRx team and now for MSX 

Group, where he trains Users on Microsoft FRx, Microsoft Forecaster, 

and Management Reporter. 

Bob McAdam built his BI knowledge over the years, learning 

table structures in Microsoft Dynamics GP so he could help his 

Customers get data out of their system. 

“I did a lot of drinking from the fire hose,” says Bob. “I 

don’t know that I planned to be a reporting expert, if you 

want to call it that, but the necessity in my job took me down 

that path.” 

John Lowther had a few sips from the same hose, gaining his 

experience from a “been there, done that” kind of career with 

more than a few sleepless nights spent getting his company in 

shape in the early days. 

INTELLIGENCE
BUSINESS
Making Sense of

“When I started with Sta-home, they had 400 or so Crystal 

Reports, and none of them agreed with each other,” says John. “We’ve 

since gone to SSRS, and I created a report model around 20 canned 

reports, but more especially a data warehouse and a report model 

that allow Users to create whatever report they want using SSRS 

Report Builder or Excel while always getting one version of the truth.”  

Chris Dew joins Derek in that his early experience came as a 

Microsoft team member. 

“I was on the product management team when we purchased 

SmartList Builder,” says Chris. “SmartLists were one of the favorite 

ways of accessing data within Microsoft Dynamics GP, and people 

loved getting the data they wanted without having to rely on an IT 

department.”

Users’ affection for SmartList Builder is what drove the purchase 

decision and helped Chris get to know more about eOne, the company 

he would work for after his tenure at Microsoft. 
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HABIT 1:  

They Put the Data to Work

One thing that all of the experts have in common is that they 

work with their data on a regular basis, keeping their skills sharp and 

the data clean. As Chris says, “It’s only good for so long to collect 

information; at some point you need to use it.”    

“If you set up a really good data warehouse, you can crank out a lot 

of reports really easily and everybody thinks you’re a god, when in all 

actuality you’re adding or subtracting a column and moving things 

around,” says John.

John had an experience recently where his colleagues were cutting 

and pasting data into an Excel spreadsheet to create a pivot table. 

When they went to recalculate, the report took forever. John had them 

drop the data into SQL Server, open Excel with a data connection 

to the SQL Server, and the report is running faster than they ever 

thought possible – a very welcome efficiency. 

“The efficiencies that reporting tools can provide people is 

amazing,” says Derek. “I really love to see people improve their 

processes and find value. We can save them time and money instead 

of doing things manually or inefficiently, as well as more securely as 

more companies are SOX compliant.”

HABIT 2:  

They Think Outside the Data Field 

Pulling reports with the data you have is one thing, but moving 

beyond that task and on to efficiencies in other parts of your business 

is something that our experts routinely do.

“My favorite scenario is a refreshable Excel report that pulls data 

from Microsoft Dynamics GP,” says Chris. “It shows you all your 

products and their inventory levels. You hit refresh, and it shows you 

what to order. Now instead of pulling a report of inventory levels and 

putting it on your CEO’s desk for him or her to review, you can push 

a button and make purchase orders. What was a simple report is now 

pushed back as a transaction in Microsoft Dynamics GP.”

“More and more people are taking their data and turning it into 

transactions,” adds Chris. “It’s a trend we’ve seen over the last couple 

of years, and it’s enabling people to take their information and do 

more with it.” 

HABIT 3:  

They Continue to Learn

It can be so easy to get swept into the day-to-day busyness of your 

business, but taking time for personal training and skills development 

is key to staying fresh and up to date with trends.

“Management Reporter is coming up with a lot of features more 

quickly than other product releases,” says Derek. “Our team is trained by 

Microsoft on some of these features, and then we pass that information 

along to Users so they can use it in their own environments.”

“I have the added benefit of having seen more than 100 different clients’ 

reporting strategies,” adds Derek. “Each time I work with a client, I’m able 

to draw from that experience and help them become more efficient.” 

“Being involved with GPUG has enabled me to meet lots of folks 

from Microsoft and ISVs in the BI community,” says Bob. “Another 

way I continue to learn is through demos and teaching courses for 

the Academy. If you’re going to be in front of a classroom, you need 

to dot your i’s and cross your t’s and be as mistake-free as possible.”

HABIT 4:  

They Want Others to Learn

There are many opportunities for you to build your BI expertise; it’s 

just up to you to find a method that clicks. 

“I’m a voracious reader and actually read the materials that 

accompany software,” says John. “I also pay attention to my junk mail 

in the off chance that something could be applicable. One out of three 

is good – once in a while – and I’ve read a lot of white papers that way.”

“The biggest thing I’ve learned is that no two people do something 

the same way, so I’ve spent time looking at all the options and 

choosing the best methods for me,” says John. “Don’t be afraid to 

search and read something. There are gobs and gobs of help files, 

YouTube videos, and articles. Hit all of them.”

Another option is to get involved with the GPUG Special Interest 

Groups (SIGs). There are SIGs on so many topics, and you get the 

added benefit of interacting with others in the Microsoft Dynamics 

GP community.

“There are some really good resources in the GPUG community,” says 

Chris. “In addition to the other gentlemen interviewed for this article, 

there are also Users and Partners out there who have a lot of information 

to share. It’s foolish to think you can’t learn from somebody else.”

“It’s so rewarding to hear a User say that they’re more 

productive,” adds Chris. “Then I know their business is able 

to focus on moving forward instead of getting bogged down 

in the details.”  

“Seeing Customers spend their time working on their 

reporting, supporting their colleagues, and getting the results 

they’re after is such a good end result,” says Bob. “Everyone is 

shooting for it collectively and to see it come to fruition is an 

awesome thing to witness.”

Now’s the time. Hopefully something here has resonated for you 

and makes you excited to learn more about reporting and BI. It really 

would be a shame to let all that good data go to waste. GPUG
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GPUG: Tell me about Altec.

Brandt Morrell (BM): Altec was originally formed as a subsidiary 

of Epicor Software Corporation to resell software compatible 

forms, such as checks, sales orders, tax forms, and statements. 

Altec evolved to developing paperless solutions and our suite of 

document management modules, collectively called doc-link, can 

be configured from an affordable entry level solution to a robust 

enterprise solution capable of handling millions of documents. 

GPUG: That is a lot of documents. How do you do it? 

BM: It sure is! doc-link starts as a base repository where you can 

capture, archive, and retrieve documents. doc-link functionality 

includes the ability to automatically digitize, index, and capture 

reports and virtually any structured document from a Windows-

based program via a virtual print driver directly into doc-link. 

Other productivity modules include workflow, OCR, and a 

Smart Forms toolkit that enables an End User to create electronic 

documents that minimize data entry and leverage data already 

known about a transaction in Microsoft Dynamics GP.

GPUG: What are some of the advantages to working with 

Altec on a document management system? 

BM: One is that our Customers know the total cost of ownership 

upfront as we quote our engagements as a fixed cost. Scalability is 

another advantage. From an entry level solution to an enterprise 

wide solution with thousands of Users, the core platform is the 

same. Also, since our roots run deep in the accounting software 

world, our integrations to Microsoft Dynamics GP are some of 

the broadest and deepest available and we have capabilities that 

you won’t find in competitive products. 

GPUG: It’s amazing to see how technology can make that sort 

of transparency possible.

BM: This type of document management technology has been 

around for some time, but was previously only available to the 

Fortune 2000 organizations because of the investment cost. The 

cost of data storage media has decreased substantially in cost 

over the last couple of years, thus enabling small and mid-size 

businesses to benefit from this technology. I just saw an ad that 

featured a terabyte of storage for $110. A terabyte wasn’t even 

defined 10 years ago and now you could put the whole Library of 

Congress on three terabytes for $330!

Document management systems also take advantage of 

infrastructure you’ve already invested in – fax machines, server 

technology, your LAN network, and even multi-function copier 

machines. Many people think of document management as 

traditional scan/capture solutions. Not today. Today’s document 

management solutions are flexible, affordable, and the tool 

of choice to eliminate the many costs of moving, storing, and 

retrieving documents.

GPUG: Altec has been in this business for a long time. How do 

you continue to innovate your product? 

BM: We work closely with Partners and Microsoft, and 

achieved Certified for Microsoft Dynamics (CFMD) status this 

past year. We also listen carefully to our Customers’ feedback 

and have monthly product strategy meetings where we 

review enhancement requests with representatives from each 

department in our organization. 

Our direction for the next five years is well established. Our 

five year product roadmap focuses heavily on cloud computing 

and mobility initiatives, having our product available on any type 

of mobile device to access, review, approve, and route documents 

so you can be working anywhere, any time. 

GPUG: What do you like best about what you do?

BM:  From End Users, it’s the “a-has.” I recently sat in a product 

review with a group of CFOs who were getting a little fidgety. 

Then we showed a particular business process workflow and they 

literally sat up in their chairs and wanted to learn more. It’s a 

killer app and I love watching people’s eyes light up when they see 

what document management can do. 

The Association for Information and Image Management did 

a couple of surveys this past year, one of which reported that 83 

percent of IT projects affiliated with document management 

initiatives returned their anticipated – or greater – ROI in nine 

months or less, driving home that investment in these types of 

initiatives are a safe bet. GPUG
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Microsoft Dynamics® GP Payroll and HR is good at managing payroll and 
human resources functions.  But it could be great, with the enhancements 
we have developed at Integrity Data. 

We understand the challenges you face, such as correcting inaccurate 
payroll entries, calculating overtime and tracking leave and FMLA.  
We know it would be easier if you could automatically e-mail direct 
deposit statements and W-2 statements to your employees.

And we’ve worked with Microsoft Customers and their trusted 
Microsoft Partners across the globe for over 15 years, making 
Microsoft Dynamics® GP Payroll and HR work even better, making it 
what they need it to be.

We can do the same for you.

www.gphrp.com  (888) 786-6162



intelligenceBUSINESS

IN MICROSOFT DYNAMICS® GP

Reporting

Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services Reports 

Management Reporter 

Analysis Cubes  

Microsoft Forecaster

charts and KPIs

Business Analyzer

Business Portal Executive Center

ad-hoc Query and Analysis

SmartLists and SmartLists Builder

Business Alerts and Reminders  

Microsoft Office Excel  
Refreshable Microsoft Office Excel Reports

PowerPivot   

Audit Trail Records  
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Congratulations!                     
Congrats to SCOT SUNNERGREN 
of NATURE’S SLEEP for winning last 
quarter’s contact with his submission of 
“Has anyone found out who is selling the 
GPUG-badged laptops, yet?” Scot – your 
prize is in the mail!

And to our racy RUNNER-UP, JEFF 
MORLEN of DELTA MEDICAL 
SYSTEMS, INC. for his submission of 
“What… there is porn on the Internet… 
really?!?!  I must see this for myself.”

We ran a contest during Convergence 

that enabled our winner to provide 

the photo for this issue’s Name That 

Photo Contest, and Altec was our big 

winner! 

This photo shows Team Altec at 

Convergence: (left to right) Tony 

Choquenhuanca, Allison Alonzo, 

Kevin Dudevoir, Trish Gardner, April 

Blankenship, Christi Sobodos, and 

Linda Turner. 

What would you name this photo? 

Simply email your submission to 

Captioncontest@GPUG.com. All 

submissions will be printed in the 

magazine’s next issue.

What would you name this photo?

contestNAME THAT PHOTO
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Look for this icon to identify solutions that have earned 
the Certified for Microsoft Dynamics accreditation.

Look for NEW: in front of the names of products/ 
services that are new to The List.NEW:

Download copies of The List from The Partner Channel 
website (www.thepartnerchannel.com/the-list) to share 
with others in your office.

Welcome to The List from The Partner Channel®! The List is a tool that 

enables you to quickly and easily find products specific to industries, 

business process functions and various services provided by third-party 

companies that extend the Microsoft Dynamics® family of products.  

The List is updated quarterly and is available as a PDF document at:  

www.thepartnerchannel.com/the-list

 Industry...................................................................Page 30

 Horizontal................................................................Page 37

 Services...................................................................Page 48

The List Table of Contents

The List from The Partner Channel® is your tool for finding the solutions available from Microsoft Dynamics® Partners. Review the various industry, 

horizontal and service offerings available and you may just find exactly what you’ve been looking for! The List is unique in that it shares only those 

solutions and services that work with the Microsoft Dynamics product line. We want you to spend time using the solution, not looking for it. 

If you have a product or service that you would like included on The List, please contact Jane@thepartnerchannel.com.

NOTE:  The Partner Channel, Dynamic Communities®, and GPUG® offer no expressed or implied warranty or guarantee for any of the products included in this directory. Support and quality assurance 
of these software products and services are solely the responsibility of each Microsoft Dynamics Partner. 

*Due to the nature of the “classified” format used for The List, Microsoft Dynamics brand guidelines may not have been followed. We encourage Partners NOT to follow the example we are setting!
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Agriculture

Encore Business Solutions 
www.encorebusiness.com
888-898-4330  ext. 314
REAP -  Renewable Energy 
Agricultural Processing  
Manage commodity procurement, 
contracting, settlements, inventory & BI.

Joesoftware Inc. 

Livestock Accelerator
Producer Management and Livestock 
Movement/Quality Tracking accelerator 
for Dynamics CRM.

Northlake Partners 

BluWare - Commodity 
Procurement
Manage harvest, hauling, & purchasing 
of crops, grain, & fish. Specify prices by 
commodity & automate deductions & 
taxes. Manage unlimited Farmers & 
Fields and complete 'Delivery Tickets' 
to become Payables in GP.

Apparel

Lanham Associates® 

EDI 
EDI your way: Cloud, Full-Service, or 
Complete Control. Total solution in-
cluding AS2 and VAN for Lower Cost of 
Ownership. More documents than any 
other provider for NAV. Great references. 
Quick  startup available.

RedTail Solutions  

RedTail EDI
Cloud-based managed EDI service for 
suppliers to retailers. Best EDI with 
lowest TCO.

Automotive

AIM Computer Solutions, Inc. 

AIM Vision 
Automotive supplier industry focused 
ERP: EDI, AIAG Labels, MMOG/OEE 
Requirements, PPAP, Blanket Releases, 
SCM, Mixed Mode, and Repetitive.

Data Masons Software 

  

Vantage Point EDI for 
Dynamics 
Data Masons helps companies lever-
age EDI into a competitive advantage 
by providing tight integration with 
Dynamics, without customizations.

Lanham Associates® 

Automotive ACE 
Automotive EDI inside NAV. ASN, Forecast/
Release and Labels.

Aviation

Cincom Systems, Inc 

Cincom ERP
Master the complexity and simplify 
your complex business processes to 
realize 30:1 or more ROI and double-
digit gain in profits.

Chemicals

BatchMaster Software, Inc. 
www.batchmaster.com/solutions/dynamics-

BatchMaster Manufacturing for 
Microsoft Dynamics GP 
In-built to Microsoft Dynamics GP, not an 
integration.  Manages formulation, com-
pliance, quality, production & planning 
for Food, Chemical, Cosmetic, Personal 
Care, Nutraceutical & Pharmaceutical 
manufacturers.

Horizons International  

Quality Essentials Suite
Quality Mgt. System offers decimal preci-
sion, cert. of analysis, non-conformance, 
material holds, reporting, data export. 
Integrated to Dynamics, Horizons 
Manufacturing, also non-integrated 
application avail.

Vicinity Manufacturing 

  
www.vicinitymanufacturing.
com
Vicinity
Written for the process manufacturing 
industry Vicinity manages formulation, 
quality control, compliance, produc-
tion, & planning for Food, Beverage, 
Chemical, Cosmetic, Personal Care, & 
Pharmaceutical manufacturers.

Churches and Ministries

BGE, Inc. 

FundVision
Powerful fundraising, donor man-
agement software for nonprofits to 
cultivate prospects; stay in touch with 
constituents; track campaigns; integrate 
w/Dynamics GP. Support Check Scanner, 
CC Processing, web donations. 

Construction

AXtension 
www.axtension.com/index.php/en/
applications/axtension-solutions/visual-

AXtension Visual Project Planning
Graphical planning of projects, resources 
and materials.

Consumer Packaged 
Goods

Absolute Value   

Absolute Value/Lanham 
Associates 
Best-fit formula, demand forecasting 
& multisite replenishment solution 
with DRP, collaboration, hub & spoke, 
drill down visibility. On-demand and 
on-premise. Reduce inventory levels 
and improve customer service.

Arbela Technologies  

Industry-Tailored 
Dynamics AX Solutions
With over 100 years of cumulative ERP 
experience, we have tailored Dynamics 
AX to fit the specific needs of this 
industry. Gain from our experience 
and maximize the return on your AX 
investment.

Business Systems Integrators 

 

EDI
BSI provides superior EDI solutions for 
AX, both on-premise & SaaS.

Data Masons Software 

  

Vantage Point EDI for 
Dynamics 
Data Masons helps companies lever-
age EDI into a competitive advantage 
by providing tight integration with 
Dynamics, without customizations.

Flintfox International Limited 

  

TPM for Dynamics Suite 
Integrating Trade Promotion Management 
processes into Dynamics. Sell-side and 
Buy-side, advanced pricing, planning and 
execution of deals, promotions, rebates 
and fees, plus settlement (deductions, 
claims, payments).

HighJump TrueCommerce EDI 

Solutions    
www.highjump.com/truecommerce 

HighJump TrueCommerce 
EDI Solutions 
HighJump TrueCommerce EDI makes 
EDI painless with an end-to-end solution 
that is easy to use, robust, and afford-
able.TrueCommerce EDI is a Microsoft 
Gold Certified Partner and certified for 

Microsoft Dynamics GP.

Lanham Associates® 

EDI 
EDI your way: Cloud, Full-Service, or 
Complete Control. Total solution in-
cluding AS2 and VAN for Lower Cost of 
Ownership. More documents than any 
other provider for NAV. Great references. 
Quick  startup available.

Lanham Associates® 

ACE - Advanced 
Commerce ERP  
EDI, ASN, Ship/Carrier Manifest, Labels, 
Bar-Coding, TP Compliance, WMS, Fcst 
& Replenishment. Highest quality in 
one total solution rather than 7 dispa-
rate ones. 88,000+ users worldwide. 
Unprecidented visibility.

Lanham Associates® 

AFP (Advanced Forecasting and 
Procurement) for Distribution 
Best fit forecasting & multi-site replen-
ishment solution with DRP, collabora-
tion, promotions, drill down visibility 
& multiple rollup views.

RedTail Solutions  

RedTail EDI
Cloud-based managed EDI service for 
suppliers to retailers. Best EDI with 
lowest TCO.

RockySoft   

Inventory Management and 
Supply Chain Planning 
Pack Light Inventory Mgmt Suite-
Forecasting, Inventory Mgmt, Purchase 
Order Planning, Vendor Lead Time 
Mgmt, Retail Store Planning and S&OP.

Cross Industry Solution

5280 Solutions    

Dynamic Payables - SharePoint 
Invoice Automation
Dynamic Payables, a SharePoint-based 
AP automation solution includes OCR, 
workflow, reporting & direct integration 
with Microsoft Dynamics.

Arbela Technologies 

Centralization Solutions 
For Dynamics AX
Arbela's Master Data Centralization for 
Dynamics AX introduces the Universal 
Company concept which holds and man-
ages the enterprise-wide master data 
for sharing across multiple companies. 

Industry
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Ariett Business Solutions, Inc.  

 

Ariett Requisition, 
Travel & Expense
Travel, Requisition, PO Approval 
Workflows, Expense Reporting, Document 
Manager, Credit Cards, Mobile Apps, in 
the Cloud on Microsoft Azure..

AssureSign LLC  

   

AssureSign Electronic 
Signature Software
Integrated cloud or on-premise enterprise 
class Electronic Signatures.

Bottomline Technologies 
www.bottomline.com/transformap_ax

Transform® AP for Dynamics AX
Integrated AP invoice capture, con-
figurable workflow and storage. Link 
invoice data directly to AX for auto-
mated matching of PO-based invoices 
plus exception processing with online 
review and approval.

Bottomline Technologies 

Create!form® 
Complete Document & Payment 
Automation - Customize & deliver 
Dynamics output, including MICR 
checks. Easily reformat data, building 
"intelligent forms" for print, fax, email, 
archive or web.

Business Computers 

Software, Inc.  

Time Matrix 
Time Matrix is a Time Clock for Dynamics 
GP. It can integrate with PR, HR, RM, SOP, 
PA, Manf, WennSoft or Horizons. It can 
use a touch screen monitor, magnetic 
card reader, bar code scanner or finger 
print reader.

Business Systems Integrators 

 

EDI
BSI provides superior EDI solutions for 
AX, both on-premise & SaaS.

Datahaven for Dynamics  

Datahaven for Dynamics
Datahaven is the only scanning, OCR, and 
workflow solution natively embedded 
“not simply integrated” throughout the 
Microsoft Dynamics user experience 
and available to non-Dynamics users 
from Microsoft Outlook.

Encore Business Solutions 
www.encorebusiness.com

Advanced SmartList
Enhanced analysis of SmartList data. 
Ad-hoc reoprts & queries on the fly.

Encore Business Solutions 
www.encorebusiness.com 

Project Tracking with 
Advanced Analytics  
Streamline your COA’s. Record & report 
rev, expense & profit by proj; against 
budgets; over multiple yrs.  Great 
alternate to GP Proj. Acctg.

Encore Business Solutions 
www.encorebusiness.com

Recurring Contract Billing
Automate cyclical billing processes & 
improve cust. & contract mgmt. Auto- 
generate scheduled invoices reducing 
billing & invoicing time. 

EthoTech, Inc. 

Next Numeric Collection
Auto-generate your master record IDs 
(i.e. Customers, Vendors, Items, Fixed 
Assets, etc.); as well as transaction 
batch IDs.

EthoTech, Inc. 

Commission Plan
Stop fighting with Excel spreadsheets 
& meaningless reports to calculate & 
pay commissions, bonuses, royalties, or 
other types of compensation. Automate 
your entire commission process right 
inside of Dynamics GP.

ImageTag, Inc.   

KwikTag Document Capture 
& Workflow for Dynamics
Powerful. Practical. Proven. More choose 
KwikTag's document & case mgmt.

Integrated Software, Inc. 

Credit Card Authorization
Token-based system eliminates need to 
store sensitive credit card data. Handles 
all your credit card processing needs. 
Seemlessly integrated with Sales Order 
Processing and Cash Receipts.

Integrated Software, Inc. 

Request For Quote
Create RFQs. Save Vendor responses. 
Auto-create PO's and Sales Quotes.

ITDP Solutions Limited 

dotStore eCommerce
Complete eCommerce solution for 
B2B/B2C and iPhone/Android devices.

ITDP Solutions Limited 

popXML
eDocument exchange automation 
solution for POP in Dynamics GP.

JAT Computer Consulting, Inc. 
www.jatnet.com/JPI.htm

JAT Payroll Interface (JPI)
JPI is a bi-directional integration linking 
GP HRM and ADP payroll.

kCentric Technologies Inc 

   

k-eCommerce ecommerce solution
B2C, B2B, customer service, SEO, CMS, 
seamless real time integration to 
Dynamics AX, GP, NAV, CRM, multilin-
gual, multi-currency SaaS, On Premise.

KTL Solutions, Inc. 

Development - Microsoft 
Dynamics GP
13 yrs developing GP customizations 
(Dexterity, .Net), Source Code Developers, 
Sub-contractor rates to other resellers. 

Lanham Associates® 

E-Ship 
Shipping from sales order through 
manifest. Package carriers available.

Liaison Software Corp  

   

Liaison Messenger EDD
Batch print, e-mail, fax, ftp, convert, 
burst, collate, route, all Forms, EFTs, 
Direct Deposits, and Reports to custom-
ers, vendors, employees, etc directly 
from Microsoft Dynamics. Supports 
SSRS,Crystal, & Dexterity.

PaperSavePro    

PaperSavePro 
PaperSaveProTM is a Certified for Microsoft 
Dynamics document management 
and electronic workflow solution that 
eliminates inherent risks and inefficien-
cies associated with paper.

Paramount Technologies 

   
www.paramounttechnologies.com

WorkPlace RFQ
Allows your vendors/suppliers to bid 
via an externally hosted website. Drive 
down your product costs with online 
RFQ responses bidding & ranking. 
Seamlessly integrated to Workplace 
Purchasing. 

Paramount Technologies 

   
www.paramounttechnologies.com

WorkPlace eProcurement 
Includes PunchOut, Check Request, 
Budget Compliance, RFQ, Requisition, PO 
Generation, Receiving, Invoice Matching 
& Vendor Contract Compliance. 

Professional Advantage 

Company Data Archive (CDA)
Easily archive data from your live 
Dynamics GP company to a historical 
company. Reduce hardware costs, 
increase Dynamics GP performance 
and eliminate clutter in inquires and 
reports with CDA.

Solver     

Solver - BI360
Both Excel & Web-based Financial & 
Operational Reporting, Budgeting, 
Dashboards, & a pre-configured Data 
Warehouse w/ direct integration to 
Microsoft Dynamics.

V-Technologies, LLC 

StarShip Shipping Software
Integrated shipping for small parcel 
and LTL; supports UPS, FedEx, DHL, 
USPS (Endicia), OnTrac, Freightquote, 
YRC and more.  

WilloWare, Inc. 

Dynamics GP PowerPack
Over 80 Enhancements to GP, based 
upon customer requests. Enhances 
virtually every part of the GP System. 
Make GP more intuitive, easier to use!

Education

Ariett Business Solutions, Inc.  

 

Ariett Requisition, 
Travel & Expense
Travel, Requisition, PO Approval 
Workflows, Expense Reporting, Document 
Manager, Credit Cards, Mobile Apps, in 
the Cloud on Microsoft Azure.

Blue Moon Industries 

Advanced GL Close
Adds multiple GL segment selection 
capability during year-end close.

Paramount Technologies 

   
www.paramounttechnologies.com

WorkPlace for Education 
Budget & purchase against capital 
projects. Track requisitions, robust ap-
proval process, powerful RFQ, Project, 
Time and Expense.

Equipment Dealers

Concept Computer Corporation  

 

DealershipDynamics Just Works
DealershipDynamics is a complete solu-
tion for all equipment dealers. Powered 
by NAV 2009, integrated features include 
an equipment configurator, mobile 
service solution, doc archiving and 
Microsoft CRM 2011.

Finance/Banking

AssureSign LLC  

   

AssureSign Electronic 
Signature Software
Integrated cloud or on-premise enterprise 
class Electronic Signatures.
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Food and Beverage

Absolute Value   

Absolute Value/Lanham 
Associates 
Best-fit formula, demand forecasting 
& multisite replenishment solution 
with DRP, collaboration, hub & spoke, 
drill down visibility. On-demand and 
on-premise. Reduce inventory levels 
and improve customer service.

Appolis    

WithoutWireTM Warehouse
Appolis WithoutWireTM Warehouse 
Management Solution provides fully 
integrated traceable lot tracked inven-
tory for Manufacturers and Distributors.

Arbela Technologies  

Arbela Technologies
With over 100 years of cumulative ERP 
experience, we have tailored Dynamics 
AX to fit the specific needs of this 
industry. Gain from our experience 
and maximize the return on your AX 
investment.

ASC Software   

ASCTrac
Award winning, scalable, Warehouse 
Management Solutions (WMS) designed 
to support the demanding requirements 
of Distribution, Manufacturing and 3PL 
operations, covering the entire Supply 
Chain cycle. 

BatchMaster Software, Inc. 
www.batchmaster.com/solutions/dynamics-

BatchMaster Manufacturing for 
Microsoft Dynamics GP 
In-built to Microsoft Dynamics GP, not an 
integration.  Manages formulation, com-
pliance, quality, production & planning 
for Food, Chemical, Cosmetic, Personal 
Care, Nutraceutical & Pharmaceutical 
manufacturers.

Blue Horseshoe 
www.supplychaindynamicsax.com

Supply Chain Suite for 
Dynamics AX  
Unlike other solutions, Supply Chain 
Suite embeds industry-specific func-
tionality directly into the business 
layer of Dynamic AX’s architecture. 
Increase revenue, profit margins and 
asset utilization.  

Business Systems 

Integrators  

EDI
BSI provides superior EDI solutions for 
AX, both on-premise & SaaS.

Flintfox International Limited 

  

TPM for Dynamics Suite 
Integrating Trade Promotion Management 
processes into Dynamics. Sell-side and 
Buy-side, advanced pricing, planning and 
execution of deals, promotions, rebates 
and fees, plus settlement (deductions, 
claims, payments).

HighJump TrueCommerce EDI 

Solutions    
www.highjump.com/truecommerce 

HighJump TrueCommerce 
EDI Solutions 
HighJump TrueCommerce EDI makes 
EDI painless with an end-to-end solution 
that is easy to use, robust, and afford-
able.TrueCommerce EDI is a Microsoft 
Gold Certified Partner and certified for 
Microsoft Dynamics GP.

Horizons International  

Quality Essentials Suite
Quality Mgt. System offers decimal preci-
sion, cert. of analysis, non-conformance, 
material holds, reporting, data export. 
Integrated to Dynamics, Horizons 
Manufacturing, also non-integrated 
application avail.

Lanham Associates® 

AFP (Advanced Forecasting and 
Procurement) for Distribution 
Best fit forecasting & multi-site replen-
ishment solution with DRP, collabora-
tion, promotions, drill down visibility 
& multiple rollup views.

Lanham Associates® 

Supply Chain Solutions 
High quality Supply Chain solutions 
built inside NAV: Shipping, Forecasting/
Replenishment, WMS & EDI Compliance. 
More than 1700 companies live.

Metafile Information Systems, Inc. 

   

MetaViewer Paperless ERP 
for Microsoft Dynamics
Enhance your AX, GP, NAV & SL solu-
tions by adding integrated scanning, 
OCR, eInvoicing, workflow, and AP/AR 
Automation.

Northlake Partners 

BluWare - Sales Management
Sales Management for Food Manufactures 
w/workflow, automated email & status 
change, configurable UI's, catch-weight, 
multi item UOM, & Price Lists. Integrated 
w/BluWare logistics, freight, promotions, 
& commissions.

RedTail Solutions  

RedTail EDI
Cloud-based managed EDI service for 
suppliers to retailers. Best EDI with 
lowest TCO.

RockySoft   

Inventory Management and 
Supply Chain Planning 
Pack Light Inventory Mgmt Suite-
Forecasting, Inventory Mgmt, Purchase 
Order Planning, Vendor Lead Time 
Mgmt, Retail Store Planning and S&OP.

Trinity USA 

Trinity Food and Beverage Bundle
Complete bundle enhancing SOP,POP, 
Inventory & Pricing + Catchweights.

Vicinity Manufacturing 

  

Vicinity
Written for the process manufacturing 
industry Vicinity manages formulation, 
quality control, compliance, produc-
tion, & planning for Food, Beverage, 
Chemical, Cosmetic, Personal Care, & 
Pharmaceutical manufacturers.

Franchises

Enliven Software 

F^3 Fidesic For Franchise 
Organizations
Collect royalties and process payables 
w/ workflow from multiple sites.

Glass

GTS Services, LLC 

LX-Connect 

for the auto glass market.

GTS Services, LLC 

GlasPacLX 

glass operation with GlasPacLX and GP.

Government

Ariett Business Solutions, Inc.  

 

Ariett ReqNet & Expense 
Management
eProcurement Solution, in the cloud or 
on premise, Requisition Management, AP 
Invoice Automation, Expense Reporting, 
Credit Card Integration.

Blue Moon Industries 

Advanced GL Close
Adds multiple GL segment selection 
capability during year-end close.

Paramount Technologies 

   
www.paramounttechnologies.com

WorkPlace for Government 
Easy to use. Allow vendors to securely 
respond online with our powerful RFQ 
Portal. Budget & purchase against capital 
projects. Track requisitions, robust ap-
proval process, Project, Time & Expense. 

Thomson Reuters, Tax and 

Accounting - Government  

Government Revenue 
Management (GRM®) 
Providing Government Revenue 
Management Solutions.

Government Contracting

Unanet Technologies  

Unanet Project Portfolio
Resource planning, time/expense 
tracking & project accounting for GP/SL.

Healthcare

Ariett Business Solutions, Inc.  

Ariett ReqNet for Healthcare
Materials Management Solution from 
Requisition to Purchase Order to 
Receiving, with Supplier PunchOut, 
Document Management and Mobile Apps.

Computer Information 

Enterprises  

ImageLink
ImageLink is a seamless, fully integrated 
document management solution de-
signed for users of Microsoft Dynamics 
SL and Microsoft Dynamics GP who 
desire to reduce the amount of paper 
within their organization.

Integrated Software, Inc. 

Health Care Management
Billing and Financial Mangement for 
Home Health and Long Term Care.

Kronos Incorporated  

Workforce Central® Suite
Seamlessly integrates with Microsoft 
Dynamics to completely automate the 
essential timekeeping, human resources 
and financial processes. 

Paramount Technologies 

   
www.paramounttechnologies.com

WorkPlace for Healthcare 
Drive down costs & control purchases 
in your material management process. 
Operates in single & multi-site facili-
ties, from Requisition through Invoice 
Automation. 
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Sierra Workforce Solutions 

   

Sierra Workforce Solutions
Time & labor management solutions 
optimizing productivity and data in-
tegration for payroll, HR & job costing 
using biometrics, badge, WEB or PC 
based time clocks. Includes employee 
manager self service.

High Tech and Electronics

Axonom 

Powertrak 
Solutions to service customers and 
partners with web self-service, partner/
dealer loyalty tools, streamlined quote-
to-order processing and more.

Cincom Systems, Inc 

Cincom AcquireTM 
Close deals 80% faster! Simplify your 
sales effort; configure, price, quote in 
real-time with customers. See us at 
CRMUG booth #317!

Experlogix, Inc.    

Experlogix Configurator 
for Microsoft Dynamics 
CRM & ERP 
Experlogix Configurators meets the 
demands of today’s competitive mar-
ketplace by simplifying the process of 
selling customized products, accelerat-
ing proposal development times and 
increasing quote-to-order ratios. 

QBD Systems   

Universal PLM Integration
Integration w/ PLM s/w incl. Agile, 
Arena, Aras, Solidworks EPDM & more.

Industrial Equipment

Cincom Systems, Inc 

Cincom ERP
Master the complexity and simplify 
your complex business processes to 
realize 30:1 or more ROI and double-
digit gain in profits.

Experlogix, Inc.    

Experlogix Configurator 
for Microsoft Dynamics 
CRM & ERP 
Experlogix Configurators meets the 
demands of today’s competitive mar-
ketplace by simplifying the process of 
selling customized products, accelerat-
ing proposal development times and 
increasing quote-to-order ratios. 

Horizons International  

Quality Essentials Suite
Quality Mgt. System offers decimal preci-
sion, cert. of analysis, non-conformance, 
material holds, reporting, data export. 
Integrated to Dynamics, Horizons 
Manufacturing, also non-integrated 
application avail.

Insurance

AssureSign LLC  

   

AssureSign Electronic 
Signature Software
Integrated cloud or on-premise enterprise 
class Electronic Signatures.

Life Sciences

Paramount Technologies 

   
www.paramounttechnologies.com

WorkPlace for Life Science
Drive down costs & control purchases 
in your material management process.
Operates in single & multi-site facili-
ties, from Requisition through Invoice 
Automation. 

Maintenance 
Management

eRPortal Software Group 

LLC  

eRPortal CMMS Software Suite
The eRPortal Software Group provides 
high performance, web-enabled, Asset 
Management, Maintenance Management, 
and Materials Tracking software solu-
tions for managing strategic assets 
and operations. 

Manufacturing

Arbela Technologies  

Arbela Technologies
With over 100 years of cumulative ERP 
experience, we have tailored Dynamics 
AX to fit the specific needs of this 
industry. Gain from our experience 
and maximize the return on your AX 
investment.

ASC Software   

ASCTrac 
Award winning, scalable Warehouse 
Management Solutions & MFG operations.

Axonom 

Powertrak 
Solutions to service customers and 
partners with web self-service, partner/
dealer loyalty tools, streamlined quote-
to-order processing and more.

AXtension 
www.axtension.com/index.php/en/
applications/axtension-solutions/

AXtension Advanced 
Production 
Production insight and control on the 
shop floor.

AXtension 
www.axtension.com/index.php/en/
applications/axtension-solutions/visual-

AXtension Visual Project Planning
Graphical planning of projects, resources 
and materials.

BatchMaster Software, Inc. 
www.batchmaster.com/solutions/dynamics-

BatchMaster Manufacturing for 
Microsoft Dynamics GP 
In-built to Microsoft Dynamics GP, not an 
integration.  Manages formulation, com-
pliance, quality, production & planning 
for Food, Chemical, Cosmetic, Personal 
Care, Nutraceutical & Pharmaceutical 
manufacturers.

Cincom Systems, Inc 

Cincom ERP
Master the complexity and simplify 
your complex business processes to 
realize 30:1 or more ROI and double-
digit gain in profits.

Cincom Systems, Inc 

Cincom AcquireTM 
Close deals 80% faster! Simplify your 
sales effort; configure, price, quote in 
real-time with customers. See us at 
CRMUG booth #317!

Computer Information 

Enterprises  

ImageLink
ImageLink is a seamless, fully integrated 
document management solution de-
signed for users of Microsoft Dynamics 
SL and Microsoft Dynamics GP who 
desire to reduce the amount of paper 
within their organization.

Experlogix, Inc.    

Experlogix Configurator 
for Microsoft Dynamics 
CRM & ERP 
Experlogix Configurators meets the 
demands of today’s competitive mar-
ketplace by simplifying the process of 
selling customized products, accelerat-
ing proposal development times and 
increasing quote-to-order ratios. 

Feed Management Systems 

Feed Mill Manager 
Integrated formulation and operations 
solutions for feed manufacturers.

Genius Solutions 

Genius Manufacturing
Genius Solutions provides ETO, MTO, 
custom, discrete manufacturing solu-
tions. Affordable, Easy to Use & Learn. 
Has integration with CAD.

Greg Frazier, CPA, PLLC 

MARS Designer BOMS
Need a fun and easy way to analyze 
bill-of-material cost roll-ups for BOMs? 
Need an easy-to-use graphical BOM 
configurator? Try MARS Designer Boms 
on Microsoft Azure.. Cloud computing 
at an affordable price!

HighJump TrueCommerce EDI 

Solutions    
www.highjump.com/truecommerce 

HighJump TrueCommerce 
EDI Solutions 
HighJump TrueCommerce EDI makes 
EDI painless with an end-to-end solution 
that is easy to use, robust, and afford-
able.TrueCommerce EDI is a Microsoft 
Gold Certified Partner and certified for 
Microsoft Dynamics GP.

Kronos Incorporated  

Workforce Central® Suite
Seamlessly integrates with Microsoft 
Dynamics to completely automate the 
essential timekeeping, human resources 
and financial processes. 

Lanham Associates® 

E-Ship 
Shipping from sales order through 
manifest. Package carriers available.

Lanham Associates® 

AFP (Advanced Forecasting 
and Procurement) for 
Manufacturing 
Enables just-in-time production pur-
chasing via comparing component 
time-phased demand to dynamic 
vendor lead-time. Inventory items as 
components or supply them as products 
for customers. Gain visibility & control.

Liaison Software Corp  

   

Liaison Messenger EDD
Batch print, e-mail, fax, ftp, convert, 
burst, collate, route, all Forms, EFTs, 
Direct Deposits, and Reports to custom-
ers, vendors, employees, etc directly 
from Microsoft Dynamics. Supports 
SSRS,Crystal, & Dexterity.
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Manufacturing Resource 

Partners 

Dynamics GP Manufacturing 
Consulting
The implementation team at Manufacturing 
Resource Partners is one of the most expe-
rienced available. Each of our consultants 
has 12 to 24 years of manufacturing and/
or financial management experience. 

Metafile Information Systems, Inc. 

   

MetaViewer Paperless ERP 
for Microsoft Dynamics
Enhance your AX, GP, NAV & SL solu-
tions by adding integrated scanning, 
OCR, eInvoicing, workflow, and AP/AR 
Automation.

Northlake Partners 

BluWare - Sales Order
Complete web Sales Order w/workflow, 
automated email & status change, 
configurable UI's, catch-weight, multi 
item UOM, & added Price List features. 
Integrated w/BluWare logistics, freight, 
promotions, & commissions.

Sierra Workforce Solutions 

   

Sierra Workforce Solutions
Time & labor management solutions 
optimizing productivity and data in-
tegration for payroll, HR & job costing 
using biometrics, badge, WEB or PC 
based time clocks. Includes employee 
manager self service.

Vicinity Manufacturing 

  
www.vicinitymanufacturing.
com
Vicinity
Written for the process manufacturing 
industry Vicinity manages formulation, 
quality control, compliance, produc-
tion, & planning for Food, Beverage, 
Chemical, Cosmetic, Personal Care, & 
Pharmaceutical manufacturers.

WilloWare, Inc. 

LeanMFG
Complete manufacturing suite for 
smaller GP manufacturers, or those 
whose processes include Disassembly, 
Batch, or Multi-product production. 

WilloWare, Inc. 

Manufacturing PowerPack
A suite of enhancements for GP 
Manufacturing. Tighter integration 
and added functionality between GP 
Core Modules and Manufacturing. 

Media and Entertainment

Eclipse Computing, Inc 
www.us.eclipsecomputing.com/ 

Royalty and Rights Management 
System for Dynamics GP
For managing intellectual property, 
controls all phases of royalty accounting 
including Contracts, Accruals, Payments 
& Revenue Recognition. 

InterDyn AKA  

DynamicsADvantage 
DynamicsADvantage for GP and 
DynamicsADvantage for CRM 
-Comprehensive solution for Media 
and Entertainment companies for ad 
sales automation, advertiser/agency 
& campaign management, ad billing 
& revenue recognition.

KORE Software   

KORE ProSportsTM

More teams in the NFL, MLB, NBA & NHL 
use KORE than any other software. CRM 
for sponsorships, ticket sales, premium 
seating & media trafficking.

KORE Software 

KORE MediaPitchTM

KORE MediaPitchTM is the media indus-
try’s leading platform for transform-
ing a generic CRM into a media sales 
powerhouse. 

United ERP, LLC   

Royalty Accounting Software
AXIP monitors your Royalty Lifecycle 
from contracts, product dvlpmt ap-
provals, automatic royalty calculations, 
compliance checking w/audit tracking, 
automated statement reporting, fore-
casting & business intelligence.

Metal Fabrication

WilloWare, Inc. 

Commodity Surcharge
Tracks the spot price of commodities, 
adds surcharge during invoicing to cover 
difference in the spot price between 
quote date and invoice date.

Non-Profit Organizations

Accounting System Integrators 

Non Profit Plus
Fund and Grant Management, 
Encumbrance and Due to/from Fund 
Accounting.

Ariett Business Solutions, Inc.  

 

Ariett ReqNet & Expense 
Management
eProcurement Solution, in the cloud or 
on premise, Requisition Management, AP 
Invoice Automation, Expense Reporting, 
Credit Card Integration.

BGE, Inc. 

FundVision
Powerful fundraising, donor man-
agement software for nonprofits to 
cultivate prospects; stay in touch with 
constituents; track campaigns; integrate 
w/Dynamics GP. Support Check Scanner, 
CC Processing, web donations. 

Blue Moon Industries 

Advanced GL Close
Adds multiple GL segment selection 
capability during year-end close.

Paramount Technologies 

   
www.paramounttechnologies.com

WorkPlace for Non-Profits 
GL Distributions, Fund Accounting, Audit 
Trails, Requisition & Expense. 

Sierra Workforce Solutions 

   

Sierra Workforce Solutions
Time & labor management solutions 
optimizing productivity and data in-
tegration for payroll, HR & job costing 
using biometrics, badge, WEB or PC 
based time clocks. Includes employee 
manager self service.

Unanet Technologies  

Unanet Project Portfolio
Resource planning, time/expense 
tracking & project accounting for GP/SL.

Oil and Gas

Computer Information 

Enterprises  

ImageLink
ImageLink is a seamless, fully integrated 
document management solution de-
signed for users of Microsoft Dynamics 
SL and Microsoft Dynamics GP who 
desire to reduce the amount of paper 
within their organization.

Corporate Services 

   

TrakQuip and RTMS 
Software Solutions
Whether you own, rent, or utilize equip-
ment, TrakQuip & RTMS make it easy to 
track & manage your assets, automate 
routine business operations, & produce 
excellent financial information to ac-
curately run your business.

Joesoftware Inc. 

Remote Inventory Accelerator
Web-based self-service application for 
tracking customer inventory stored at 
your site.

Pharmaceuticals

ASC Software   

ASCTrac
Award winning, scalable, Warehouse 
Management Solutions (WMS) designed 
to support the demanding requirements 
of Distribution, Manufacturing and 3PL 
operations, covering the entire Supply 
Chain cycle. 

Printing/Converting

Computer Productivity Services Inc. 

cps.financial.officelive.com/

CPS - Production Management for 
Labels and Flexible Packaging
Estimates, Order Management, 
Scheduling, Shop Floor, Job costing.

Professional Services

AXtension 
www.axtension.com/index.php/en/
applications/axtension-solutions/visual-

AXtension Visual Project Planning
Graphical planning of projects, resources 
and materials.

ITDP Solutions Limited 

Project Budget Manager 
for Business Portal
Web BP - Manage Templates, Contracts, 
Projects, Budgets & Resources for GP.

JOVACO Solutions Inc.  

JOVACO Project Suite
Project accounting for professional ser-
vice firms to manage projects through 
web-based time & expense and resource 
mgmt modules. Top features: extensive 
reporting, multi-company & inter-
departmental capabilities.
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Axonom 

Powertrak 
Solutions to service customers and 
partners with web self-service, partner/
dealer loyalty tools, streamlined quote-
to-order processing and more.

Staffing/Recruiting

Joesoftware Inc. 

Recruitment Accelerator
Web-based recruiting mgmt, resume 
collection & on-boarding accelerator.

Professional Advantage  

1Staff for Microsoft Dynamics 
1Staff provides an end-to-end solution 
for staffing organizations from resume 
parsing to generating financial state-
ments. One solution your sales, recruiters 
and financial staff can all use.

Transportation

m-hance 
www.m-hance.com/sectors/distribution/ 

Vehicle Load Planning
Effective use of a vehicle fleet demands 
the ability to organise deliveries quickly 
and easily based on known routes, 
product weights and vehicle capacities. 

V-Technologies, LLC 

StarShip Shipping Software
Integrated shipping for small parcel 
and LTL; supports UPS, FedEx, DHL, 
USPS (Endicia), OnTrac, Freightquote, 
YRC and more.  

Utilities

Paramount Technologies 

   
www.paramounttechnologies.com

WorkPlace for Utilities
Improve efficiency & reduce costs. Budget 
& purchase against capital projects.Track 
requisitions, robust approval process, 
powerful RFQ, Project, Time & Expense.

Warehouse Management

Alba Spectrum Corporation 

Alba360 WMS
Bar-coding & Warehouse Management 
System designed for Dynamics GP. 
Supports PO Receiving, Labeling, 
Inventory Adjustments, Transfers, Stock 
Counts, Picking and Shipping.

Appolis    

WithoutWireTM Warehouse
Appolis WithoutWireTM Warehouse 
Management Solution provides fully 
integrated traceable lot tracked inven-
tory for Manufacturers and Distributors.

Professional Advantage  

1Staff for Microsoft Dynamics 
1Staff provides an end-to-end solution 
for staffing organizations from resume 
parsing to generating financial state-
ments. One solution your sales, recruiters 
and financial staff can all use.

Red Chair Solutions 

RCS Project Accounting 
with Xpede.NET 
RCS Solutions provide tools to maximize 
cost and Revenue. Project Costing/
Accounting management- incl. Multi-
currency. Remote Time & Expense 
entry. Services: custom integrations, 
.Net development. Mobility Solutions.

Unanet Technologies  

Unanet Project Portfolio
Resource planning, time/expense 
tracking & project accounting for GP/SL.

Property Management

Blue Moon Industries 

Invoice Cloud for Dynamics GP
Provides online invoice processing 
branded for each billing entity.

DFC Consultants, Ltd 

DFC Housing
Property Mgmt for GP; work orders, 
certifications and rent calculations.

Publishing

Eclipse Computing, Inc 
www.us.eclipsecomputing.com/ 

Royalty and Rights Management 
System for Dynamics GP
For managing intellectual property, 
controls all phases of royalty accounting 
including Contracts, Accruals, Payments 
& Revenue Recognition. 

Rentals

Liberty Grove Software, Inc. 

EQM Rental Management
A fully integrated solution supporting 
rentals, service and bulk items.

Open Door Technology 

   

Rental Management
Instantly check rental equipment avail-
ability, define flexible rental terms, rent 
or sell inventory/fixed assets, access to 
real-time rental & billing information, 
flag returning assets for maintenance 
and much more.

Restaurant

Restaurant365   

  

Restaurant365
SAAS Marketing, Catering, Operations 
(prime cost), Acctg, POS Integration.

Retail

Alba Spectrum Corporation 

Multi-Dimensional Inventory 
Uses style-based configuration that 
supports indefinite number of user 
defined attributes per SKU. Integrates 
with & auto-generates groups of related 
items in SOP & POP Fully compatible 
with standard GP functionality..

Arbela Technologies  

Arbela Technologies
With over 100 years of cumulative ERP 
experience, we have tailored Dynamics 
AX to fit the specific needs of this 
industry. Gain from our experience 
and maximize the return on your AX 
investment.

Avalara, Inc.    

   

AvaTax for Sales Tax 
Automation 
Automate and eliminate the complex-
ity of sales tax management with 
AvaTax.  A cloud-based sales and use 
tax calculation, exemption certificate 
management, filling and remittance 
solution for Microsoft Dynamics.

kCentric Technologies Inc 

   

k-eCommerce ecommerce solution
B2C, B2B, customer service, SEO, CMS, 
seamless real time integration to 
Dynamics AX, GP, NAV, CRM, multilin-
gual, multi-currency SaaS, On Premise.

Kronos Incorporated  

Workforce Central® Suite
Seamlessly integrates with Microsoft 
Dynamics to completely automate the 
essential timekeeping, human resources 
and financial processes. 

Metafile Information Systems, Inc. 

   

MetaViewer Paperless ERP 
for Microsoft Dynamics
Enhance your AX, GP, NAV & SL solu-
tions by adding integrated scanning, 
OCR, eInvoicing, workflow, and AP/AR 
Automation.

nChannel     

Multi-Channel 
Management Platform
Connect existing ERP, ecommerce, and 
POS systems in minutes! Cloud-based 
solution for distributors, suppliers and 
retailers managing many systems to 
support sales channels and drop ship 
programs. Free 30 day trial.

Panatrack, Inc. 

PanatrackerGP Mobile Sales
Adding mobility to sales transaction 
processing for Dynamics GP.

Professional Advantage  

RMS ConnectPro
Real time inventory level integration 
between Dynamics RMS and Dynamics 
GP. Allows automatic communication 
flow between retail stores, headquarters 
and the finance department.

Professional Advantage 

Retail Analytics (RA) and 
Merchandise Planning (MP)
Easily analyze Microsoft RMS sales, 
inventory levels, and purchasing with 
Retail Analytics. Add Merchandise 
Planning to provide sophisticated store 
replenishment and merchandising 
along with open-to-buy capabilities.

Social Services

BGE, Inc. 

FundVision
Powerful fundraising, donor man-
agement software for nonprofits to 
cultivate prospects; stay in touch with 
constituents; track campaigns; integrate 
w/Dynamics GP. Support Check Scanner, 
CC Processing, web donations. 

Software Manufacturers

Ariett Business Solutions, Inc.  

 

Ariett ReqNet & Expense 
Management
eProcurement Solution, in the cloud or 
on premise, Requisition Management, AP 
Invoice Automation, Expense Reporting, 
Credit Card Integration.
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ASC Software   

ASCTrac
Award winning, scalable, Warehouse 
Management Solutions (WMS) designed 
to support the demanding requirements 
of Distribution, Manufacturing and 3PL 
operations, covering the entire Supply 
Chain cycle. 

AXtension 
www.axtension.com/en/applications/

AXtension Kitting
Multiple items dynamically combined 
into one product.

Blue Moon Industries 

Operations Core 
Help your backoffice work more ef-
fectively with your warehouse.

Blue Moon Industries 

Advanced Fulfillment
Powered by Visual Warehouse - Automate 
ASN, Invoicing, & Order Desk.

FASCOR  

FASCOR WMS
Trusted solutions for Warehouse and 
Transportation Management with in-
dustry leading integration to Dynamics 
GP.  Fully integrated, the FASCOR WMS 
delivers Tier 1 functionality for all size 
companies.

Lanham Associates® 

ACE Warehousing© 
New, low-cost, high function option, 
ACE One - Receiving, picking, printing, 
shipping,  realtime inventory in NAV via 
handhelds. ACE Warehousing adds full 
pallet license plating and production 
output registration.

m-hance 
www.m-hance.com/sectors/

Inter-site Transfers
In a multi-site distribution company 
this can be critical to operational ef-
fectiveness. Control and automate 
re-distribution of stock from a central 
warehouse to depots or adhoc move-
ments from one site to another.

Panatrack, Inc. 

PanatrackerGP for 
Inventory Management
Adding bar code data capture to GP to 
capture inventory transactions at the 
point of activity.

WilloWare, Inc. 

CompleteCount
Controlled cycle counts in GP using 
stock tags. Print tags, ensure accuracy, 
minimize downtime. Now with ExcelLink- 
export/import to CSV files. 

Wholesale Trade:  
Durable Goods

Absolute Value   

Absolute Value/Lanham 
Associates 
Best-fit formula, demand forecasting 
& multisite replenishment solution 
with DRP, collaboration, hub & spoke, 
drill down visibility. On-demand and 
on-premise. Reduce inventory levels 
and improve customer service.

Arbela Technologies  

Industry-Tailored 
Dynamics AX Solutions
With over 100 years of cumulative ERP 
experience, we have tailored Dynamics 
AX to fit the specific needs of this 
industry. Gain from our experience 
and maximize the return on your AX 
investment.

AXtension 
www.axtension.com/en/applications/

AXtension Kitting
Multiple items dynamically combined 
into one product.

Blue Moon Industries 

Chargeback Processing
Provides deductions management 
capability for cash receipts processing.

Data Masons Software 

  

Vantage Point EDI for 
Dynamics 
Data Masons helps companies lever-
age EDI into a competitive advantage 
by providing tight integration with 
Dynamics, without customizations.

Flintfox International Limited 

  

TPM for Dynamics Suite 
Integrating Trade Promotion Management 
processes into Dynamics. Sell-side and 
Buy-side, advanced pricing, planning and 
execution of deals, promotions, rebates 
and fees, plus settlement (deductions, 
claims, payments).

kCentric Technologies Inc 

   

k-eCommerce ecommerce solution
B2C, B2B, customer service, SEO, CMS, 
seamless real time integration to 
Dynamics AX, GP, NAV, CRM, multilin-
gual, multi-currency SaaS, On Premise.

Lanham Associates® 

AFP (Advanced Forecasting and 
Procurement) for Distribution 
Best fit forecasting & multi-site replen-
ishment solution with DRP, collabora-
tion, promotions, drill down visibility 
& multiple rollup views.

Lanham Associates® 

ACE Warehousing© 
New, low-cost, high function option, 
ACE One - Receiving, picking, printing, 
shipping,  realtime inventory in NAV via 
handhelds. ACE Warehousing adds full 
pallet license plating and production 
output registration.

Lanham Associates® 

Supply Chain Solutions 
High quality Supply Chain solutions 
built inside NAV: Shipping, Forecasting/
Replenishment, WMS & EDI Compliance. 
More than 1700 companies live.

m-hance 
www.m-hance.com/sectors/

Extended Pricing & Enhancements
Distribution is typified by intense pricing 
competition. We simplify the process 
by off-line data management.  You can 
import and export pricing data, allow 
for customer specific pricing and load 
new customer deals.

m-hance 
www.m-hance.com/sectors/

Catchweights
Many items require quantities to be 
tracked in more than one unit of measure. 
We provide catchweight functionality 
in sales, purchasing and inventory 
functions. 

m-hance 
www.m-hance.com/sectors/

Returns Management
Every distribution business wishes to 
minimise the number of returns it has to 
handle.m-hance's Returns Management 
module speeds up the handling of re-
turns and improves operational control.

nChannel     

Multi-Channel 
Management Platform
Connect existing ERP, ecommerce, and 
POS systems in minutes! Cloud-based 
solution for distributors, suppliers and 
retailers managing many systems to 
support sales channels and drop ship 
programs. Free 30 day trial.

RockySoft   

Inventory Management and 
Supply Chain Planning 
Pack Light Inventory Mgmt Suite-
Forecasting, Inventory Mgmt, Purchase 
Order Planning, Vendor Lead Time 
Mgmt, Retail Store Planning and S&OP.

Trinity USA 

Trinity Wholesale 
Distribution Bundle
Complete wholesale solution enhancing 
SOP, POP, Logistics and Pricing.

Wholesale Trade:   
Non-durable Goods

Arbela Technologies  

Industry-Tailored 
Dynamics AX Solutions
With over 100 years of cumulative ERP 
experience, we have tailored Dynamics 
AX to fit the specific needs of this 
industry. Gain from our experience 
and maximize the return on your AX 
investment.

AXtension 
www.axtension.com/en/applications/

AXtension Kitting
Multiple items dynamically combined 
into one product.

Lanham Associates® 

Supply Chain Solutions 
High quality Supply Chain solutions 
built inside NAV: Shipping, Forecasting/
Replenishment, WMS & EDI Compliance. 
More than 1700 companies live.

m-hance 
www.m-hance.com/sectors/

Extended Pricing & Enhancements
Distribution is typified by intense pricing 
competition. We simplify the process 
by off-line data management.  You can 
import and export pricing data, allow 
for customer specific pricing and load 
new customer deals.

m-hance 
www.m-hance.com/sectors/

Catchweights
Many items require quantities to be 
tracked in more than one unit of measure. 
We provide catchweight functionality 
in sales, purchasing and inventory 
functions. 

m-hance 
www.m-hance.com/sectors/

Returns Management
Every distribution business wishes to 
minimise the number of returns it has to 
handle.m-hance's Returns Management 
module speeds up the handling of re-
turns and improves operational control.
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Analytics

deFacto Global, Inc. 

   

deFacto Performance Management 
Optimize financial performance with 
the premier “all-in-one” Dynamics 
product for budgeting, forecasting, 
consolidation, analysis and reporting.

Encore Business Solutions 
www.encorebusiness.com

Project Tracking with 
Advanced Analytics  
Streamline your COA’s. Record & report 
rev, expense & profit by proj; against 
budgets; over multiple yrs.  Great 
alternate to GP Proj. Acctg.

Encore Business Solutions 
www.encorebusiness.com

Advanced SmartList
Enhanced analysis of SmartList data. 
Ad-hoc reoprts & queries on the fly.

Kronos Incorporated  

Workforce Central® Suite
Seamlessly integrates with Microsoft 
Dynamics to completely automate the 
essential timekeeping, human resources 
and financial processes. 

Total Dynamics Solutions, LLC 

  

Enterprise Business Management
Providing value-added analytical capa-
bilities for Microsoft Dynamics.

Asset Maintenance/MRO/
EAM

eRPortal Software Group LLC 

 

eRPortal CMMS Software Suite
The eRPortal Software Group provides 
high performance, web-enabled, Asset 
Management, Maintenance Management, 
and Materials Tracking software solu-
tions for managing strategic assets 
and operations. 

Automation

mc² 

GP Agent
Schedule maintenance - checklists, 
script statements, reconcile & more.

Banking

Strategic Solutions NW 

BizAX
BizAX adds functionality to AX Financials. 
Lockbox, Positive Pay, & Bank Account 
Reconciliation. Simplifies accounting 
processes with easy set-up; multiple 
transfer, encryption & file types; and 
automatic processing.

Budgeting

deFacto Global, Inc. 

   
www.deFactoGlobal.com

deFacto Performance Management 
Optimize financial performance with 
the premier “all-in-one” Dynamics 
product for budgeting, forecasting, 
consolidation, analysis and reporting.

Dynamic Budgets  

Dynamic Budgets
We transition customers from Excel 
budgeting, give end users direct ac-
cess to accounting details, reduce our 
customers reporting processes by days, 
with a product that installs in less than 
2 hours. Call to see how!

T3 Information Systems  

Full Circle Budget
Simple and flexible Excel-based bud-
geting allowing users to quickly input 
budget amounts and process them 
directly into GP or SL. Deploy in only 
a few hours and save time budgeting.

Total Dynamics Solutions, LLC 

  

Enterprise Business Management
Web based, interactive, & integrated 
planning/budgeting for MS Dynamics.

Business Intelligence

Accountable Software 

    

Dynamics Reporting
LIVE Dynamics Data in Excel, SSRS, 
SharePoint, Business Portal & the Web.

Accountable Software 

Dynamics SL Inquiry
Reporting, lookups & inquiry of SL, 3rd 
party & custom data from inside of SL 
in an easy to use interface. Includes 
out-of-box reports, filters, sorting, 
grouping. summaries, drill down to 
source screens, & more.

Client Strategy Group 

Dynamics AX Done Right! 
CSG has proven expertise in: AX 
Performance Tuning, Business Intelligence, 
and AX 2012 Upgrades. 

deFacto Global, Inc. 

   
www.deFactoGlobal.com

deFacto Performance Management 
Optimize financial performance with 
the premier “all-in-one” Dynamics 
product for budgeting, forecasting, 
consolidation, analysis and reporting.

PrecisionPoint Software  

PrecisionPoint - Business 
Intelligence 
Subscription based reporting and 
analytics solution for Dynamics AX 
and NAV.  A monitored and managed 
service with guaranteed deliverables. 

S o l v e r
Solver     

Solver - BI360
Both Excel & Web-based Financial & 
Operational Reporting, Budgeting, 
Dashboards, & a pre-configured Data 
Warehouse w/ direct integration to 
Microsoft Dynamics.

TARGIT    

   

TARGIT BI Suite
Make better decisions faster, improve 
operations, decrease costs and increase 
income using TARGIT BI Suite - TARGIT’s 
Business Intelligence software solution.  

Total Dynamics Solutions, LLC 

  

Enterprise Business Management
Providing value-added analytical capa-
bilities for Microsoft Dynamics.

Business Process 
Management

5280 Solutions    

Dynamic Payables - SharePoint 
Invoice Automation
Dynamic Payables, a SharePoint-based 
AP automation solution includes OCR, 
workflow, reporting & direct integration 
with Microsoft Dynamics.

Accountable Software 

Dynamics SL Inquiry
Reporting, lookups & inquiry of SL, 3rd 
party & custom data from inside of SL 
in an easy to use interface. Includes 
out-of-box reports, filters, sorting, 
grouping. summaries, drill down to 
source screens, & more.

Altec    

doc-link Integrated Document 
Management 
Capture, workflow, route and archive 
with doc-link, Integrated Document 
Management for Dynamics SL, AX, 
GP and NAV.

Ariett Business Solutions, Inc.  

 

Ariett Requisition, 
Travel & Expense
Travel, Requisition, PO Approval 
Workflows, Expense Reporting, Document 
Manager, Credit Cards, Mobile Apps, in 
the Cloud on Microsoft Azure.

Cincom Systems, Inc 

Cincom ERP
Master the complexity and simplify 
your complex business processes to 
realize 30:1 or more ROI and double-
digit gain in profits.

Enliven Software 

Fidesic AR and AP Platform
Paperless Receivables and Payables to 
cut admin overhead and GO GREEN!

Metafile Information Systems, Inc. 

   

MetaViewer Paperless ERP 
for Microsoft Dynamics
Enhance your AX, GP, NAV & SL solu-
tions by adding integrated scanning, 
OCR, eInvoicing, workflow, and AP/AR 
Automation.

Check Printing

Liaison Software Corp 

  

Liaison Messenger DD
Batch E-mail 128-bit encrypted Direct 
Deposit Statements to Employees.

Mekorma 

Mekorma MICR Check 
Printing 
The most widely-used MICR check print-
ing software for Dynamics GP - with 
Secure Approval Workflow. Print AP 
& Payroll checks on blank stock from 
inside Dynamics GP. Great for managing 
multiple checkbooks.
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www.checkfactory.com

Trans-Micro, Inc.  

Check Factory Visual Series 
v5 for Dynamics GP and SL
Check Factory® Visual Series is a  MICR 
check and forms printing software solu-
tion designed to completely replace the 
need to purchase pre-printed checks 
and forms. Check Factory works inside 
Dynamics  GP and SL.

Commissions

EthoTech, Inc. 

Commission Plan
Stop fighting with Excel spreadsheets 
& meaningless reports to calculate & 
pay commissions, bonuses, royalties, or 
other types of compensation. Automate 
your entire commission process right 
inside of Dynamics GP.

Flaum Technologies Inc. 
www.CommissionCalc.com

CommissionCalc
The practical way to automate "impos-
sible" commission plans.

Northlake Partners 

BluWare - Brokerage 
& Commissions
Automate the calculation of Brokerage 
& Commissions (including splits) from 
sales orders. Create programs by date 
range, item attributes, & customers and 
assign prices by units sold, weight sold, 
or % of product $'s.

Compliance

Altec    

doc-link Integrated Document 
Management 
doc-link electronic document solutions 
support compliance mandates. 

Arbela Technologies 

Arbela Security Manager
Arbela’s Security Manager radically 
simplifies managing security, and en-
ables you to concentrate more on your 
investment in Dynamics AX rather than 
spending countless hours securing it.

Equisys, Inc. 

Zetadocs for NAV 
Zetadocs for NAV automates the capture, 
delivery, and storage of your financial 
documents.Please visit our website 
to learn how Zetadocs can streamline 
your paper processes.

Fastpath Solutions, Inc  

   

Fastpath Assure
Sarbanes-Oxley segregation of duties 
solution with built-in audit intelligence 
from certified Auditors.  Get the data 
your Auditors want - Fast!

Cost Accounting

Corporate Renaissance Group 
www.crgroup.com/crg_solutions.php

Cost Allocator 
Perform multi-level account allocations 
using 1 of 4 methods: percentage values, 
fixed amounts, cost drivers/measures, 
or account balance. Integrates with 
Dynamics GP, other ERP solutions or 
as a stand-alone system.

m-hance 
www.m-hance.com/sectors/distribution/

Vendor Price Management
A vital link in the distribution supply 
chain is accurate tracking of vendor 
pricing. Support decisions in the buy-
ing process, reduce admin costs and 
improve accuracy of cost of sales.

Credit Card/Check 
Processing

Azox, Inc. 

Credit Card Extension 
PCI PA-DSS compliant credit card 
processing with ACH, eCheck, batch 
processing and ability to store credit 
card data off site with tokenization.

BGE, Inc. 

Green (Account) Payable 
Most secure account payable via EFT, 
Multi-level approval, remittance info, 
email notification. Support JPM format, 
Integrate seamlessly with GP.

BluePay, Inc. 

Credit Card Processing
Single Source Provider: GP Plug-in/
payment gateway/merchant account 
for processing for credit cards & checks.

ChargeLogic 

ChargeLogic 
The leading PCI validated credit card 
solution integrated with NAV.

Enliven Software 

Fidesic AR and AP Platform
Full circle AR with support for Credit 
Cards and ACH; no activation fee!

Integrated Software, Inc. 

Credit Card Authorization
Token-based system eliminates need to 
store sensitive credit card data. Handles 
all your credit card processing needs. 
Seemlessly integrated with Sales Order 
Processing and Cash Receipts.

Integrated Software, Inc. 

Check Processing
Electronic Check Processing integrated 
with SOP and Cash Receipts.

Lanham Associates® 

Credit Card
CC transactions inside NAV w/Authorize.
Net. PCI validated. Easy to mod.

Nodus Technologies, Inc. 

CRM Charge
Secure eCheck & Credit Card Processing 
for both CRM online and on prem.

Nodus Technologies, Inc. 

ePay Advantage
Online Billing & Payment Collection 
for GP, PA-DSS certified, view invoices, 
automated recurring payments, tokeni-
zation, ecommerce integration.

Nodus Technologies, Inc. 

Credit Card Advantage 
Leading integrated eCheck, ACH & 
Credit Card Processing for GP, PCI PA-
DSS Certified, tokenization optional 
online bill pay & recurring payment.

Strategic Solutions NW 

BizAX
BizAX adds functionality to AX Financials. 
Lockbox, Positive Pay, & Bank Account 
Reconciliation. Simplifies accounting 
processes with easy set-up; multiple 
transfer, encryption & file types; and 
automatic processing.

Customer Relationship 
Management

Axonom 

Powertrak for Microsoft 
Dynamics CRM 
Provides views and tools to manage 
complex extended relationships. 

ClickDimensions 

Email Marketing and 
Marketing Automation 
ClickDimensions provides Email 
Marketing, Web Tracking, Lead Scoring, 
Social Discovery, Campaign Tracking, 
Landing Pages, Web Forms and Surveys.

eBridge Software  

   

eBridge for CRM
Web-based solution integrates your 
EDI, webstore or SCM data. 

Experlogix, Inc.    

Experlogix Configurator 
for Microsoft Dynamics 
CRM & ERP 
Experlogix Configurators meets the 
demands of today’s competitive mar-
ketplace by simplifying the process of 
selling customized products, accelerat-
ing proposal development times and 
increasing quote-to-order ratios. 

Stanley Stuart Yoffee & 

Hendrix, Inc. 
www.ssyh.com/products_ssyh_

National Accounts for 
Microsoft Dynamics SL
Easily track & apply payments for 
customer parent/child relationships. 

Stanley Stuart Yoffee & 

Hendrix, Inc. 
www.ssyh.com/products_
ssyh_arcollections.html

AR Collections Manager for 
Microsoft Dynamics SL
Automates time-consuming collection 
activities and improves cash flow.

Visionary Software Consulting, Inc. 

CRM Rules! for Microsoft 
Dynamics CRM 2011
Easily customize CRM forms by automati-
cally generating JScript code.

Data Integration

Admiral Consulting Group 
www.admiral-west.com/solutions_

ActiveConnect
Integrate data from your website, SQL 
Server, ODBC, or Excel up to 20x faster 
and more easily than with Integration 
Manager, for less cost.  Also send data 
directly from Excel to Dynamics with a 
click of a button.

Alba Spectrum Corporation 

Posting Server GP
Automated GP posting utility optimized 
for high transaction volume with support 
for audit trails, email error notification, 
Inter/cross-company transactions, batch 
selection rules & 3rd party application 
integration.

appStrategy 

appCompass Suite
Integration & Migration solution for 
Dynamics CRM, legacy, and cloud.
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eBridge Software  

   

eBridge Integration Solution
Web-based solution integrates your EDI, 
webstore, SCM, CRM systems.

Encore Business Solutions 
www.encorebusiness.com

Project Tracking with 
Advanced Analytics  
Streamline your COA’s. Record & report 
rev, expense & profit by proj; against 
budgets; over multiple yrs.  Great 
alternate to GP Proj. Acctg.

Keelio Software 

Dynamics GP SSIS Toolkit
Highly flexible Dynamics GP integration 
tool built upon Microsoft SSIS.

nChannel     

Multi-Channel 
Management Platform
Connect existing ERP, ecommerce, and 
POS systems in minutes! Cloud-based 
solution for distributors, suppliers and 
retailers managing many systems to 
support sales channels and drop ship 
programs. Free 30 day trial.

Scribe Software    

 

Scribe Insight 
Data migration & data integration for 
MS Dynamics and legacy systems.

Scribe Software 

Scribe Online 
Data integration for MS Dynamics CRM 
2011 online, hosted and on premise.

S o l v e r
Solver     

Solver - BI360
Both Excel & Web-based Financial & 
Operational Reporting, Budgeting, 
Dashboards, & a pre-configured Data 
Warehouse w/ direct integration to 
Microsoft Dynamics.

Distribution

Arbela Technologies  

Arbela Technologies
With over 100 years of cumulative ERP 
experience, we have tailored Dynamics 
AX to fit the specific needs of this 
industry. Gain from our experience 
and maximize the return on your AX 
investment.

ASC Software   

ASCTrac 
Award winning, scalable Warehouse 
Management Solutions & MFG operations.

Blue Horseshoe 
www.supplychaindynamicsax.com

Supply Chain Suite for 
Dynamics AX  
Unlike other solutions, Supply Chain 
Suite embeds industry-specific func-
tionality directly into the business 
layer of Dynamic AX’s architecture. 
Increase revenue, profit margins and 
asset utilization.  

Blue Moon Industries 

Container Management
Enter manifests, receive FOB, track 
goods in transit.

Blue Moon Industries 

Advanced Fulfillment
Powered by Visual Warehouse - Automate 
ASN, Invoicing, & Order Desk.

Blue Moon Industries 

Freight Matrix
Provides the capability to define your 
own freight charge schedules.

Blue Moon Industries 

Chargeback Processing
Provides deductions management 
capability for cash receipts processing.

Blue Moon Industries 

SOP Auto Invoice
Adds automatic sales order transfer, 
invoice printing & posting to SOP.

Blue Moon Industries 

NEW: Advanced BOM
Ability to associate sale order/assembly 
& PO/assembly & disassembly.

KTL Solutions, Inc. 

KTL SOP Advanced Distribution
Allows you to dynamically define where 
each segment of the account comes 
from either the customer, vendor item, 
system, static, or payment terms.

Lanham Associates® 

ACE Warehousing© 
New, low-cost, high function option, 
ACE One - Receiving, picking, printing, 
shipping,  realtime inventory in NAV via 
handhelds. ACE Warehousing adds full 
pallet license plating and production 
output registration.

Lanham Associates® 

EDI 
EDI your way: Cloud, Full-Service, or 
Complete Control. Total solution in-
cluding AS2 and VAN for Lower Cost of 
Ownership. More documents than any 
other provider for NAV. Great references. 
Quick  startup available.

Lanham Associates® 

Supply Chain Solutions 
High quality Supply Chain solutions 
built inside NAV: Shipping, Forecasting/
Replenishment, WMS & EDI Compliance. 
More than 1700 companies live.

m-hance 
www.m-hance.com/sectors/distribution/

Trade Counter
For those companies who offer a self 
collection service or a cash sales counter 
in addition to delivered trade there is 
often a need to enter orders and take 
payment at their premises or warehouse.

m-hance 
www.m-hance.com/sectors/distribution/ 

Vehicle Load Planning
Effective use of a vehicle fleet demands 
the ability to organise deliveries quickly 
and easily based on known routes, 
product weights and vehicle capacities. 

Nodus Technologies, Inc.  

Retail Advantage
Integrates RMS with GP, optional ecom-
merce for multi-channel retailing.

Northlake Partners 

BluWare - Logistics Management
Schedule 'loads', keep delivery info, & 
track performance for Fleet, TL, & LTL 
shipments.  Assign orders to loads & 
update them w/BOL, Waybill, & other 
ship info.  Print shipping paperwork by 
load or single order.

RockySoft   

Inventory Management and 
Supply Chain Planning 
Pack Light Inventory Mgmt Suite-
Forecasting, Inventory Mgmt, Purchase 
Order Planning, Vendor Lead Time 
Mgmt, Retail Store Planning and S&OP.

Trinity USA 

Trinity - Solutions for Distribution
A huge range of over 30 modules that 
cover every aspect of distribution 
including powerful SOP enhance-
ments, many POP & Inventory features 
plus consolidated billing, inter-sites, 
catchweights, load planning and more.

V-Technologies, LLC 

StarShip Shipping Software
Integrated shipping for small parcel 
and LTL; supports UPS, FedEx, DHL, 
USPS (Endicia), OnTrac, Freightquote, 
YRC and more.  

WilloWare, Inc. 

Dynamics GP PowerPack
Over 80 Enhancements to GP, based 
upon customer requests. Enhances 
virtually every part of the GP System. 
Make GP more intuitive, easier to use!

Document Management

5280 Solutions    

Dynamic Payables - SharePoint 
Invoice Automation
Dynamic Payables, a SharePoint-based 
AP automation solution includes OCR, 
workflow, reporting & direct integration 
with Microsoft Dynamics.

Altec    

doc-link Integrated Document 
Management 
Capture, workflow, route and archive 
with doc-link, Integrated Document 
Management for Dynamics SL, AX, 
GP and NAV.

AXtension 
www.axtension.com/en/applications/
axtension-solutions/enterprise-content-

AXtension Enterprise 
Content Management
The power of SharePoint integrated 
into Microsoft Dynamics AX.

Bottomline Technologies 
www.bottomline.com/dynamics

Create!form® 
Complete Document & Payment 
Automation - Customize & deliver 
Dynamics output, including MICR 
checks. Easily reformat data, building 
"intelligent forms" for print, fax, email, 
archive or web.

Computer Information Enterprises 

 

ImageLink
ImageLink is a seamless, fully integrated 
document management solution de-
signed for users of Microsoft Dynamics 
SL and Microsoft Dynamics GP who 
desire to reduce the amount of paper 
within their organization.

Datahaven for Dynamics  

Datahaven for Dynamics
Datahaven is the only scanning, OCR, and 
workflow solution natively embedded 
“not simply integrated” throughout the 
Microsoft Dynamics user experience 
and available to non-Dynamics users 
from Microsoft Outlook.
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Equisys, Inc. 

Zetadocs for NAV 
Zetadocs for NAV automates the capture, 
delivery, and storage of your financial 
documents.Please visit our website 
to learn how Zetadocs can streamline 
your paper processes.

ImageTag, Inc.   

KwikTag Document Capture 
& Workflow for Dynamics
Powerful. Practical. Proven. More choose 

KwikTag's document & case mgmt.

Liaison Software Corp  

   

Liaison Messenger EDD
Batch print, e-mail, fax, ftp, convert, 
burst, collate, route, all Forms, EFTs, 
Direct Deposits, and Reports to custom-
ers, vendors, employees, etc directly 
from Microsoft Dynamics. Supports 
SSRS,Crystal, & Dexterity.

Metafile Information Systems, Inc. 

   

MetaViewer Paperless ERP 
for Microsoft Dynamics
Enhance your AX, GP, NAV & SL solu-
tions by adding integrated scanning, 
OCR, eInvoicing, workflow, and AP/AR 
Automation.

Minisoft     

eFORMz 
eFORMz is a next generation electronic 
forms solution. Produce packing lists, 
shippings labels, barcodes, customs 
doc, checks, POs. Go paperless and 
email forms in PDF. Archiving, Fax and 
Document Workflow included.

PaperSavePro    

PaperSavePro 
PaperSaveProTM is a Certified for Microsoft 
Dynamics document management 
and electronic workflow solution that 
eliminates inherent risks and inefficien-
cies associated with paper.

Drop Ship Management

nChannel     

Multi-Channel 
Management Platform
Connect existing ERP, ecommerce, and 
POS systems in minutes! Cloud-based 
solution for distributors, suppliers and 
retailers managing many systems to 
support sales channels and drop ship 
programs. Free 30 day trial.

E-commerce

Avalara, Inc.     

  

AvaTax for Sales Tax 
Automation 
Automate and eliminate the complex-
ity of sales tax management with 
AvaTax.  A cloud-based sales and use 
tax calculation, exemption certificate 
management, filling and remittance 
solution for Microsoft Dynamics.

Azox, Inc. 

eSource B2B and B2C
Integrated B2B & B2C web stores with 
built-in CMS, SEO, and web parts.

Azox, Inc. 

eSource Sales Portal
Online quote/order entry, view account 
history & print/pay invoices.

ChargeLogic 

NEW: ChargeLogic Connect
Leading cloud-based service that con-
nects your e-commerce site to NAV.

Computer Pundits Corporation 

  

eCommerce21TM 
Patented B2B and B2C database driven 
eCommerce, fully integrated with 
Dynamics, for automated production of 
Web Storefront with intuitive navigation, 
SEO and full Shopping Cart for easier 
sales from your website.

eBridge Software    

 

eBridge for E-Commerce
Integration with all webstores incl. 
eBay, Amazon, AspDotNetStorefront+.

kCentric Technologies Inc 

   

k-eCommerce ecommerce solution
B2C, B2B, customer service, SEO, CMS, 
seamless real time integration to 
Dynamics AX, GP, NAV, CRM, multilin-
gual, multi-currency SaaS, On Premise.

Nodus Technologies, Inc. 

eStore Solution Stack
Fully featured B2B/B2C, integrated 
E-Commerce with GP, zero-touch SOP.

EDI

AIM Computer Solutions, Inc. 

 

AIM Vision AutoSys 
EDI, AIAG barcode labels, Demand Mgmt, 
Release Acctg., MMOG-LE/TS16949.

Business Systems Integrators 

 

EDI
BSI provides superior EDI solutions for 
AX, both on-premise & SaaS.

Data Masons Software 

  

Vantage Point EDI for 
Dynamics 
Data Masons helps companies lever-
age EDI into a competitive advantage 
by providing tight integration with 
Dynamics, without customizations.

DiCentral    

NEW: EDI Integration with 
Microsoft Dynamics 
DiCentral's DiIntegrator is an advanced, 
hosted solution, to instantly become 
EDI compliant with your trading partner 
community, and to seamlessly integrate 
data with Microsoft Dynamics GP, AX, 
NAV, and SL.

eBridge Software    

 

eBridge for EDI
Web-based EDI solution eliminates 
transaction fees - low monthly fees. 

HighJump TrueCommerce EDI 

Solutions    
www.highjump.com/truecommerce 

HighJump TrueCommerce 
EDI Solutions 
HighJump TrueCommerce EDI makes 
EDI painless with an end-to-end solution 
that is easy to use, robust, and afford-
able.TrueCommerce EDI is a Microsoft 
Gold Certified Partner and certified for 
Microsoft Dynamics GP.

Isis, Inc. 
www.isissoftware.com/enha/isis_sl_

Positive Pay
Perform Positive Pay from Accounts 
Payable and Payroll to your issuing bank.

Isis, Inc. 
www.isissoftware.com/enha/isis_sl_

401K Data Interchange
Transmit your 401K collection data 
from Payroll electronically to your 
investment bank.

Lanham Associates® 

ACE - Advanced 
Commerce ERP  
EDI, ASN, Ship/Carrier Manifest, Labels, 
Bar-Coding, TP Compliance, WMS, Fcst 
& Replenishment. Highest quality in 
one total solution rather than 7 dispa-
rate ones. 88,000+ users worldwide. 
Unprecidented visibility.

Lanham Associates® 

EDI 
EDI your way: Cloud, Full-Service, or 
Complete Control. Total solution in-
cluding AS2 and VAN for Lower Cost of 
Ownership. More documents than any 
other provider for NAV. Great references. 
Quick  startup available.

RedTail Solutions  

RedTail EDI
Cloud-based managed EDI service for 
suppliers to retailers. Best EDI with 
lowest TCO.

Electronic Document 
Delivery (Email)/Faxing

Accounting System Integrators 

eMail for Solomon
Easily eMail documents from 
AR,OM,Flexible Billing,PO,SS. Flexible.

Altec    

doc-link Integrated Document 
Management 
Capture, workflow, route and archive 
with doc-link, Integrated Document 
Management for Dynamics SL, AX, 
GP and NAV.

Bottomline Technologies 

Create!form® 
Complete Document & Payment 
Automation - Customize & deliver 
Dynamics output, including MICR 
checks. Easily reformat data, building 
"intelligent forms" for print, fax, email, 
archive or web.
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Datahaven for Dynamics  

Datahaven for Dynamics
Datahaven is the only scanning, OCR, and 
workflow solution natively embedded 
“not simply integrated” throughout the 
Microsoft Dynamics user experience 
and available to non-Dynamics users 
from Microsoft Outlook.

Equisys, Inc. 

Zetadocs for NAV 
Zetadocs for NAV automates the capture, 
delivery, and storage of your financial 
documents.Please visit our website 
to learn how Zetadocs can streamline 
your paper processes.

Liaison Software Corp   

  

Liaison Messenger EDD
Batch print, e-mail, fax, ftp, convert, 
burst, collate, route, all Forms, EFTs, 
Direct Deposits, and Reports to custom-
ers, vendors, employees, etc directly 
from Microsoft Dynamics. Supports 
SSRS,Crystal, & Dexterity.

m-hance 

Active Documents for 
Sales and Purchasing
Email singular or bulk remittances, 
statements, SOP & POP docs directly 
from Dynamics GP. Also enables RE-
PRINTING of remittances. 

Minisoft     

eFORMz 
eFORMz is a next generation electronic 
forms solution. Produce packing lists, 
shippings labels, barcodes, customs 
doc, checks, POs. Go paperless and 
email forms in PDF. Archiving, Fax and 
Document Workflow included.

Electronic Signatures

AssureSign LLC    

 

AssureSign Electronic 
Signature Software
Integrated cloud or on-premise enterprise 
class Electronic Signatures.

Expense Solutions

Alba Spectrum Corporation 

Credit Card Expense Manager
Imports credit card activity data & 
generates GL entries, Bank entries & AP 
vouchers. E-mail options and Employee 
Web Portal for expense categories 
assignment.

Ariett Business Solutions, Inc.  

 

Ariett Requisition, 
Travel & Expense
Travel, Requisition, PO Approval 
Workflows, Expense Reporting, Document 
Manager, Credit Cards, Mobile Apps, in 
the Cloud on Microsoft Azure.

DynamicPoint  

SharePoint Expense 
Reimbursement Solution 
Exclusively for Microsoft Dynamics
One Time Cost and No Per User Fees. 
Leverage DynamicPoint's SharePoint 
Product at a fraction of alternative 
solution costs to effectively integrate 
and streamline employee expense 
reimbursement with Dynamics. 

Joesoftware Inc. 

Spencer
Easy, configurable, web-based expense 
tracking system. Seamlessly drive Payables 
or Project Accounting. Credit card inte-
gration, workflow, multi-currency, VAT 
support, electronic receipts and more.

Paramount Technologies 

   
www.paramounttechnologies.com

WorkPlace Expense 
Integrates web submission of expense 
reports, automatic routing, fraud de-
tection, and electronic approvals of 
individual line-item expenses. 

Red Chair Solutions 

RCS Project Accounting 
with Xpede.NET 
RCS Solutions provide tools to maximize 
cost and Revenue. Project Costing/
Accounting management- incl. Multi-
currency. Remote Time & Expense 
entry. Services: custom integrations, 
.Net development. Mobility Solutions.

Field Service 
Management

Open Door Technology 

   

TaskMaster Mobility Solution
Increase productivity and generate rapid 
ROI with workflow driven processes 
for any industry or field application. 
Enable real-time information exchange 
between your field workforce and ERP 

system via mobile devices.

Fixed Assets

Computer Productivity Services Inc. 

cps.financial.officelive.com/

CPS - Wireless Fixed Asset 
Physical Count and Create
Count or create fixed assets with a 
wireless scanner. $3500.

Panatrack, Inc. 

PanatrackerGP for Fixed Assets
Bar Code data capture extending GP 
Fixed Asset module to manage assets.

General Ledger

Admiral Consulting Group 
www.admiral-west.com/advancedallocations/

Advanced Allocations 
for Dynamics GP
You can easily allocate entire depart-
ments, perform tiered allocations, and 
even allocate transactions. Advanced 
Allocations also allows you to preview 
allocation entries before committing 
them to your ledger.

Alba Spectrum Corporation 

Advanced Customer Merge 
Provides a workflow-oriented solution 
to merging customers in large data-
bases. A “provisional” merge is used for 
review and approval. The final merge 
physically transfers transactions to the 
primary customer.

Alba Spectrum Corporation 

Alba Financial Utilities
Cross-Company control of segment & 
account descriptions; Historical Journal 
Entry to any closed year; Advanced 
Customer Merge (see separate entry).

Corporate Renaissance Group 
www.crgroup.com/crg_solutions.php

AA Tools for Analytical Accounting
AA Tools has 4 modules (AA Backfiller, 
AA Changer, AA SegmentConverter, 
AA Cubes) to manage the data in AA. 
Backfill AA data, change AA codes, 
convert GL segments to AA Dimensions, 
and complete analytics.

Infinia Business Technology 

Infinia Integrator GL
Allow users to copy and paste journal 
entries from Excel to Dynamics GP.

HR Management

Corporate Renaissance Group 
www.crgroup.com/crg_solutions.php

emPerform
emPerform is an easy-to-use, web-
based appraisal system that integrates 
employee reviews, goal management, 
succession planning, compensation 
management, 360 multi-rater feedback, 
unlimited web surveys and reporting.

HR Services Inc.  

myStaffingPro Applicant 
Tracking System
Recruiting software to qualify applicants. 
track jobs, and select hires.

ImageTag, Inc.   

KwikTag Document Capture 
& Workflow for Dynamics
Powerful. Practical. Proven. More choose 
KwikTag's document & case mgmt.

Integrity Data 
www.integrity-data.com

HR & Payroll Enhancements 
for Dynamics GP
Proven solutions for US HR & Payroll 
including leave management, budgeting 
and managing FTE’s, and more!

JAT Computer Consulting, Inc. 
www.jatnet.com/JPI.htm

JAT Payroll Interface (JPI)
JPI is a bi-directional integration linking 
GP HRM and ADP payroll.

Kronos Incorporated  

Workforce Central® Suite
Seamlessly integrates with Microsoft 
Dynamics to completely automate the 
essential timekeeping, human resources 
and financial processes. 

Professional Advantage  

1Staff for Microsoft Dynamics 
1Staff provides an end-to-end solution 
for staffing organizations from resume 
parsing to generating financial state-
ments. One solution your sales, recruiters 
and financial staff can all use.

Inter-company 
Processing

Corporate Renaissance Group 

Company Combiner
With Company Combiner, multiple 
companies with the same chart of ac-
counts can be combined into a single 
company. Organizations are able to 
manage all of the companies setup in 
Dynamics GP from a single company.

mc² 

Advanced Intercompany 
Transactions
Inter- and intra- company solution for 
GL, PM, RM, POP, PR, BR, and IV.
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Nolan Business Solutions 
www.nolanbusinesssolutions.com

InterCompany Postings
Automatically post all types of transac-
tions between companies.

Inventory Enhancement

AIM Computer Solutions, Inc. 

RapidTrak
Web based wireless material tracking; 
user-defined commands; alerts.

Blue Moon Industries 

Quality Count
Provides the most robust and complete 
physical inventory functionality.

Blue Moon Industries 

NEW: Advanced BOM
Ability to associate sale order/assembly 
& PO/assembly & disassembly.

Computer Productivity Services Inc. 

www.cps.financial.officelive.com/Inventory.aspx

CPS - Wireless Inventory 
Physical Count
State of the Art count and adjust inven-
tory by class/site.  $3500.

Computer Productivity Services Inc. 

www.cps.financial.officelive.com/

CPS - Wireless Receiving, 
Adjustments and Transfers 
State of the Art Wireless Receiving, 
Adjustments and Transfers.  $3500.

Computer Productivity Services Inc. 

www.cps.financial.officelive.com/BarCode.aspx

CPS - UPC Code Generator
Automatically Create UPC codes for 
inventory items.  $1000.

m-hance 
www.m-hance.com/sectors/distribution/

Advanced Inventory 
Replenishment
One of the critical measures of success 
for any distribution company is the 
ability to effectively balance inventory 
investment and customer service levels.  
Reduce stock, improve customer service 
and reduce admin.

Northlake Partners 

BluWare - Item Management
Configure unlimited item attributes to 
extend BI and automate promotions, 
commissions, & freight charges. Manage 
Catch Weight items & display separate 
UOM's for an item's unit, weight, & price 
UOM in sales order.

Panatrack, Inc. 

PanatrackerGP Mobile Sales
Adding mobility to sales transaction 
processing for Dynamics GP.

Panatrack, Inc. 

PanatrackerGP for 
Inventory Management
Adding bar code data capture to GP to 
capture inventory transactions at the 
point of activity.

WilloWare, Inc. 

Lot Extensions
Adds an unlimited number of user-
defined Lot Attributes. 

WilloWare, Inc. 

CompleteCount
Controlled cycle counts in GP using 
stock tags. Print tags, ensure accuracy, 
minimize downtime. Now with ExcelLink- 
export/import to CSV files. 

Inventory Management

Absolute Value   

Absolute Value/Lanham 
Associates 
Best-fit formula, demand forecasting 
& multisite replenishment solution 
with DRP, collaboration, hub & spoke, 
drill down visibility. On-demand and 
on-premise. Reduce inventory levels 
and improve customer service.

Alba Spectrum Corporation 

Multi-Dimensional Inventory 
Uses style-based configuration that 
supports indefinite number of user 
defined attributes per SKU. Integrates 
with & auto-generates groups of related 
items in SOP & POP Fully compatible 
with standard GP functionality.

ASC Software   

ASCTrac 
Award winning, scalable Warehouse 
Management Solutions & MFG operations.

FASCOR  

FASCOR WMS
Trusted solutions for Warehouse and 
Transportation Management with in-
dustry leading integration to Dynamics 
GP.  Fully integrated, the FASCOR WMS 
delivers Tier 1 functionality for all size 
companies.

Lanham Associates® 

AFP (Advanced Forecasting and 
Procurement) for Distribution 
Best fit forecasting & multi-site replen-
ishment solution with DRP, collabora-
tion, promotions, drill down visibility 
& multiple rollup views.

Lanham Associates®  
 

AFP (Advanced Forecasting and 
Procurement) for Manufacturing 

Enables just-in-time production pur-
chasing via comparing component 
time-phased demand to dynamic 
vendor lead-time. Inventory items as 
components or supply them as products 
for customers. Gain visibility & control.

m-hance 
www.m-hance.com/sectors/

Unit of Measure Management
Users need to look at sales performance 
in one consolidating unit, perhaps ton-
nage, litres or cases; regardless of how 
products come packaged; by the pallet, 
case, carton or individually.

m-hance 
www.m-hance.com/sectors/distribution/

Inter-site Transfers
In a multi-site distribution company 
this can be critical to operational ef-
fectiveness. Control and automate 
re-distribution of stock from a central 
warehouse to depots or adhoc move-
ments from one site to another.

m-hance 
www.m-hance.com/sectors/distribution/

Advanced Inventory 
Replenishment
One of the critical measures of success 
for any distribution company is the 
ability to effectively balance inventory 
investment and customer service levels.  
Reduce stock, improve customer service 
and reduce admin.

Panatrack, Inc. 

PanatrackerGP for 
Inventory Management
Adding bar code data capture to GP to 
capture inventory transactions at the 
point of activity.

RockySoft   

Inventory Management and 
Supply Chain Planning 
Pack Light Inventory Mgmt Suite-
Forecasting, Inventory Mgmt, Purchase 
Order Planning, Vendor Lead Time 
Mgmt, Retail Store Planning and S&OP.

Invoicing Enhancement

Ariett Business Solutions, Inc.  

 

Ariett Travel, Expense & 
AP Invoice Automation
Pre-travel Approval, Automated Expense 
Reporting with Credit Card Integration 
and AP Invoice Automation. With 
Document management and mobile apps.

Azox, Inc. 

Online Bill Pay Bundle
Pay invoices by ACH or credit card 
securely from your website/web store.

Bottomline Technologies 
www.bottomline.com/transformap_ax

Transform® AP for Dynamics AX
Integrated AP invoice capture, con-
figurable workflow and storage. Link 
invoice data directly to AX for auto-
mated matching of PO-based invoices 
plus exception processing with online 
review and approval.

Encore Business Solutions 
www.encorebusiness.com

Recurring Contract Billing
Automate cyclical billing processes & 
improve cust. & contract mgmt. Auto- 
generate scheduled invoices reducing 
billing & invoicing time. 

Equisys, Inc. 

Zetadocs for NAV 
Zetadocs for NAV automates the capture, 
delivery, and storage of your financial 
documents.Please visit our website to 
learn how Zetadocs can streamline your 
paper processes.

ImageTag, Inc.   

KwikTag Document Capture 
& Workflow for Dynamics
Powerful. Practical. Proven. More choose 
KwikTag's document & case mgmt.

Isis, Inc. 
www.isissoftware.com/enha/isis_sl_

AR Collections
Automate your AR Collections securely 
and track all history. Track and report 
your collectors work.  Scales from 1 
collector to 1000's.

Nodus Technologies, Inc. 

ePay Advantage
Online Billing & Payment Collection 
for GP, PA-DSS certified, view invoices, 
automated recurring payments, tokeni-
zation, ecommerce integration.

Paramount Technologies 

   
www.paramounttechnologies.com

WorkPlace Invoice 
Automation 
Integrated Invoice Automation Solution 
for your electronic approvals, check 
request & invoice matching needs. 
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Job Costing

JOVACO Solutions Inc.  

JOVACO Project Suite
Project accounting for professional ser-
vice firms to manage projects through 
web-based time & expense and resource 
mgmt modules. Top features: extensive 
reporting, multi-company & inter-
departmental capabilities.

Red Chair Solutions 

RCS Project Accounting 
with Xpede.NET 
RCS Solutions provide tools to maximize 
cost and Revenue. Project Costing/
Accounting management- incl. Multi-
currency. Remote Time & Expense 
entry. Services: custom integrations, 

.Net development. Mobility Solutions.

Sierra Workforce Solutions 

   

Sierra Workforce Solutions
Time & labor management solutions 
optimizing productivity and data in-
tegration for payroll, HR & job costing 
using biometrics, badge, WEB or PC 
based time clocks. Includes employee 
manager self service.

Labeling

Computer Productivity Services Inc. 

www.cps.financial.officelive.com/

CPS - Bar Code Label 
Application for POP, SOP, 
Inventory and Fixed Assets
Generate Labels for an entire transac-
tion with a single click. $1500.

Lanham Associates® 

E-Ship 
Shipping from sales order through 
manifest. Package carriers available.

WilloWare, Inc. 

 LabelLink
Print to barcode label printers from 
inside GP. Unlimited label formats.

Manufacturing 
Enhancement

Arbela Technologies  

Industry-Tailored 
Dynamics AX Solutions
With over 100 years of cumulative ERP 
experience, we have tailored Dynamics 
AX to fit the specific needs of this 
industry. Gain from our experience 
and maximize the return on your AX 
investment.

Cincom Systems, Inc 

Cincom ERP
Master the complexity and simplify 
your complex business processes to 
realize 30:1 or more ROI and double-
digit gain in profits.

Cincom Systems, Inc 

Cincom AcquireTM 
Close deals 80% faster! Simplify your 
sales effort; configure, price, quote in 
real-time with customers. See us at 
CRMUG booth #317!

Horizons International  

Quality Essentials Suite
Quality Mgt. System offers decimal preci-
sion, cert. of analysis, non-conformance, 
material holds, reporting, data export. 
Integrated to Dynamics, Horizons 
Manufacturing, also non-integrated 
application avail.

WilloWare, Inc. 

Commodity Surcharge
Tracks the spot price of commodities, 
adds surcharge during invoicing to cover 
difference in the spot price between 
quote date and invoice date.

WilloWare, Inc. 

LeanMFG
Complete manufacturing suite for 
smaller GP manufacturers, or those 
whose processes include Disassembly, 
Batch, or Multi-product production. 

WilloWare, Inc. 

Manufacturing PowerPack
A suite of enhancements for GP 
Manufacturing. Tighter integration 
and added functionality between GP 
Core Modules and Manufacturing. 

Marketing Automation

Marketing Power For Dynamics CRM

CoreMotives, LLC 

CoreMotives Marketing Suite
Marketing power for 800+ Microsoft 
Dynamics CRM organizations: Email 
marketing - Lead scoring - Web track-
ing - Event management - Web capture 
forms - Surveys.

SalesFUSION, Inc.  

SalesFUSION360
SalesFUSION360 is a marketing software 
that provides email, web tracking, lead 
management & landing pages and lead 
nurturing for Dynamics CRM.  

Migrations

appStrategy 

appCompass Suite
Integration & Migration solution for 
Dynamics CRM, legacy, and cloud.

Mobility

Axonom 

Powertrak for Tablets 
Mobile CRM, Time & Billing, Quote & 
Product Configurator, and Surveys.

Trinity USA 

Trinity Mobile Sales
Create GP quotes and orders from lap-
tops and smartphones with or without 
an internet connection.

NAV and CRM Integration

SalesFUSION, Inc.  

SalesFUSION360
SalesFUSION360 is a marketing software 
that provides email, web tracking, lead 
management & landing pages and lead 
nurturing for Dynamics CRM.  

Online/Electronic 
Business Services

Blue Moon Industries 

Invoice Cloud for Dynamics GP
Provides online invoice processing 
branded for each billing entity.

Payables Enhancement

5280 Solutions    

Dynamic Payables - SharePoint 
Invoice Automation
Dynamic Payables, a SharePoint-based 
AP automation solution includes OCR, 
workflow, reporting & direct integration 
with Microsoft Dynamics.

Altec    

doc-link Integrated Document 
Management 
Capture, workflow, route and archive 
with doc-link, Integrated Document 
Management for Dynamics SL, AX, 
GP and NAV.

Ariett Business Solutions, Inc.  

 

Ariett Travel, Expense & 
AP Invoice Automation
Pre-travel Approval, Automated Expense 
Reporting with Credit Card Integration 
and AP Invoice Automation. With 
Document management and mobile apps.

AXtension 
www.axtension.com/en/applications/
axtension-solutions/invoice-processing

AXtension Invoice Processing
Optimized accounts payable invoice 
processing.

BGE, Inc. 

Green (Account) Payable 
Most secure account payable via EFT, 
Multi-level approval, remittance info, 
email notification. Support JPM format, 
Integrate seamlessly with GP.

Bottomline Technologies 
www.bottomline.com/transformap_ax

Transform® AP for Dynamics AX
Integrated AP invoice capture, con-
figurable workflow and storage. Link 
invoice data directly to AX for auto-
mated matching of PO-based invoices 
plus exception processing with online 
review and approval.

Infinia Business Technology 

Infinia Integrator AP
Allow users to copy & paste Payables 
transactions from Excel to Dynamics.

Isis, Inc. 
www.isissoftware.com/enha/isis_sl_

Positive Pay
Perform Positive Pay from Accounts 
Payable and Payroll to your issuing bank.

Isis, Inc. 
www.isissoftware.com/enha/isis_sl_

AP-AR Refunds
Save time by generating refunds be-
tween Accounts Payable and Accounts 
Receivable or bring balances to zero.

KTL Solutions, Inc. 

KTL FastAP
Brings distribution window and pay-
ment terms directly to the 1st screen.
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Liaison Software Corp 

   

Liaison Messenger EFT
Automate the batch e-mail and faxing 
of EFT Notifications to Vendors.

Mekorma 

Mekorma MICR Check 
Printing 
The most widely-used MICR check 
printing software for Dynamics GP - 
with Secure Approval Workflow. Print 
AP & Payroll checks on blank stock from 
inside Dynamics GP. Great for managing 
multiple checkbooks.

m-hance 

Invoice Approvals and Accruals
Browser based invoice approval and 
requisitioning functionality fully inte-
grated with Dynamics GP. Automates 
invoice accrual process.

Reporting-Central 

The Validator1099
Automated vendor TIN validation for 
accurate 1099 processing.

www.checkfactory.com

Trans-Micro, Inc.  

Check Factory Visual Series 
v5 for Dynamics GP and SL
Check FactoryÂ® Visual Series is a  MICR 
check and forms printing software solu-
tion designed to completely replace the 
need to purchase pre-printed checks 
and forms. Check Factory works inside 
Dynamics  GP and SL.

Payroll Enhancement

Aatrix Software, Inc. 
www.aatrix.com/dynamics

Aatrix State and Federal 
Payroll Reports
Complete eFiling and plain paper printing 
W-2 & 1099 solution. Unemployment, 
withholding, & new hire reports for all 
50 states are completed automatically 
from your Microsoft Dynamics GP payroll 
data ready to eFile.

BGE, Inc. 

Green (Account) Payable 
Most secure account payable via EFT, 
Multi-level approval, remittance info, 
email notification. Support JPM format, 
Integrate seamlessly with GP.

Greenshades Software 
www.Greenshades.com

Greenshades Payroll Tax Service
Our Tax Service is the easiet way to file 
and pay your payroll taxes. 

Greenshades Software  
www.Greenshades.com

Greenshades Center
Creates Federal State and Local W-2s 
940/941s 1099s SUTA returns & more.

Infinia Business Technology 

Infinia Integrator PR
Allow users to copy & paste Payroll 
transactions from Excel to Dynamics.

Integrity Data 
www.integrity-data.com

Payroll Enhancements 
for Dynamics GP
Proven solutions for US Payroll including 
leave management, automatic e-mailing 
of direct deposit statements and W-2’s, 
managing complex payroll posting 
requirements, configuring overtime 
rules and more!

Isis, Inc. 
www.isissoftware.com/enha/isis_sl_

Positive Pay
Perform Positive Pay from Accounts 
Payable and Payroll to your issuing bank.

Isis, Inc. 
www.isissoftware.com/enha/isis_sl_

401K Data Interchange
Transmit your 401K collection data 
from Payroll electronically to your 
investment bank.

JAT Computer Consulting, Inc. 
www.jatnet.com/JPI.htm

JAT Payroll Interface (JPI)
JPI is a bi-directional integration linking 
GP HRM and ADP payroll.

Joesoftware Inc. 

Payroll Toolbox
Over 50 add-ons to enhance CDN and 
US Payroll; multi-batch processing, 
vacation audit and more.

KTL Solutions, Inc. 

Pay Stubs Online 1.0
A web-based app that provides em-
ployees online access to their pay stubs. 
Employees can be notified through 
email when their pay stub is available 
online. Configuration tool allows control 
to information. 

KTL Solutions, Inc. 

NEW: KTL PR Security
Allows you to restrict access to payroll 
information by employee.  The security 
is applied to cards, reports, inquiry, 
and smart lists.

Liaison Software Corp   

Liaison Messenger DD
Batch E-mail 128-bit encrypted Direct 
Deposit Statements to Employees.

Sierra Workforce Solutions 

   

Sierra Workforce Solutions
Time & labor management solutions 
optimizing productivity and data in-
tegration for payroll, HR & job costing 
using biometrics, badge, WEB or PC 
based time clocks. Includes employee 
manager self service.

Portals

Axonom 

Powertrak Portals 
Providing customers, partners or members 
vital information via portals.

DynamicPoint   

Employee, Vendor & Customer 
Portals Integrated with 
Microsoft Dynamics
Extend crucial Microsoft Dynamics data 
with custom SharePoint Portals. 

Experlogix, Inc.    

Experlogix Configurator 
for Microsoft Dynamics 
CRM & ERP 
Experlogix Configurators meets the 
demands of today’s competitive mar-
ketplace by simplifying the process of 
selling customized products, accelerat-
ing proposal development times and 
increasing quote-to-order ratios. 

Northlake Partners 

BluWare - Customer 
& Vendor Portal
Real-time web access to customers & 
employees for BI, order inquiry, & sales 
order entry. Our 'Data Access' controls 
record level security.

Procurement 
Management

Absolute Value   

Absolute Value/Lanham 
Associates 
Best-fit formula, demand forecasting & 
multisite replenishment solution with 
DRP, collaboration, hub & spoke, drill 
down visibility. On-demand and on-
premise. Reduce inventory levels and 
improve customer service.

Ariett Business Solutions, Inc.  

 

Ariett ReqNet & Expense 
Management
eProcurement Solution, in the cloud or 
on premise, Requisition Management, AP 
Invoice Automation, Expense Reporting, 
Credit Card Integration.

DynamicPoint  

SharePoint Procurement 
Management Solution Exclusively 
for Microsoft Dynamics
One Time Cost and No Per User Fees. 
Leverage DynamicPoint's SharePoint 
product at a fraction of alternative 
solution costs to effectively integrate 
and streamline the procurement process 
with Dynamics GP and NAV. 

Lanham Associates® 

AFP (Advanced Forecasting and 
Procurement) for Distribution 
Best fit forecasting & multi-site replen-
ishment solution with DRP, collabora-
tion, promotions, drill down visibility 
& multiple rollup views.

Liaison Software Corp   
 

Liaison Messenger EFT
Automate the batch e-mail and faxing 
of EFT Notifications to Vendors.

Northlake Partners 

BluWare - Commodity 
Procurement
Manage harvest, hauling, & purchasing 
of crops, grain, & fish. Specify prices by 
commodity & automate deductions & 
taxes. Manage unlimited Farmers & 
Fields and complete 'Delivery Tickets' 
to become Payables in GP.

Paramount Technologies 
   

www.paramounttechnologies.com

WorkPlace eProcurement 
Includes PunchOut, Check Request, 
Budget Compliance, RFQ, Requisition, PO 
Generation, Receiving, Invoice Matching 
& Vendor Contract Compliance. 

Product Lifecycle 
Management

QBD Systems   

Universal PLM Integration
Integration w/ PLM s/w incl. Agile, 
Arena, Aras, Solidworks EPDM & more.

Project Accounting

Ariett Business Solutions, Inc.  

 

Ariett ReqNet & Expense 
Management
eProcurement Solution, in the cloud or 
on premise, Requisition Management, AP 
Invoice Automation, Expense Reporting, 
Credit Card Integration.
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Cincom Systems, Inc 

Cincom ERP
Master the complexity and simplify 
your complex business processes to 
realize 30:1 or more ROI and double-
digit gain in profits.

Encore Business Solutions 
www.encorebusiness.com

Project Tracking with 
Advanced Analytics  
Streamline your COA’s. Record & report 
rev, expense & profit by proj; against 
budgets; over multiple yrs.  Great 
alternate to GP Proj. Acctg.

JOVACO Solutions Inc.  

JOVACO Project Suite
Project accounting for professional ser-
vice firms to manage projects through 
web-based time & expense and resource 
mgmt modules. Top features: extensive 
reporting, multi-company & inter-
departmental capabilities.

Paramount Technologies 

   
www.paramounttechnologies.com

WorkPlace Project Series 
Combines the WorkPlace Time, Expense 
and Project solutions with seamless 
out-of-the-box integration with leading 
ERP systems. 

Red Chair Solutions 

RCS Project Accounting 
with Xpede.NET 
RCS Solutions provide tools to maximize 
cost and Revenue. Project Costing/
Accounting management- incl. Multi-
currency. Remote Time & Expense 
entry. Services: custom integrations, 

.Net development. Mobility Solutions.

�Purchase Order Processing 
Enhancement

Altec    

doc-link Integrated Document 
Management 
Capture, workflow, route and archive 
with doc-link, Integrated Document 
Management for Dynamics SL, AX, 
GP and NAV.

Arbela Technologies  

Arbela Technologies
With over 100 years of cumulative ERP 
experience, we have tailored Dynamics 
AX to fit the specific needs of this 
industry. Gain from our experience 
and maximize the return on your AX 
investment.

Ariett Business Solutions, Inc.  

 

Ariett ReqNet & Expense 
Management
eProcurement Solution, in the cloud or 
on premise, Requisition Management, AP 
Invoice Automation, Expense Reporting, 
Credit Card Integration.

Blue Moon Industries 

Container Management
Enter manifests, receive FOB, track 
goods in transit.

DynamicPoint  

SharePoint Requisition 
Management Solution Exclusively 
for Microsoft Dynamics
One Time Cost and No Per User Fees. 
Leverage DynamicPoint's SharePoint 
Product at a fraction of alternative 
solution costs to effectively integrate 
and streamline purchase requisition 
processing with Dynamics.

Equisys, Inc. 

Zetadocs for NAV 
Zetadocs for NAV automates the capture, 
delivery, and storage of your financial 
documents.Please visit our website 
to learn how Zetadocs can streamline 
your paper processes.

EthoTech, Inc. 

Next Numeric Collection
Auto-generate your master record IDs 
(i.e. Customers, Vendors, Items, Fixed 
Assets, etc.); as well as transaction 
batch IDs.

ICAN Software Corporation 

Vendor Price Matrix
Vendor specific unit costing for pur-
chase orders.

KTL Solutions, Inc. 

KTL SOP Advanced Distribution
Allows you to dynamically define where 
each segment of the account comes 
from either the customer, vendor item, 
system, static, or payment terms.

Nolan Business Solutions 
www.nolanbusinesssolutions.com

eRequest
Functional internet based requisitioning 
system designed to work the way you do.

Nolan Business Solutions 
www.nolanbusinesssolutions.com

InterCompany POP to SOP
Automatically link Sales Orders and 
Purchase Orders between databases.

Paramount Technologies 

   
www.paramounttechnologies.com

WorkPlace Requisition 
and Purchasing 
Integrated Requisitioning & Procurement 
solutions with built-in PunchOut capabili-
ties and automatic email notifications. 

Unified Business Solutions, LLC 
www.dynamicsgenie.com/pogenie.aspx

PO Genie
Automatically create POs based on in-
ventory levels and Backorders, by Item, 
Class, Site, & Vendor utilizing standard 
Item Resource Planning.

Quality Control

Horizons International  

Quality Essentials Suite
Quality Mgt. System offers decimal preci-
sion, cert. of analysis, non-conformance, 
material holds, reporting, data export. 
Integrated to Dynamics, Horizons 
Manufacturing, also non-integrated 
application avail.

Receivables 
Enhancement

Blue Moon Industries 

Invoice Cloud for Dynamics GP
Provides online invoice processing 
branded for each billing entity.

Encore Business Solutions 
www.encorebusiness.com 

Recurring Contract Billing
Automate cyclical billing processes & 
improve cust. & contract mgmt. Auto- 
generate scheduled invoices reducing 
billing & invoicing time. 

Equisys, Inc. 

Zetadocs for NAV 
Zetadocs for NAV automates the capture, 
delivery, and storage of your financial 
documents.Please visit our website 
to learn how Zetadocs can streamline 
your paper processes.

ICAN Software Corporation 

Mass Apply Receivables
Mass apply range of customers & dates 
with specific apply or auto apply.

ICAN Software Corporation 

Print Cash Receipts
Print cash receipts and historical cash 
receipts.

Infinia Business Technology 

Infinia Integrator AR
Allow users to copy and paste AR 
transactions from Excel to Dynamics GP.

Isis, Inc. 
www.isissoftware.com/enha/isis_sl_

AP-AR Refunds
Save time by generating refunds be-
tween Accounts Payable and Accounts 
Receivable or bring balances to zero.

Isis, Inc. 
www.isissoftware.com/enha/isis_sl_

AR Collections
Automate your AR Collections securely 
and track all history. Track and report 
your collectors work. Scales from 1 
collector to 1000's.

Nodus Technologies, Inc. 

ePay Advantage
Online Billing & Payment Collection 
for GP, PA-DSS certified, view invoices, 
automated recurring payments, tokeni-
zation, ecommerce integration.

Stanley Stuart Yoffee & 

Hendrix, Inc. 
www.ssyh.com/products_ssyh_

AR Collections Manager for 
Microsoft Dynamics SL
Automates time-consuming collection 
activities and improves cash flow.

Stanley Stuart Yoffee & 

Hendrix, Inc. 
www.ssyh.com/products_ssyh_national.html

National Accounts for 
Microsoft Dynamics SL
Easily track & apply payments for 
customer parent/child relationships. 

Reconciliation

Isis, Inc. 
www.isissoftware.com/enha/isis_sl_

Cash Basis Accounting
Report Financial GL data on both the 
Accrual Basis and Cash Basis.

m-hance 

Reconciler for Inventory
Automatic reconciliation of transactions 
generated through the Inventory module 
to the Inventory Control Accounts in 
Microsoft Dynamics GP. 

m-hance 

The Reconciler for AR and AP
The automated reconciliation tool for 
highlighting the cause of imbalances 
between the AR or AP modules & the 
GL Control Accounts. 
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Experlogix, Inc.    

Experlogix Configurator 
for Microsoft Dynamics 
CRM & ERP 
Experlogix Configurators meets the 
demands of today’s competitive mar-
ketplace by simplifying the process of 
selling customized products, accelerat-
ing proposal development times and 
increasing quote-to-order ratios. 

KTL Solutions, Inc. 

KTL SOP Advanced Distribution
Allows you to dynamically define where 
each segment of the account comes 
from either the customer, vendor item, 
system, static, or payment terms.

Liaison Software Corp   

  

Liaison Messenger EDD
Batch print, e-mail, fax, ftp, convert, 
burst, collate, route, all Forms, EFTs, 
Direct Deposits, and Reports to custom-
ers, vendors, employees, etc directly 
from Microsoft Dynamics. Supports 
SSRS,Crystal, & Dexterity.

nChannel     

Multi-Channel 
Management Platform
Connect existing ERP, ecommerce, and 
POS systems in minutes! Cloud-based 
solution for distributors, suppliers and 
retailers managing many systems to 
support sales channels and drop ship 
programs. Free 30 day trial.

Nodus Technologies, Inc. 

eSOP Advantage
Web-based SOP from anywhere anytime 
with customizable workflow for GP.

Nolan Business Solutions 
www.nolanbusinesssolutions.com

InterCompany POP to SOP
Automatically link Sales Orders and 
Purchase Orders between databases.

Northlake Partners 

BluWare - Sales Order
Complete web Sales Order w/workflow, 
automated email & status change, 
configurable UI's, catch-weight, multi 
item UOM, & added Price List features. 
Integrated w/BluWare logistics, freight, 
promotions, & commissions.

Panatrack, Inc. 

PanatrackerGP Mobile Sales
Adding mobility to sales transaction 
processing for Dynamics GP.

Accounting System Integrators 

Order Entry / Invoicing
Flexible Order/Invoicing with eMail. 
OM alternative. No Process Manager.

Altec    

doc-link Integrated Document 
Management 
Capture, workflow, route and archive 
with doc-link, Integrated Document 
Management for Dynamics SL, AX, 
GP and NAV.

Blue Moon Industries 

Freight Matrix
Provides the capability to define your 
own freight charge schedules.

Blue Moon Industries 

NEW: Advanced BOM
Ability to associate sale order/assembly 
& PO/assembly & disassembly.

Blue Moon Industries 

SOP Auto Invoice
Adds automatic sales order transfer, 
invoice printing & posting to SOP.

Blue Moon Industries 

Invoice Cloud for Dynamics GP
Provides online invoice processing 
branded for each billing entity.

Blue Moon Industries 

Sales Configurator
Provides a complete 'assemble to order' 
sales system.

Cincom Systems, Inc 

Cincom AcquireTM 
Close deals 80% faster! Simplify your 
sales effort; configure, price, quote in 
real-time with customers. See us at 
CRMUG booth #317!

Encore Business Solutions 
www.encorebusiness.com

Recurring Contract Billing
Automate cyclical billing processes & 
improve cust. & contract mgmt. Auto- 
generate scheduled invoices reducing 
billing & invoicing time. 

Equisys, Inc. 

Zetadocs for NAV 
Zetadocs for NAV automates the capture, 
delivery, and storage of your financial 
documents.Please visit our website 
to learn how Zetadocs can streamline 

your paper processes.

EthoTech, Inc. 

Next Numeric Collection
Auto-generate your master record IDs 
(i.e. Customers, Vendors, Items, Fixed 
Assets, etc.); as well as transaction 
batch IDs.

KTL Solutions, Inc. 

Crystal Converter
Converts Crystal Reports to SQL report-
ing services RDL.

PrecisionPoint Software  

PrecisionPoint - Business 
Intelligence 
Subscription based reporting and 
analytics solution for Dynamics AX 
and NAV.  A monitored and managed 
service with guaranteed deliverables. 

S o l v e r
Solver     

Solver - BI360
Both Excel & Web-based Financial & 
Operational Reporting, Budgeting, 
Dashboards, & a pre-configured Data 
Warehouse w/ direct integration to 
Microsoft Dynamics.

Total Dynamics Solutions, LLC 

  

Enterprise Business Management
Providing value-added analytical capa-
bilities for Microsoft Dynamics.

Royalty

Eclipse Computing, Inc 
www.us.eclipsecomputing.com/ 

Royalty and Rights Management 
System for Dynamics GP
For managing intellectual property, 
controls all phases of royalty accounting 
including Contracts, Accruals, Payments 
& Revenue Recognition. 

Northlake Partners 

BluWare - Promotions & Rebates
Automate the calculation of promotions, 
rebates, & royalties from sales orders. 
Include as additional line items or GL 
accruals. Establish programs by date 
range, items, & customers and prices 
by unit, weight, or %.

United ERP, LLC   

Royalty Accounting Software
AXIP monitors your Royalty Lifecycle 
from contracts, product dvlpmt ap-
provals, automatic royalty calculations, 
compliance checking w/audit tracking, 
automated statement reporting, fore-
casting & business intelligence.

Sales Order Processing 
Enhancement

Accountable Software 

Dynamics Reporting 
- Forms Printer
Print SOP, POP & other forms using SSRS 
& Crystal. Use 3rd party and custom 
data. Full GP Notes. Deliver forms by 
Email in PDF & other formats.

Nolan Business Solutions 
www.nolanbusinesssolutions.com

Advanced Bank Reconciliation
Automatically reconcile bank transactions 
with posted GL transactions.

Reporting-Central 

The Closer
Improve data integrity with General 
Ledger to Sub-Ledger reconciliations 
made simple & easy - reconcile AR, 
AP, Cash, Accrued Purch, Inventory, 
SOP, POP, COGS, Fixed Assets, MFG, 
Intercompany & Outside Data Sources.

Strategic Solutions NW 

BizAX
BizAX adds functionality to AX Financials. 
Lockbox, Positive Pay, & Bank Account 
Reconciliation. Simplifies accounting 
processes with easy set-up; multiple 
transfer, encryption & file types; and 
automatic processing.

Reporting

Accountable Software  

   

Dynamics Reporting
LIVE Dynamics Data in Excel, SSRS, 
SharePoint, Business Portal & the Web.

Accountable Software 

Dynamics SL Inquiry
Reporting, lookups & inquiry of SL, 3rd 
party & custom data from inside of SL 
in an easy to use interface. Includes 
out-of-box reports, filters, sorting, 
grouping. summaries, drill down to 
source screens, & more.

AIM Technologies 

Cash Basis Reporting
A fully integrated cash basis reporting 
module that allows real-time reporting 
on both cash and accrual accounting 
basis with no additional keystrokes.

Encore Business Solutions 
www.encorebusiness.com

Advanced SmartList
Enhanced analysis of SmartList data. 
Ad-hoc reoprts & queries on the fly.

Isis, Inc. 
www.isissoftware.com/enha/isis_sl_

Cash Basis Accounting
Report Financial GL data on both the 
Accrual Basis and Cash Basis.
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Security

Arbela Technologies 

Arbela Security Manager
Arbela’s Security Manager radically 
simplifies managing security, and en-
ables you to concentrate more on your 
investment in Dynamics AX rather than 
spending countless hours securing it.

Fastpath Solutions, Inc 

  

Fastpath Config AD - Active 
Directory integration tool
Simplify Dynamics GP, AX or CRM user 
provisioning with Active Directory.  
Single interface for managing Dynamics 
users improving security, saving time 
and money.  GP solution offers Single 
Sign on functionality. 

Fastpath Solutions, Inc  

   

Fastpath Audit Trail
An agile auditing tool that records 
changes to all Dynamics databases for 
easy analysis and reporting.  You can 
know what changed, who changed it 
and the before and after values.  Real 
information, real results.

KTL Solutions, Inc. 

NEW: KTL PR Security
Allows you to restrict access to payroll 
information by employee.  The security 
is applied to cards, reports, inquiry, 
and smart lists.

Shipping/Manifesting

FASCOR   

FASCOR TMS
TMS is an integrated solution for small 
parcel and ltl shipping.  Carrier Certified 
for UPS, FedEx, USPS (Endicia), LTL and 
other carriers.  Feature rich and user 
configrable / multiple integration options.

Lanham Associates® 

E-Ship 
Shipping from sales order through 
manifest. Package carriers available.

Northlake Partners 
www.TheNorthlakePartners.

BluWare - Logistics Management
Schedule 'loads', keep delivery info, & 
track performance for Fleet, TL, & LTL 
shipments.  Assign orders to loads & 
update them w/BOL, Waybill, & other 
ship info.  Print shipping paperwork 
by load or single order.

V-Technologies, LLC 

ShipGear for UPS WorldShip 
and FedEx Ship Manager
Access Dynamics GP sales transactions 
within UPS WorldShip and/or FedEx 
Ship Manager and automatically update 
freight charges and tracking info.

V-Technologies, LLC 

StarShip Shipping Software
Integrated shipping for small parcel 
and LTL; supports UPS, FedEx, DHL, 
USPS (Endicia), OnTrac, Freightquote, 
YRC and more.  

Supply Chain 
Management

Absolute Value   

Absolute Value/Lanham 
Associates 
Best-fit formula, demand forecasting 
& multisite replenishment solution 
with DRP, collaboration, hub & spoke, 
drill down visibility. On-demand and 
on-premise. Reduce inventory levels 
and improve customer service.

AIM Computer Solutions, Inc. 

 

AIM Vision 
Synchronize EDI, material requirements, 
lead times & supplier purchases.

Arbela Technologies  

Arbela Technologies
With over 100 years of cumulative ERP 
experience, we have tailored Dynamics 
AX to fit the specific needs of this 
industry. Gain from our experience 
and maximize the return on your AX 
investment.

ASC Software   

ASCTrac
Award winning, scalable, Warehouse 
Management Solutions (WMS) designed 
to support the demanding requirements 
of Distribution, Manufacturing and 3PL 
operations, covering the entire Supply 
Chain cycle. 

Blue Horseshoe 
www.supplychaindynamicsax.com

Supply Chain Suite for 
Dynamics AX  
Unlike other solutions, Supply Chain 
Suite embeds industry-specific func-
tionality directly into the business 
layer of Dynamic AX’s architecture. 
Increase revenue, profit margins and 
asset utilization.  

Data Masons Software 

  

Vantage Point EDI for 
Dynamics 
Data Masons helps companies lever-
age EDI into a competitive advantage 
by providing tight integration with 
Dynamics, without customizations.

FASCOR  

FASCOR WMS
Trusted solutions for Warehouse and 
Transportation Management with in-
dustry leading integration to Dynamics 
GP.  Fully integrated, the FASCOR WMS 
delivers Tier 1 functionality for all size 
companies.

Lanham Associates® 

Supply Chain Solutions 
High quality Supply Chain solutions 
built inside NAV: Shipping, Forecasting/
Replenishment, WMS & EDI Compliance. 
More than 1700 companies live.

Lanham Associates® 

EDI 
EDI your way: Cloud, Full-Service, or 
Complete Control. Total solution in-
cluding AS2 and VAN for Lower Cost of 
Ownership. More documents than any 
other provider for NAV. Great references. 
Quick  startup available.

RockySoft   

Inventory Management and 
Supply Chain Planning 
Pack Light Inventory Mgmt Suite-
Forecasting, Inventory Mgmt, Purchase 
Order Planning, Vendor Lead Time 
Mgmt, Retail Store Planning and S&OP.

System Enhancement

AIM Technologies 

DataSpy
Provides information on tables updated 
and modified during the processing of 
transactions to speed customization 
and report development. Works with 
third-party modules.

DynamicsDownloads 

   

DynamicsDownloads
Looking for a Dynamics Add-On Solution? 
Search, Buy and Sell here!

Encore Business Solutions 
www.encorebusiness.com

Advanced SmartList
Enhanced analysis of SmartList data. 
Ad-hoc reoprts & queries on the fly.

Isis, Inc. 
www.isissoftware.com/enha/isis_sl_

AP-AR Refunds
Save time by generating refunds be-
tween Accounts Payable and Accounts 
Receivable or bring balances to zero.

Isis, Inc. 
www.isissoftware.com/enha/isis_sl_

Cash Basis Accounting
Report Financial GL data on both the 
Accrual Basis and Cash Basis.

Isis, Inc. 
www.isissoftware.com/enha/isis_sl_

Expanded Master Information
Easily add more user fields for Vendors, 
Customers, Employees, Inventory, & 
Projects.

Isis, Inc. 
www.isissoftware.com/enha/isis_sl_

AR Collections
Automate your AR Collections securely 
and track all history. Track and report 
your collectors work.  Scales from 1 
collector to 1000's.

Reporting-Central 

The ValidatorGP
Monitor over 100 system setups, master 
data files & technical settings.

WilloWare, Inc. 

Dynamics GP PowerPack
Over 80 Enhancements to GP, based 
upon customer requests. Enhances 
virtually every part of the GP System. 
Make GP more intuitive, easier to use!
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Tax

Avalara, Inc.    

   

AvaTax for Sales Tax 
Automation 
Automate and eliminate the complex-
ity of sales tax management with 
AvaTax.  A cloud-based sales and use 
tax calculation, exemption certificate 
management, filling and remittance 
solution for Microsoft Dynamics.

Greenshades Software 
www.Greenshades.com

Greenshades Payroll Tax Service
Our Tax Service is the easiet way to file 
and pay your payroll taxes. 

Kamp-Data, Inc. 

DynamicZip
Manage & report nationwide sales and 
use taxes from within GP.

Kamp-Data, Inc. 

KampData TaxEngine
Manage & report nationwide sales & 
use taxes from any application.

Time and Attendance

Business Computers 

Software, Inc.  

Time Matrix 
Time Matrix is a Time Clock for Dynamics 
GP. It can integrate with PR, HR, RM, SOP, 
PA, Manf, WennSoft or Horizons. It can 
use a touch screen monitor, magnetic 
card reader, bar code scanner or finger 
print reader.

Joesoftware Inc. 

Penny 
Web-based timesheets, employee/
manager self-service for CAD payroll.

JOVACO Solutions Inc.  

JOVACO Project Suite
Project accounting for professional ser-
vice firms to manage projects through 
web-based time & expense and resource 
mgmt modules. Top features: extensive 
reporting, multi-company & inter-
departmental capabilities.

Kronos Incorporated  

Workforce Central® Suite
Seamlessly integrates with Microsoft 
Dynamics to completely automate the 
essential timekeeping, human resources 
and financial processes. 

Sierra Workforce Solutions 

   

Sierra Workforce Solutions
Time & labor management solutions 
optimizing productivity and data in-
tegration for payroll, HR & job costing 
using biometrics, badge, WEB or PC 
based time clocks. Includes employee 
manager self service.

Trade Promotion 
Management

Flintfox International Limited 

  

TPM for Dynamics Suite 
Integrating Trade Promotion Management 
processes into Dynamics. Sell-side and 
Buy-side, advanced pricing, planning and 
execution of deals, promotions, rebates 
and fees, plus settlement (deductions, 
claims, payments).

Total Dynamics Solutions, LLC 

  

Enterprise Business Management
Web based, integrated trade manage-
ment for Microsoft Dynamics.

Travel Expense 
Management

Ariett Business Solutions, Inc.  

 

Ariett Requisition, 
Travel & Expense
Travel, Requisition, PO Approval 
Workflows, Expense Reporting, Document 
Manager, Credit Cards, Mobile Apps, in 
the Cloud on Microsoft Azure.

Workflow

Alba Spectrum Corporation 

NEW: Alba360 Advanced Workflow
Easy to use Workflow solution designed 
to automate Dynamics GP & create 
“smart” integrations with external 
systems. Non-technical users can 
specify simple workflows & developers 
can create more advanced solutions. 

Altec    

doc-link Integrated Document 
Management 
Capture, workflow, route & archive 
with doc-link, Integrated Document 
Management for Dynamics SL, AX, 
NAV & GP.

appStrategy 

appCompass Workflow
Utilize Microsoft WF4 in Studio to 
automate processes.

Ariett Business Solutions, Inc.  

 

Ariett Travel, Expense & 
AP Invoice Automation
Pre-travel Approval, Automated Expense 
Reporting with Credit Card Integration 
and AP Invoice Automation. With 
Document management and mobile apps.

Datahaven for Dynamics  
www.datahaven4dynamics.com

Datahaven for Dynamics
Datahaven is the only scanning, OCR, and 
workflow solution natively embedded 
“not simply integrated” throughout the 
Microsoft Dynamics user experience 
and available to non-Dynamics users 
from Microsoft Outlook.

DynamicPoint   

SharePoint Workflow 
Solutions that Integrate 
with Microsoft Dynamics 
Custom SharePoint workflows integrated 
with Dynamics GP, NAV and CRM. 

Enliven Software 

Fidesic AR and AP Platform
Paperless Receivables and Payables to 
cut admin overhead and GO GREEN!

Integrity Data    
 

U-LINC(TM), Powered 
By Integrity Data
Workflow virtually anytime, anywhere in 
Microsoft Dynamics. Works seamlessly 
within and across your existing system, 
is flexible and easy to use, improving 
organizational performance.

Mekorma 

Mekorma MICR Check Printing 
The most widely-used MICR check print-
ing software for Dynamics GP - with 
Secure Approval Workflow. Print AP 
& Payroll checks on blank stock from 
inside Dynamics GP. Great for managing 
multiple checkbooks.

Metafile Information Systems, Inc. 
   

MetaViewer Paperless ERP 
for Microsoft Dynamics
Enhance your AX, GP, NAV & SL solu-
tions by adding integrated scanning, 
OCR, eInvoicing, workflow, and AP/AR 
Automation.

Northlake Partners 
www.TheNorthlakePartners.com

BluWare - Sales Workflow
Manage unique sales order workflows 
by transaction type and site.

PaperSavePro    

PaperSavePro 
PaperSaveProTM is a Certified for Microsoft 
Dynamics document management 
and electronic workflow solution that 
eliminates inherent risks and inefficien-
cies associated with paper.
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Application Service 
Provider/Hosting

Concept Computer Corporation  

    

Managed Microsoft 
Dynamics Hosting
Concept is a certified hosting center 
offering end-to-end hosting & sup-
port services designed for all areas of 
a Microsoft Dynamics environment.

a TDS company

OneNeck IT Services  

Dynamics Hosting and 
Managed Services Provider
OneNeck® provides a comprehensive, 
flexible suite of Microsoft Dynamics 
hosting and managed services designed 
to help companies improve system per-
formance and leverage their Dynamics 
AX enterprise application. 

Rose Business Solutions, Inc 

    

RoseASP
RoseASP has been hosting Microsoft 
Dynamics applications since 2000. We 
host AX, SL, NAV, GP and CRM along 
with a host of ISV solutions. Great com-
missions for the life of the contract. We 
guarantee 99.5% uptime.

WatServ    

Hosting and Cloud Computing for 
Microsoft Dynamics ERP and CRM
WatServ is one of North America's largest, 
most experienced providers of Cloud 
Computing services for Dynamics AX, 
NAV, GP, SL & CRM. We have the best 
partner programs with the highest 
returns. Call 866-531-2598.
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Business Portal 
Development

DynamicPoint  

Dynamics Business Portal 
Enhanced with SharePoint 
Customizations
Extend the out-of-box Dynamics Portal 
with SharePoint Customizations. 

Cloud Computing

Data Resolution, LLC    

 

ERP Clouds
Data Resolution is dedicated to delivering 
private ERP cloud services branded as 
the partners brand. We keep all of our 
cloud customers optimized & working 
24 hours a day, worldwide for the last 
11 years.

GoIWx, Inc.     

NEW: Cloud Hosting Services 
for ERP and CRM
Cloud Hosting Services built specifically 
for ERP and CRM.

TM

Myappsanywhere by NetStandard 

    

Premier Cloud Computing Provider
Myappsanywhere provides a complete 
go-to-market integrated cloud solution 
delivering 99.999% uptime, customiza-
tions, no minimums and secure storage 
in its privately-owned SSAE 16 Type 2 
data center facilities. 

a TDS company

OneNeck IT Services  

Dynamics Hosting and 
Managed Services Provider
OneNeck® provides a comprehensive,  
flexible suite of Microsoft Dynamics 
hosting and managed services designed 
to help companies improve system per-
formance and leverage their Dynamics 
AX enterprise application. 

Reviora     

Cloud ERP hosting
Cloud hosting for Dynamics ERP/CRM. 
Enterprise-class delivery.

Rose Business Solutions, Inc 

MyGPcloud
myGPcloud is the first on-demand 
Microsoft Dynamics GP application. 
Free 30 day trial that can be set up in 
less than 5 minutes. Start a trial for your 
prospect or send them to our site and 
begin your trial today!

Scribe Software 

Scribe Online 
Data integration for MS Dynamics CRM 
2011 online, hosted and on premise.

WatServ    

Hosting and Cloud Computing for 
Microsoft Dynamics ERP and CRM
WatServ is one of North America's largest, 
most experienced providers of Cloud 
Computing services for Dynamics AX, 
NAV, GP, SL & CRM. We have the best 
partner programs with the highest 
returns. Call 866-531-2598.

Custom Development

Alba Spectrum Corporation 

Alba Spectrum Corporation
We specialize in the design and de-
velopment of Dexterity & .NET based 
Customization and Integration (includ-
ing eCommerce & RMS) solutions for 
Dynamics GP covering an extensive 
range of applications and industries.

Blue Moon Industries 

Custom Development Services
Fixed prices & over 11 years of experience 
in custom development work.

Isis, Inc.     

Isis Custom Development
Isis provides cost effective outsourced 
custom development (C#, VB.NET, ASP.
NET, C++) to our partners and custom-
ers worldwide at reduced rates as low 
as $20 per hour depending on project 
size and skill set required!

KTL Solutions, Inc.   

Custom Development
We are a certified .Net and Dexterity 
development group with over 13 years 
experience. Provide us with your require-
ments for a free estimate.

Liberty Grove Software, Inc. 

Custom NAV Development
Extend NAV, we will do the heavy lifting 
for your special projects.

Sierra Workforce Solutions 

   

Sierra Workforce Solutions
Time & labor management solutions 
optimizing productivity and data in-
tegration for payroll, HR & job costing 
using biometrics, badge, WEB or PC 
based time clocks. Includes employee 
manager self service.

Demand Generation

FishNet Marketing LLC    

    

List Acquisition, Lead Generation 
& Telemarketing Services
Full-service Inside Sales Provider for 
Dynamics, Platform & Cloud Partners. 
Lead qualification & nurture mktg; 
Partner Acct Mgmt; Partner Recruiting; 
Event Mgmt; Dedicated Rep Programs; 
Script dvlpmt; List & Lead Mgt.

Dexterity Development

Alba Spectrum Corporation 

Alba Spectrum Corporation
We specialize in the design and de-
velopment of Dexterity & .NET based 
Customization and Integration (includ-
ing eCommerce & RMS) solutions for 
Dynamics GP covering an extensive 
range of applications and industries.

Business Computers Software, Inc.  

Time Matrix 
Time Matrix is a Time Clock for Dynamics 
GP. It can integrate with PR, HR, RM, SOP, 
PA, Manf, WennSoft or Horizons. It can 
use a touch screen monitor, magnetic 
card reader, bar code scanner or finger 
print reader.

DexPros 

Microsoft Dynamics 
GP Development
Professionally designed & developed 
enhancements/integrations/upgrades 
and support by experienced Dexterity/
SQL/.NET/VB developers.

KTL Solutions, Inc. 

Development - Microsoft 
Dynamics GP
13 yrs developing GP customizations 
(Dexterity, .Net), Source Code Developers, 
Sub-contractor rates to other resellers. 

Email Marketing

The Partner Marketing Group 

     
www.thepartnermarketinggroup.com

E-Newsletter Content and Services
Get access 24x7 to an online library full 
of unique newsletter content or elect 
the full-service options to nurture your 
pipeline of leads. 

Graphic Design Services

David Swang Design    

   

David Swang Design
Logos, brochures, ads, direct mail, sales 
sheets, newsletters, banners.

HR & Payroll Implementation 
& Consulting

Integrity Data 
www.integrity-data.com

HR & Payroll Enhancements 
for Dynamics GP
We can implement the entire HRP solu-
tion or only certain components. We 
also offer a variety of training services.

Sierra Workforce Solutions 

   

Sierra Workforce Solutions
Time & labor management solutions 
optimizing productivity and data in-
tegration for payroll, HR & job costing 
using biometrics, badge, WEB or PC 
based time clocks. Includes employee 
manager self service.

Implementation Services

Client Strategy Group 

Dynamics AX Done Right!
CSG has proven expertise in: AX 
Performance Tuning, Business Intelligence, 
and AX 2012 Upgrades. 

Lanham Associates® 

EDI VAN 
Lanham can be your one EDI stop, but 
we won't lock you in. Full function. 
Fair Price.

Liberty Grove Software, Inc. 

NAV Implementation Services
Let us train and guide you to a successful 
implementation.
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Sierra Workforce Solutions 

   

Sierra Workforce Solutions
Time & labor management solutions 
optimizing productivity and data in-
tegration for payroll, HR & job costing 
using biometrics, badge, WEB or PC 
based time clocks. Includes employee 
manager self service.

Managed Services

a TDS company

OneNeck IT Services  

Dynamics Hosting and 
Managed Services Provider
OneNeck® provides a comprehensive, 
flexible suite of Microsoft Dynamics 
hosting and managed services de-
signed to help companies improve 
system performance and leverage their 
Dynamics AX enterprise application. 

RedTail Solutions  

RedTail EDI
Cloud-based managed EDI service for 
suppliers to retailers. Best EDI with 
lowest TCO.

Marketing Planning & 
Services

Looking Glass Marketing   

   
www.lookingglassmarketing.

Cost-effective Marketing Solutions 
for Microsoft Dynamics Partners
Award-winning outsourced marketing 
services including lead generation, 
nurture marketing, email marketing, 
web design/SEO, content development.

The Partner Marketing Group 

     
www.thepartnermarketinggroup.com 

Microsoft Approved Vendor for 
Dynamics Marketing Consulting
From strategic marketing plan develop-
ment to the critical daily execution, this 
Microsoft experienced team can help 
fill your sales pipeline.  

Tornado Marketing, 

Inc.   

Marketing Consulting
Tornado Marketing offers high-impact, 
highly effective marketing consulting. 
10+ years in the channel. Websites. SEO. 
Copywriting.

Market Research

FishNet Marketing LLC    

    

List Acquisition, Lead Generation 
& Telemarketing Services
Full-service Inside Sales Provider for 
Dynamics, Platform & Cloud Partners. 
Lead qualification & nurture mktg; 
Partner Acct Mgmt; Partner Recruiting; 
Event Mgmt; Dedicated Rep Programs; 
Script dvlpmt; List & Lead Mgt.

Member Organizations

Dynamic Communities   

 
www.dynamiccommunities.com

Microsoft Dynamics User Groups 
- AXUG, CRMUG, GPUG, NAVUG
The User Groups are independent 
communities that empower Microsoft 
Dynamics users to connect, learn and 
share experiences to improve their 
use of and ROI on their solution. User 
& Partner memberships are available.

.NET Development

Alba Spectrum Corporation 

Alba Spectrum Corporation
We specialize in the design and de-
velopment of Dexterity & .NET based 
Customization and Integration (includ-
ing eCommerce & RMS) solutions for 
Dynamics GP covering an extensive 
range of applications and industries.

Isis, Inc.     

Isis .NET Development
Isis provides cost effective outsourced 
.NET development (C#, VB.NET, ASP.NET, 
C++) to our partners and customers 
worldwide at reduced rates as low as 
$20 per hour depending on project 
size and skill set required!

KTL Solutions, Inc. 

Development - Microsoft 
Dynamics GP
13 yrs developing GP customizations 
(Dexterity, .Net), Source Code Developers, 
Sub-contractor rates to other resellers. 

Partner Support Service

Plumbline Consulting, LLC. 

   

Partner Support Services
Leverage our Partner Support 
Services,including Support, Custom 
Development & Implementation 
Assistance to expand your offerings. 
25+ yrs.

Sales Tax Management 
Service

Avalara, Inc.    

   

AvaTax for Sales Tax 
Automation 
Automate and eliminate the complex-
ity of sales tax management with 
AvaTax.  A cloud-based sales and use 
tax calculation, exemption certificate 
management, filling and remittance 
solution for Microsoft Dynamics.

SharePoint Development

DynamicPoint   

Your Source Exclusively 
for Microsoft Dynamics & 
SharePoint Integration
Portals, Business Automation & Custom 
Products integrated with Dynamics.

Software Development 
Consulting

Isis, Inc.     

Isis Consulting
Isis provides cost effective outsourced 
software consulting to design, build, 
& test the software your clients need 
worldwide at reduced rates as low as 
$20 per hour depending on project size 
and skill set required!

KTL Solutions, Inc. 

Development - Microsoft 
Dynamics GP
13 yrs developing GP customizations 
(Dexterity, .Net), Source Code Developers, 
Sub-contractor rates to other resellers. 

United ERP, LLC   

Royalty Accounting Software
AXIP monitors your Royalty Lifecycle 
from contracts, product dvlpmt ap-
provals, automatic royalty calculations, 
compliance checking w/audit tracking, 
automated statement reporting, fore-
casting & business intelligence.

Telemarketing/Telesales

FishNet Marketing LLC    

    

List Acquisition, Lead Generation 
& Telemarketing Services
Full-service Inside Sales Provider for 
Dynamics, Platform & Cloud Partners. 
Lead qualification & nurture mktg; 
Partner Acct Mgmt; Partner Recruiting; 
Event Mgmt; Dedicated Rep Programs; 
Script dvlpmt; List & Lead Mgt.

Training

Accolade Publications, Inc. 

Training Manuals
User and Training Manuals for MS 
Dynamics GP, AX, SL, NAV, and CRM. 
Professionally Written--User Readable 
from Your Dynamics Education Experts.

Martin & Associates  
www.martinandassoc.com

GP, CRM, and FRx Training
Hands on training at our Cincinnati 
location. GP classes include Financials 
and Supply Chain. CRM classes are 
Sales, Marketing and Service. We also 
offer a two day FRx class. See website 
for schedule.

Webucator, Inc.   
www.webucator.com/microsoft/

Dynamics Training
Microsoft Dynamics Training - regularly 
scheduled public classes delivered 
live online and custom private classes 
normally delivered at your offices. 
Webucator is a Microsoft Certified 
Partner for Learning Solutions.

Upgrades

Client Strategy Group 

Dynamics AX Done Right!
CSG has proven expertise in: AX 
Performance Tuning, Business Intelligence, 
and AX 2012 Upgrades. 

Liberty Grove Software, Inc. 

Fixed Price Upgrades
Bring forward your customizations and 
data for a fixed price.

Video Marketing

The Partner Marketing Group 
www.thepartnermarketinggroup.com

Video Marketing for 
Dynamics CRM
Learn how "Dave Saves the Day" video 
series can help you sell more CRM. 

Writing/Documentation 
Services

The Partner Marketing Group 

     
www.thepartnermarketinggroup.com

Blog, Case Study and 
Website Writing Services
Use blog writing, case studies and 
website content to build your brand. 



ACADEMY
Looking for cost-effective, information-packed, expert-

led Microsoft Dynamics GP classes? Join us in Seattle for 

Summit 2012 and our pre-conference training classes!

Once again this year we’re featuring a variety of half- and full-day 

classes taught by experts in Microsoft Dynamics GP and related tools. You’ll 

benefit immediately from:

 » Instructor-led classroom training from experts on the solution and tools

 » Targeted content

 » Hands-on training environment

 » Cost effective

 » Discounts for GPUG® Premium Members and Microsoft Service Plan Members

This year we have 22 classes to choose from, including several to help you get ready for 

your upgrade to Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013 and Management Reporter:

 » Microsoft Dynamics GP Administration Made Easy – Life Support for the 

Microsoft Dynamics GP Administrator

 » Upgrading to Management Reporter from Microsoft FRx

 » Data Migration Techniques and Integration Tools

 » SharePoint for Site Owners

 » Using SmartList Builder + Excel Reporter Builder

 » Introduction to the Microsoft Dynamics GP Toolset

 » Understanding Transactions in Microsoft Dynamics GP – Where Does My 

Information Go?

 » SSRS 101

You don’t need to register for Summit to take the classes. To see the descriptions 

and details, please visit http://GPUGsummit.com/pre-conference-training.    

“Being able to spend a day in training with a Microsoft Dynamics GP legend like 

Mariano Gomez is worth the price of admission, regardless of the topic. His class on 

Data Migration Techniques and Integration Tools unearthed some unknown gems for 

me and reminded me of some functionality I had forgotten about. I left the class with 

a list of solutions that I knew would provide immediate benefits (several of which I 

implemented that night). The value of the information gleaned has paid for the class 

several times over.”

Wade Petty
AVP of Finance

Mortgage Contracting Services

corner

See what one Member had to say about the “Microsoft Dynamics GP 2010 Data Migration and 
Integration Techniques” class he took at last year’s Summit:

Are the classes valuable?

Announcing 

the PCAR!

The GPUG Academy is proud 

to announce the Professional 

Certification in Accounts 

Receivable (PCAR).  The PCAR is 

the second role-based, Microsoft 

Dynamics GP-related certification 

to be provided by GPUG. It features 

a curriculum-based program with 

a variety of options to fit your 

organizational and personal goals.  

To see the program map and to 

apply, please visit GPUG.com/

Training Academy/Certifications.  

And stay tuned: we’ll announce 

the next GPUG Academy 

certification at GPUG Summit 

2012! GPUG
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Work Simpler & Easier™

Auditor
Track data changes in Microsoft Dynamics GP or at the SQL database level.

Dynamics Report Manager
Any report, anytime, anywhere.

SmartFill
The Google-style data entry search tool.

Omni Price
Your magical slice-and-dice-your-price device.

Dynamics GP Toolbox
A collection of tools that improve the Microsoft Dynamics GP experience.

Rockton Software is 

a creative company 

that develops products 

that make Microsoft 

Dynamics® GP more 

intuitive and user-

friendly to improve 

customers’ lives by 

making their work 

simpler and easier.


